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I dedicate this book to my wife and children. My wife’s real-life workplace 
experiences inspired me to write this book. She motivated me to embark on 
this journey, and she kept me going even during the most challenging times. 
Rana, you are my best friend, my backbone, and my world. You’ve made 
me a better husband, father, and person. It was your love, encouragement, 
and support that helped me accomplish this. To my children—who served as 
a reminder of what is truly important in life—thank you for your hugs, 
kisses, and smiles that made this process so much easier for me. I hope this 
book will motivate you to do something bigger and better for the world.



Foreword 

This book is very important because religious literacy is important. I don’t 
mean a deep knowledge of various religious beliefs and practices; rather, it 
is knowledge about how religion impacts the workplace and the market-
place, our coworkers, and partners as well as our customers and clients. 
The data Ed Hasan presents throughout the book are extremely helpful. 
A few key statistics are worth highlighting. 

First, religion is not in decline. As my colleagues and I demonstrated, 
our planet is projected to have 2.3 billion more religiously affiliated 
people by 2050 compared with just 0.1 billion more religiously unaf-
filiated people (Hackett et al., 2015). That’s like religion “winning” 
23-to-1. 

This religious growth is also changing the global marketplace. Today, 
three of the top five economies are Christian majority. But in 40 years, 
only one is projected to be. The other four top economies in 2050 will 
include countries where Hindus, Muslims, Buddhists, and the unaffiliated 
predominate (Grim & Connor, 2015). And, as we showed, while Muslim 
populations are growing the fastest, the greatest gains in the share of the 
global GDP are projected to be among Hindu populations. Companies 
that are religiously literate about these two global faiths have an advan-
tage, and workplaces that are consciously accommodating to Muslims and 
Hindus will be able to tap into the innovative talent coming from these 
communities.
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Indeed, research shows that this religious growth and diversity can be 
good for the workplace and the bottom lines of businesses as long as they 
are accompanied by respect for freedom of religion or belief (Grim et al., 
2014). In such marketplaces and societies, innovative strength is more 
than twice as high as in societies that don’t respect freedom of religion or 
belief. So, freedom to believe—or not believe—is good for business. 

However, since 2009, the number of people living in countries with 
high religious restrictions and hostilities has increased from 4.8 to 5.9 
billion people; that’s an increase of 1.1 billion more people living in coun-
tries where freedom of religion or belief is under duress, based on my 
analysis of studies from the Pew Research Center (2021). The same Pew 
studies show that social hostilities involving religion in the U.S. are high. 
One place we see this is in the number of American workers who have 
experienced or witnessed religious discrimination in their workplace. 

A Tanenbaum survey (2013) finds that 36% of American workers, or 
about 50 million people, have experienced or witnessed some form of 
religious discrimination or non-accommodation in their workplace. 

Despite this, religious diversity and inclusion are not on the minds of 
many companies. Companies have rightly paid a lot of attention to other 
diversity and inclusion issues, such as sexual orientation. Now, religion 
is the next big thing businesses need to pay attention to. In 2016, for 
instance, there were twice as many workplace discrimination complaints 
about religion as complaints about sexual orientation. 

But there is also good news. We are starting to see significant 
movement in some of the world’s biggest and most successful compa-
nies toward more faith-friendly, religiously accommodating workplaces 
(Grim & Johnson, 2022). It’s been decades in the making for some, 
like Texas Instruments. For others, like Salesforce, it’s new and rapidly 
growing. The Religious Freedom & Business Foundation’s REDI Index 
(Religious Freedom & Business Foundation, 2022) https://religiousfre 
edomandbusiness.org/redi) finds this trend is propelled by company-
sponsored faith-oriented employee resource groups and other programs. 
Google, Intel, American Express, and others score highly for supporting 
such initiatives. American Airlines does too. One of their Chief Flight 
Controllers is a priest and company chaplain. In fact, Tyson Foods has 
chaplains from various religions compassionately serving the needs of all 
employees regardless of faith or belief. Why do these companies do it? It’s 
good for employees. It gives them a competitive advantage. And that’s 
good for societies.

https://religiousfreedomandbusiness.org/redi
https://religiousfreedomandbusiness.org/redi
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Ed Hasan’s book fills a critical need by offering solutions and helping 
businesses become religiously literate. I believe that you will find it 
extremely useful, regardless of whether you are exploring this topic for 
the first time or are well-experienced and looking to deepen your commit-
ment to including religion as part of your overall commitment to diversity, 
equity and inclusion. 

Annapolis, MD, USA Brian J. Grim, Ph.D. 
President, Religious Freedom & 

Business Foundation 
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PART I 

Hijabs, Crucifixes, and Yarmulkes: Defining 
and Understanding Religious Inclusion 

in the Workplace



CHAPTER 1  

Introduction 

Abstract Despite exaggerated reports of their decline, religious popu-
lations and religious diversity continue to grow around the world. It 
is therefore not surprising that religion is featured prominently in the 
political realm and gaining more attention in the workplace. However, 
religion remains one of the “forgotten” dimensions of diversity, with too 
many organizations choosing to avoid it in their inclusion initiatives. This 
introductory chapter documents the unacceptable outcomes of this avoid-
ance—religious discrimination, identity covering, and exclusion. The case 
is made for the business values, moral authority, and legal requirements 
for religious diversity and inclusion in the workplace. 

Keywords Religious diversity · Workplace stigma · Religious freedom 
and business · Religious anti-discrimination laws · Inclusive workplace 
culture 

Aaron was denied employment in a fast-food restaurant chain because he 
refused to shave his beard to meet the clean-shaven look required by the 
corporate appearance policies; Aaron is Jewish and keeps his beard as an 
observance of his religion. Mariam, a Muslim woman who wears a head 
scarf, didn’t receive an anticipated promotion in her organization because

© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature 
Switzerland AG 2022 
E. Hasan, Embracing Workplace Religious Diversity and Inclusion, 
Palgrave Studies in Equity, Diversity, Inclusion, and Indigenization 
in Business, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-89773-4_1 
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the new position required interaction with the public and her employers 
feared that her hijab would upset customers. When Felix revealed that he 
was not of the same Christian denomination as most of his colleagues, he 
was mocked and ridiculed. 

These vignettes are based on real-life workplace scenarios that have 
occurred in workplaces in the U.S. and around the world. Research 
conducted in the U.S. found that Muslim job seekers who stated their 
religious affiliation received fewer interview invitations from employers 
than applicants who listed no religion; a similar study found that job 
seekers who included belonging to student religious organizations on 
their resumes received fewer responses from employers than those who 
made no mention of religion (BBC, 2014). These, and many of the exam-
ples you’ll read in this book, show that religious discrimination plays a role 
in the hiring process in the U.S. and beyond. 

Unfavorable treatment of individuals at work because of their religious 
beliefs and practices is not limited to adherents of one religion. They 
are becoming regular experiences of individuals across many religions and 
geographies. Even individuals who do not adhere to any religion have 
been victims of religious discrimination in the workplace. A 2021 study 
found, for example, that atheists were more likely to be viewed as a threat 
in the workplace, and thus, more likely to have their religion-related 
requests at work denied (Rios et al., 2021). 

Workplace religious discrimination comes in different forms, and 
can occur before, during, and after the process of employment at the 
workplace. Many cases of workplace religious discrimination stem from 
employers; others from fellow employees. 

Unfortunately, conversations regarding workplace discrimination often 
focus narrowly on gender and race issues while religious diversity is 
neglected entirely, largely due to the dearth of information about how 
to approach workplace religious diversity and inclusion. We must give 
religious inclusion adequate attention to create a safer, better world of 
work for all employees, and to enhance individual and organizational 
performance. In pursuing this goal, some of the following questions arise:

• What exactly constitutes workplace religious discrimination?
• How can individuals protect themselves against potential religious 
discrimination that could arise in the workplace?

• What can organizations do to stem the rising tide of religious 
discrimination that is becoming more common in many workplaces?
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• Perhaps, most importantly, how can organizations ensure that their 
employees feel a sense of belonging inclusive of their religious beliefs 
and practices? 

These are the questions I address in this book, published as part of 
the Palgrave Studies in Equity, Diversity, Inclusion, and Indigenization 
in Business series. I will explore contemporary challenges posed by reli-
gion in the workplace and provide solutions from multiple perspectives. 
Notably, I will offer a model for evaluation that should be very helpful: 
The Kaizen HC Model of Religious Inclusion. Ultimately, my hope is 
that close examination of this topic will provoke thoughtful and mean-
ingful conversations aimed at solving religious discrimination today and 
far into the future. 

Why Does Workplace Religious Diversity, 
Inclusion, and Discrimination Matter? 

Throughout this book, I will explore various dimensions of the prevalence 
and impact of religious diversity and inclusion, as well as religious discrim-
ination, with a narrow focus on the workplace and the societal factors that 
influence religious discrimination workplace environments. 

Religious bias and stigma in the workplace are a reflection of stereo-
typing and cultural tensions from the proximal society. This stigma creates 
divisions and inequalities, though sometimes invisible, can affect the 
welfare and well-being of workers (Nachmias & Caven, 2019). Conse-
quently, employees may engage in “covering,” a phenomenon whereby an 
employee hides personal attributes that have a feared potential to result 
in being stigmatized—and yet those employees may still suffer silently 
in the workplace. Tackling issues of stigma in the workplace should be 
paramount to any organization seeking to ensure inclusiveness within a 
diverse employee population. 

Though religion exists as a central influence of personal identities it 
has become a forgotten dimension of workplace diversity. The following 
chapters will explore the global trends that are a huge driver of reli-
gious diversity. In the U.S. and other Western countries, for example, the 
discourse on workplace religious diversity and inclusion tends to be domi-
nated by advocates of Christian rights fending off increasing secularization 
and the declining influence of Christianity in the workplace and society.
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In these same countries, however, voices are heard protesting the stigma 
and bias that religious minorities (especially immigrants) face. For organi-
zations seeking to embrace religious inclusion, therefore, attention must 
be paid to the challenges and issues facing both the religious outgroup 
and the ingroup. 

Business, Moral, and Legal Cases 
for Religious Diversity and Inclusion 

People are the most important resource of any organization. Besides the 
roles they perform, they are the source of ideas, creativity, innovation, 
and connectivity with each other, other organizations, customers, and 
external stakeholders. The knowledge, skills, and abilities of employees 
and workers define the bedrock of knowledge and capabilities of any orga-
nization. Generally, diversity unlocks innovation, drives growth (Hewlett 
et al., 2013), and increases productivity as employees bring together their 
knowledge and experiences from diverse backgrounds. 

Excluding or even giving the appearance of exclusion of any group 
of employees or potential employees who profess their religious identity 
constitutes a major competitive disadvantage. Multinational organizations 
especially stand to benefit from having a religiously diverse workforce. 
The global marketplace increasingly requires businesses to interact with 
stakeholders based in countries with diverse religions and cultures. Reli-
gious diversity in the workplace is therefore a crucial asset as diverse views 
and alternative approaches to management can be harnessed to enhance 
organizational performance (Syed et al., 2017). 

In many Western countries, the war for talent is increasingly being 
won by organizations that are seen to take diversity issues seriously. Reli-
gious job seekers may be more inclined to work for organizations that 
pay particular attention to religious diversity and inclusion. However, it 
is not enough to merely accommodate religious diversity, nor do benefits 
automatically arise from having a religiously diverse workforce. Deriving 
optimal benefits from a religiously diverse workforce requires proactive 
and effective management aware of the dangers of real or perceived 
conflicts and inequality associated with inclusion efforts. 

The moral imperative for the proactive management of religious diver-
sity in the workplace is twofold. First, respect for other people’s religious 
beliefs and the fostering of religious understanding and inclusion in the 
workplace is a show of respect for the fundamental human right of every
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person to freedom of thought and freedom of religion, both of which are 
generally protected by legal statutes. 

Second, almost all religions advocate for ethical and moral values 
such as integrity, honesty, self-discipline, kindness, and charity. Most 
organizations encourage, appreciate, and reward these attributes in their 
employees. Promoting and managing religious diversity presents avenues 
for organizations to access these noble attributes, principally through 
hiring people for whom these attributes are integral to their identity. 

In addition to the business and moral cases for being inclusive of 
religion at work, in many countries managing religious diversity in the 
workplace has become a legal requirement. In Chapter 2, we explore the 
legal frameworks and cases for religious inclusion in depth. 

The legal, business, and moral cases for workplace religious diversity 
and inclusion do not operate in isolation. They are interrelated and mutu-
ally reinforcing. The current legal provisions for religious freedom, for 
example, recognize the moral imperative to respect individuals’ religious 
beliefs and practices. The moral case for organizations to actively manage 
religious diversity hinges on their obligation to adhere to legal provisions. 
These cases for religious inclusion also provide additional motivation for 
writing this book, as many people and organizations are largely unaware 
of contemporary issues relating to workplace religious diversity. 

What to Expect from This Book 

This book aims to provide a nuanced understanding of workplace reli-
gious diversity and inclusion. In Part I, workplace religious diversity and 
inclusion are defined and the subject of conceptual, theoretically-based, 
and empirical analyses. Part II explores various aspects and examples of 
workplace religious diversity and inclusion management, showcasing real-
life examples of religion and spirituality in diverse workplace contexts 
in America, Asia, Europe, and Africa. These chapters are designed to 
provoke the contemplation of contemporary issues and challenges relating 
to workplace religious diversity from various religious perspectives. 

Undeniably, workplaces are becoming more diverse. In the next 
chapter, we’ll explore what religious diversity looks like, the historical and 
legal contexts of religious diversity, the definitions and debates of reli-
gious discrimination, and how inclusion is supported and thwarted by 
these factors.
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CHAPTER 2  

The Paradox of Workplace Religious 
Inclusion in Theory and in Practice 

Abstract Because religious observance plays a role in society at large 
and in people’s everyday lives, forward-thinking organizations need to 
embrace religious inclusion within their hiring practices. This chapter 
begins with a real-life story of a South African chef whose employer failed 
to grant an accommodation to undertake a traditional religious/healer 
training. The case highlights challenges in navigating diverse religious 
practices in the workplace, managing accommodation requests, and 
fostering a sense of belonging among employees. The chapter explores 
the complex intersections of religion and ethnicity/race, as well as legal 
frameworks shaping religious freedom, diversity, and inclusion around the 
world. 

Keywords Religious expression · Religious discrimination · Diversity 
management · Workplace spirituality · South Africa 

In early 2007 in Pretoria, South Africa, chef Johanna Mmoledi started 
to experience dizziness, headaches, visions, and dreams (News24, 2013). 
Mmoledi recognized the signs to be a state called ukubiswa, which signi-
fies a calling to traditional healing in ngoma, an African indigenous 
religion. When she consulted a traditional healer, or sangoma, she was

© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature 
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instructed to become a sangoma herself as a means of appeasing her 
ancestors. 

Mmoledi embarked upon traditional healer training, apparently with 
the support of her employer who initially allowed her to work half-days 
so she could attend training in the afternoon. Mmoledi had worked for 
the same employer, Kievits Kroon estate, for eight years as a chef de partie 
for conferences and the estate’s leisure programs. Nevertheless, when she 
requested a month of unpaid leave to complete her training, her employer 
declined to allow her the time off, offering instead to allow her one week’s 
unpaid leave. 

The final phase of Mmoledi’s healer training required attending intense 
and deeply taxing rituals and ceremonies, and she presented her employer 
with a note from her sangoma that she needed to take a month off to 
complete her training due to her illness and premonitions. Mmoledi felt 
strongly that her mental state would decline if she didn’t complete the 
training her religion and ancestors required of her. Her employer deemed 
the healer’s note meaningless, and requested a Western doctor’s note in 
place of the healer’s note to confirm Mmoledi’s illness (South Africa: 
Supreme Court of Appeal, 2013). Mmoledi heeded her calling, and she 
left after her shift on June 1, 2007, to complete her sangoma training. In 
response, Kievits Kroon fired her. 

Mmoledi brought the case before the South African Commission for 
Conciliation Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA), whose role is to handle 
labor-related disputes before they are escalated to the labor courts. The 
Commission ruled in Mmoledi’s favor, finding that the decision was 
beyond her control, and her life was in danger if she didn’t heed the 
call of her ancestors (Carrim, 2015). The Commission also cited that 
the summary rejection of the healer’s note was the crux of the issue 
(South Africa: Supreme Court of Appeal, 2013). Had Kievits Kroon’s 
staff treated the document as equivalent to a doctor’s note or asked 
Mmoledi about the importance of the document, accommodations could 
have been made, including finding an alternate schedule arrangement. 
However, since that conversation never took place, and the healer’s note 
was outright dismissed, Kievits Kroon was found in the wrong, and they 
were directed to reinstate Mmoledi. 

The story doesn’t end there. From 2008 to 2013, Kievits Kroon 
refused to comply with three court orders from the CCMA, the Labour 
Court of South Africa, and the Labour Appeal Court of South Africa, all 
of whom came to the same conclusion: Mmoledi should be reinstated. In
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2013, the Supreme Court of Appeal concurred, ordering Kievits Kroon 
to reinstate Mmoledi and issuing a final word on the matter after five 
years of legal cases and opinion. 

Mmoledi’s story is an interesting example of workplace religious 
discrimination and eventual freedom due to the determination of the 
various courts. The rulings didn’t state that Mmoledi should have imme-
diately had her request accommodated as she stated it, but rather that 
the employer engaged in wrongful termination when they wholesale 
dismissed her request because it came from a sangoma and not a Western 
medical doctor. Had Kievits Kroon sought alternative accommodations 
or even discussed the note with Mmoledi, the courts maintained, there 
could have been an entirely different outcome (South Africa: Supreme 
Court of Appeal, 2013). 

The courts’ rulings reveal how South Africa grapples with religion 
and the workplace in the modern era. South Africa has been deeply 
engaged in a process of truth and reconciliation designed to help guide 
the nation forward from apartheid and the conflicts and human rights 
abuses that took place during that time. In the post-apartheid era, the 
practice of African indigenous religions has increased in South Africa. 
These religions were suppressed during apartheid, so an important part 
of national healing has included repositioning African indigenous reli-
gions and other non-Christian religions in conversations around employ-
ment. (Many Christian denominations, particularly the Dutch Reformed 
Church, played a large role in upholding apartheid and were allowed 
to practice their religion freely during apartheid, though there were also 
Christian organizations like the South African Council of Churches and 
people like Archbishop Desmond Tutu who organized against apartheid.) 
The Commission’s and other courts’ rulings in the Mmoledi case support 
the notion that religion isn’t just something you do at home. To South 
Africans, dominant religions aren’t the only ones that matter and impact 
the workplace. 

Despite popular opinion to the contrary, religion is still alive and well— 
and growing across the world. Though there is some decline in religiosity 
in some countries in the global north—nearly 29% of adults in the U.S. 
don’t identify with any religion according to the Pew Research Center 
(2021)—that doesn’t negate that for many people in those countries and 
throughout the global south, religion is not just an important aspect of 
their lives, it’s the most important aspect of their lives. We can observe 
this readily in the example of Mmoledi, who felt strongly that she must
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respond to her ancestors’ call, even though she risked losing employment 
to do so. If there were no other examples—though there will be many 
throughout this book—Mmoledi alone proves that we do not live in an 
entirely post-religion era. 

Even though we live in a time where many people are religious, our 
societies don’t look like they used to in regard to religion. Due to many 
factors that we’ll discuss in this chapter, religious diversity has become an 
important aspect of society and work. 

When people think of diversity and inclusion in the workplace, the 
first identities that come to mind are typically gender and race. Of course, 
both are incredibly important aspects of who people are as individuals 
and how they show up at work. But for many religious people, religion 
is as important, if not more so, than any other aspect of their identity— 
and religious identity intersects with gender and race for many people. To 
both create a better world for all workers and to help our organizations 
perform better, we must understand all the aspects of identity that people 
bring to the workplace. 

Understanding Religion and Religious Diversity 

Religion is one of the concepts that everyone seems to understand implic-
itly, in part due to the history of how religions have formed and spread; 
yet there isn’t one widely shared definition of religion. It’s an elusive 
concept because religion is colloquially used to describe various cultural 
and social practices, beliefs, symbols, myths, and frameworks for meaning-
making. Additionally, many conflate the term religion with one religion, 
for example, Christianity in the U.S., or a type of religious doctrine. 
Clarity on the meaning of the term may seem inconsequential, but as we 
discuss topics around religious diversity, it will be helpful to have a shared 
understanding. Carrim (2015) summarizes some definitions from the 
literature to describe religion as consisting of various devotional practices 
performed according to the teachings of a particular faith. 

Although religion and spirituality are sometimes considered synony-
mous, they are distinct, and the differences between the two are illu-
minating. While religion entails adhering to a structured belief system, 
spirituality is concerned with growing into and experiencing the divine 
(Syed et al., 2017). The core distinction between spirituality and religion 
is that religion places emphasis on practices that are part of a belief system
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(Byrd & Scott, 2014). While these differences exist, they are subtle and 
don’t necessarily translate to a difference in experiences in the workplace. 

Another complex feature of religion is how it is often intertwined with 
ethnicity and sometimes racial identity. For many people whose ethnic 
and racial identities are connected to their religious identity, there isn’t a 
distinction between the two, but rather an understanding of self that is 
inclusive of both. In many of these cases, religious identity isn’t something 
communicated in physical appearance. The fact that many religious people 
do not wear distinctive religious garb or have physical appearances tied 
to their religion may account for the way religious diversity is neglected 
while gender, racial, and ethnic diversity is focused on in the workplace 
and society at large. 

There are notable exceptions to this reality, though. In Chapter 4, we’ll  
discuss, for instance, the experiences of Muslim women who wear the 
hijab at work and how they are treated. A Muslim woman might experi-
ence difficulties at the workplace because she’s a woman, particularly if she 
wears the hijab, and if she’s also a racial minority in the workplace. How 
do we quantify how much of that treatment is due to her religious identity 
versus her gender identity versus her racial identity? In fact, one Muslim 
woman said of her job seeking experiences, “It’s hard to interpret inter-
views where I wasn’t offered a job as being anti-woman vs. anti-hijab.” 
(To learn more about other examples like this and my survey of Muslim 
women who wear the hijab, see Chapter 5.) 

To recognize the validity and importance of these overlapping and 
intersecting identities, we must cultivate an intersectional lens. Intersec-
tionality is a term coined by Kimberle Crenshaw (1989) to describe how 
Black women exist across categories that have in practice been treated as 
if they are mutually exclusive. Thus, in her example, the racism Black men 
experience and the sexism that white women experience both differ from 
the experiences of Black women whose lived realities are shaped by being 
both Black and women without a clear line between the two identities. 
By extension, for our purposes, intersectionality suggests that we must 
recognize the central nature of religion in the lives of religious people, 
many of whom are marginalized along other axes of identity that may 
shape their experiences. Furthermore, we cannot draw a line between the 
various identities an individual possesses, but rather, we must consider the 
person as a complex being. 

Simply put, when religion is left out of the conversation, we neglect 
the whole. While religion has been neglected in many conversations about
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advancing diversity in organizations and communities, research shows that 
religious diversity in particular has been increasing (Alesina et al., 2003; 
Pew Research Center, 2014). In countries like the U.S., for example, 
the religious landscape is being transformed with the growth of religious 
traditions such as Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, and Sikhism. Needless to 
say, this has implications for managing diversity at work. 

While religious diversity is generally used to describe how different reli-
gions come together, there are sometimes elements of diversity within the 
same religion. Within the Christian religion, for example, there are about 
6,000 denominations, many of which differ in basic tenets of their belief 
system (Carrim, 2015). Interestingly, intra-religion diversity at times can 
also lead to issues and challenges in the workplace. That said, individuals 
within the same broad religious group tend to understand one another 
and, despite differences, share more beliefs and practices than individ-
uals outside that religion. As a result, workplace religious diversity focuses 
on differences between religions rather than differences between groups 
within the same religion. 

Companies and individuals are increasingly interacting with individuals 
from diverse cultures, ethnicities, and religions (Syed et al., 2017). Thus, 
we are living in a more diverse society and working in more diverse work-
places. This marks a significant shift from the past when workplaces were 
much more homogenous across identities. However, not much attention 
has been placed on the role of religious diversity in the workplace and 
how this diversity should be managed to ensure inclusion. 

Diverse workplaces stem from more diverse societies; this diversity is 
driven by globalization and increased global migration. Where global-
ization describes how companies, governments, and individuals interact, 
operate, and establish influence internationally, global migration describes 
how individuals move from one country to another, typically in search of 
work, though there are many reasons for migrating from one country to 
another (Czaika & De Haas, 2014). 

While migration across international boundaries is not a new trend, the 
volume, diversity, and geographical scope of global migration has changed 
over the years due largely to increased globalization (Czaika & De Haas, 
2014). By volume, for example, the number of global immigrants more 
than doubled over 50 years, from 92 million in 1960 to 222 million in 
2010 (Ozden et al., 2011).
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One new facet of global migration is how it has been enabled partly 
because of technological innovations in communication and transporta-
tion. It’s easier than ever before to communicate across the globe, gain 
access to information about other countries, and move across borders in 
a number of ways. A cumulative effect of the ease of communication and 
movement has been an accelerated rate of global migration. 

Global migration patterns have also become more complex (Czaika & 
De Haas, 2014). In the past, immigrants, especially economic immi-
grants, moved to countries with historical and colonial links. Immigrants 
from Anglophone African countries, for example, tended to migrate to 
England, while those from Francophone African countries preferred to 
move to France (Bakewell & De Haas, 2007). The same migration 
patterns could be seen between former colonizing countries and their so-
called colonies. In recent decades, though, migrants from diverse origins 
have started selecting new destinations (Migration Policy Institute, 2020). 
More and more countries in Asia, for example, have become destinations 
for global immigrants due to their economic prosperity. The composition 
of immigrant populations has also shifted. Where the majority of immi-
grants used to be men in search of work accompanied by their families 
and dependents, today women, students, and asylum seekers are making 
up a larger portion of immigrant populations (Castles & Miller, 2009; 
Czaika & De Haas, 2014). 

Immigration generally increases the diversity of a given society; this is 
not news (Collier, 2013; Putnam, 2007). Accelerated global migration, 
and to lesser degree rural–urban migration, has led to even more diverse 
societies and, by extension, workplaces. The complexity of modern global 
migration patterns further accentuates this diversity. 

Historically, global migration moved in waves of homogenous groups 
immigrating to new locations, as in the case of the mass emigration from 
Europe to the Americas and other then-colonies. This form of migration 
typically led to less diverse societies. In regard to religion, that migration 
meant that the U.S. population, particularly white settlers who colonized 
and dominated the society they formed, has been to this point by and 
large Christian. As migration patterns change, the U.S. population is like-
wise changing, becoming more diverse in terms of religion. In the U.S. 
and beyond, modern global migration forms national populations that 
are diverse in terms of language, race, ethnicity, nationality of origin, and 
religion.
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Despite this increased diversity across many axes, ethnic, and racial 
diversity dominate the conversation regarding the impact of immigration 
on societies and workplaces. While these important aspects of identity 
must be understood and embraced in the workplace, religious diver-
sity also has significant impacts on employment, employee relations, and 
general management in the workplace. In a rather ironic manner, the 
dramatic increase in workplace discrimination reported by Muslims since 
the 9/11 attacks, as we’ll discuss in-depth in Chapter 4, has brought more 
attention to the issue of workplace religious diversity and inclusion. 

We must pay attention to the role religion plays in people’s lives as we 
prepare for a more diverse workforce. Understanding religion, religions, 
and religious diversity lays the foundation for grappling with workplace 
religious diversity and the challenges it presents including discrimination. 
Before we can explore workplace religious discrimination in its own right, 
an understanding of the political and legal frameworks and protections 
for religious people is important. 

The Right to Freedom 
of Religion in the Public Sphere 

Freedom of religion is a right that has been guaranteed and codified 
by nations throughout the world in legal documents. These definitions 
are imperative for understanding the rights of religious people in the 
workplace; though none explicitly address the workplace, they do discuss 
religion in the public sphere, which is inclusive of the workplace in most 
cases. 

At the international level, world agencies and institutions have 
produced rules and guides for the consideration of religion. For example, 
the United Nations (UN) Universal Declaration of Human Rights states 
in article 18: 

Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this 
right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either 
alone or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest 
his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship and observance. 

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, proclaimed in Paris on 
December 10, 1948, was designed to establish a common standard of 
human rights for all nations and people. It is significant that religion is
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a protected class in this document, though the terms used in the clause 
above leave room for broad interpretation. 

The European Convention on Human Rights and the European Union 
(EU) Charter of Fundamental Rights, both designed to establish and 
protect basic human rights in constituent countries, have articles that 
protect the freedom of religion. Both align freedom of religion with 
freedom of thought and conscience. 

In January 2016, over 250 Muslim religious leaders, scholars, and 
heads of state came together with members of various persecuted reli-
gious communities at a conference hosted by the king of Morocco to 
make the Marrakesh Declaration. The statement recognizes the rights of 
members of minority religions in predominantly Muslim countries and 
advocates the protection of these rights. 

In addition to these international declarations, most countries have 
codified protections for religious rights in their constitutions and laws. For 
example, the basic rights of individuals to observe and express religious 
beliefs are firmly embedded within the U.S. Constitution and several 
federal statutes. The U.S. Constitution itself as well as two amendments 
to the constitution protect the rights of religious freedom explicitly. The 
First Amendment protects an individual’s freedom of establishing and 
practicing a religion and prevents Congress from implementing a law that 
establishes a specific religion (Constitution Annotated, n.d.a). The 14th 
Amendment prevents any state from denying equal protection of the laws 
for all citizens of the United States (Constitution Annotated, n.d.b). 

Two statutes also offer protection for freedom of religion in the U.S.: 
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Religious Freedom 
and Restoration Act of 1993 (RFRA). Title VII prohibits employers from 
discriminating against individuals on the basis of religion, color, race, sex, 
and national origin in all aspects of employment, including hiring, firing, 
and promotions. Title VII also requires employers to provide reasonable 
accommodation to an employee’s religious needs, so long as the accom-
modation does not result in undue hardship to the employer. This statute 
covers all federal agencies and their employees, as are private businesses 
and state and local agencies that have fifteen or more employees (those 
employed for a certain period already). The RFRA statute, on the other 
hand, prevents the government from complicating an individual’s right to 
exercise religion. 

In part due to the language of these laws protecting religious freedom, 
religious freedom and inclusion is perceived to be more widespread than
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it is in practice. For instance, Workplace Fairness, a nonprofit that prides 
itself on providing comprehensive, unbiased information about the rights 
of workers, states on its website: 

The law protects not only people who belong to traditional organized 
religions such as Christianity, Islam, Judaism, or other faiths; but all people 
who have sincerely held religious, ethical, or moral beliefs. 

This reflects a sentiment many people in the U.S. hold firmly; that 
religious freedom and inclusion are central to the U.S. society. 

In contrast, when adults in the U.S. are polled by the Pew Research 
Center, they report seeing religious discrimination (Masci, 2019). In fact, 
86% of respondents say Muslims are subject to at least some discrimi-
nation with a majority (56%) saying Muslims are discriminated against a 
lot. Sixty-four percent of respondents also say that Jewish people face at 
least some discrimination today, and half say the same is true for evan-
gelical Christians. At the very least, this study reveals the contradicting 
perspectives of adults in the U.S. when it comes to religious discrimi-
nation, providing insight into the realities and perceptions of religious 
freedom. 

Given the way these governing documents directly address the right 
to freedom of religion both nationally and internationally, it might seem 
like it would be simple to identify and prevent workplace religious 
discrimination. These laws and guidelines, however, rely on the prin-
ciple of neutrality, which encourages religious freedom, but emphasizes 
not expressing religious beliefs and practices in the workplace (Hennette-
Vauchez, 2017). Neutrality appears to only be aimed at curbing direct 
religious discrimination, and it is particularly prevalent in Europe where 
many cases of workplace religious discrimination have been referred to 
the European Court of Justice. 

At first glance, the principle of neutrality in regard to religion in 
the workplace may look like a good solution to religious discrimi-
nation. In theory, neutrality could seem like it would lead to equal 
treatment. In reality, the principle of neutrality leads to exclusion, and 
doesn’t discourage religious discrimination. In fact, it actually may even 
encourage that discrimination. The principle of neutrality also seems 
to be creating more uncertainty in the interpretation of extant laws in 
many European countries, rather than making the laws clearer. Paired
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with statutory language that is ambiguous, neutrality lends itself toward 
confusing and inconsistent interpretations of the law. 

These varying interpretations of the legal frameworks in different 
countries are one of the greatest challenges facing workplace reli-
gious discrimination. In some cases, civic leaders, politicians, legislators, 
business owners, and individuals themselves are responsible for these 
interpretations:

• Giving lip service to religious freedom without engaging in mean-
ingful work.

• Taking a hypocritical stance where their right to freedom of religion 
is protected, but others’ is not because they’re from a contradictory 
or marginalized religion.

• Lacking the political will to enforce the stated laws and frameworks, 
even when it’s unpopular. 

In some countries in Asia, for example, in spite of written commit-
ments to existing international and regional laws and conventions on 
human rights, religious discrimination is still widespread, particularly in 
the case of minority religions (Williams, 2019). Fox (2020) argues that 
governments are responsible for enabling some religious discrimination, 
referring to this phenomenon as government-based religious discrimina-
tion. Whether or not the root of workplace religious discrimination is 
government-based, societal attributes and attitudes have a way of trickling 
down into the workplace. 

Many existing legal frameworks do not specifically state what consti-
tutes religious discrimination. That said, the U.S. Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) clarifies what it considers to be reli-
gious discrimination: Under Title VII, employers are prohibited from 
showing bias for or against employees or potential employees due to 
their religious or spiritual identity, including those who have no reli-
gious or spiritual identity. This prohibition covers the continuum of 
hiring, promotion, compensation, employee classification, and dismissal 
of employees, even though the EEOC’s definition does not constitute a 
legal, binding requirement. In January 2021, the EEOC issued revised 
guidance on workplace religious protections for the first time in thir-
teen years (Nagele-Piazza, 2021). Additional guidance and clarity were
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provided on religious-organization exemptions, reasonable accommoda-
tions and methods for accommodation, and special considerations for 
employers who must balance reasonable accommodations with antiharass-
ment requirements (Nagele-Piazza, 2021). 

Further complicating the matter is that legal regulations differ from 
country to country and, thus, so does the interpretation of what consti-
tutes religious discrimination. Even within integrated regions, the deter-
mination of acts of religious discrimination are unclear and, in the case 
of the European Union, quite contentious. The task of defining work-
place religious discrimination is made even more difficult by the fact that 
the same legal frameworks that protect against religious discrimination 
simultaneously protect some other rights such as the rights of businesses, 
clients, and customers, for example. Sometimes, protecting the religious 
rights of some persons may entail encroaching upon the rights of other 
persons or businesses. The question then is how to interpret the laws 
without infringement on anyone’s rights. Assessing competing rights and 
interest is fundamental to defining acts of religious discrimination. 

Another part of the challenge in defining workplace religious discrim-
ination is the lack of clarity about and a wide variation between what is 
regarded to be religious discrimination generally and workplace religious 
discrimination specifically. Some variation in legal and political interpre-
tation is typical, though the case of workplace religious discrimination is 
peculiar. Having looked at numerous cases and rulings, there appear to be 
no universal principles or application of existing international laws. When 
such principles exist in certain regions of the world, even their application 
ends up being largely subjective. 

On July 15, 2021, for example, the Court of Justice of the European 
Union (CJEU), the highest European court, ruled on two cases brought 
before it by women from Germany. The CJEU ruled that employers can 
limit the expression of religious, political, and philosophical beliefs where 
there is “a genuine need” to “present a neutral image towards customers 
or to prevent social disputes” (Margolis, 2021). 

This ruling mirrors the rulings on similar cases of religious freedom 
and discrimination in 2017 that was brought before the court from 
France and Belgium. In the case brought before the CJEU from France, 
a Muslim woman was fired from her job with an IT firm for wearing 
her hijab after a client’s complaint (Hennette-Vauchez, 2017). In the 
case referred from Belgium to the CJEU, the company in question had 
informal internal rules that required workers to be neutral in religious,
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political, and philosophical matters. So, in many workplaces in Europe, 
there are no explicit HR policies to serve as guides on how to manage 
religious diversity and prevent religious discrimination (Equinet, 2018; 
Hennette-Vauchez, 2017). Typically, employers refer issues to the courts 
when incidents occur. The challenge that remains is that different courts 
continue to give different or contradictory rulings, even on cases with 
similar circumstances (Equinet, 2018). The inconsistency of how work-
place religious discrimination is treated legally and politically increases the 
difficulty of enacting consistent, fair HR policies in the workplace. 

To that end, defining workplace religious discrimination is paramount 
to understanding religious inclusion in the workplace. 

Understanding Workplace 
Religious Discrimination 

Workplace religious discrimination is a phenomenon that arises because 
we have more diverse societies, and thus more diverse workplaces than 
ever before and at a time when religious intolerance is on the rise. 
Typically, religious discrimination increases when there is an identifi-
able majority in a homogenous religious group, and others outside the 
group, usually minorities, are perceived to be foreign to the homogenous 
majority (Fox, 2017). 

The evidence of religious diversity globally has been firmly established 
(Alesina et al., 2003; Pew Research Center, 2014). Only about 16% of 
the world’s population does not belong to a religion; the other 84% 
identify with one religious group or another. Furthermore, the number 
and percentage of the world population that is religious is projected 
to increase by 2050. Therefore, workplace religious diversity is not an 
ephemeral phenomenon, but rather a feature of the workplace that has 
come to stay. Despite this fact, the role and impact of religious discrimina-
tion in the workplace has not received much attention (Syed et al., 2017). 
(Little has changed since Syed and colleagues, and other researchers, 
made this assertion.) 

Research on workplace religious diversity and inclusion, generally, is 
still only gaining momentum. As we’ve discussed, legal frameworks exist 
in many countries and the United Nations has conventions that, overall, 
aim to protect religious freedom, and prevent religious discrimination; 
however, it is still quite difficult to prevent workplace discrimination. 
Moreover, behaviors that constitute workplace religious discrimination
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are still largely not clear, and many organizations are grappling with 
understanding the issue of religious diversity and its management. 

Notably, religious diversity in the workplace can lead to various 
challenges and problems, including:

• Conflicts between HR policies and employees’ religious practices, a 
common occurrence (Mathis et al., 2016; Syed et al., 2017).

• Employees experiencing conflict with one another due to their 
religious differences (Byrd & Scott, 2014).

• Employees being required to conform to organization policies that 
conflict with their religion and beliefs (Gebert et al., 2014),

• Employees of diverse religious identities not wearing religious dress 
due to fear of not being hired, being rejected by colleagues, or other 
consequences (Reeves et al., 2012).

• Resentment between colleagues resulting from a lack of under-
standing of the beliefs and practices of different religions (Syed et al., 
2017). 

Effective management of religious diversity and prevention of discrimina-
tion to ensure inclusion is therefore vital in the workplace. 

Unfortunately, religious discrimination in the workplace is rarely 
explicitly addressed in organization policies except when issues arise. 
Although it is becoming commonplace for organizations to proactively 
address religious discrimination in Western countries (Kirton & Greene, 
2015), many organizations still do not explicitly address workplace 
religious discrimination until something goes wrong. 

Religious discrimination is one of those acts that is easy to identify but 
difficult to define. It can range from microaggressions like stereotyping 
and negative labeling to outright harassment and physical victimization. 
One client I worked with, a scientist we’ll call Tene, was encouraged not 
to share his religious beliefs with other scientists because it was assumed 
that his Christian faith was incongruent with science and reason. To try 
to allay some of these fears Tene stopped wearing a cross, and when 
asked what he did over the weekend, he stopped mentioning going to 
church. No one directly told him he had to hide his religion, but the 
social pressures he experienced made it clear he was supposed to be a 
scientist, not a Christian—and that the two were incongruent and thus 
Tene must choose. For example, when Tene picked up his child from
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daycare, she immediately noticed the crucifix was missing from his neck 
and asked where the beautiful necklace her grandmother had given him 
was. Tene felt conflicted and embarrassed; should he be loyal to his reli-
gion (and by extension, family) or should he be loyal to his workplace? 
Tene adapted to this environment by engaging in covering and down-
playing an integral part of his identity to become more palatable to those 
around him. Covering is woefully common in the workplace and, while it 
is not always discrimination, it can be an indicator of discriminatory or at 
the least exclusionary practices. 

Here are some useful definitions for workplace religious discrimination:

• Bowen (2010) asserts that religious discrimination exists “when 
certain individuals or groups do not enjoy the same rights and priv-
ileges as do members of other religious groups (or nonreligious 
people) in the society.”

• Fox (2017) defines religious discrimination in reference to the differ-
ential treatment of minority religions as “restrictions placed on the 
religious practices and institutions of minority religions that are not 
placed on the majority religion.” 

Simply put, according to the various laws and conventions listed above, 
religious discrimination is any differential treatment resulting from reli-
gious beliefs or practices. This rather simple definition, nevertheless, is 
not as straightforward as it seems. 

Based on the principle of neutrality, for example, legal frameworks of 
the European Union differentiate between direct and indirect religious 
discrimination. Direct religious discrimination is when a person is treated 
less favorably than others because of that person’s religion or belief; indi-
rect religious discrimination is when an apparent neutral policy or practice 
puts persons of a particular religion or belief at a disadvantage (Equinet, 
2018). The principle of neutrality therefore only tries to negate direct 
religious discrimination. One can still be indirectly discriminated against, 
and the adjudication of whether such acts can be defined as religious 
discrimination is left to the discretion of the courts. Ultimately, defining 
religious discrimination boils down to the interpretation of existing laws 
by national and regional courts. 

Despite the constitutional and legal safeguards that protect religious 
practices, religious discrimination continues to be a major challenge in
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the U.S. workplace (Ghumman et al., 2013). The issue of workplace reli-
gious discrimination is not limited to the U.S.. There has also been an 
increase in the number of cases of religious discrimination in Europe and 
Asia. In Europe, for example, the European Union has had to revisit the 
existing legal frameworks to guide against increasing religious intolerance 
(Equinet, 2018; Fox,  2017). Even in regions such as Asia where the reli-
gious landscape has been diverse for a long time (Kuhle, 2020), migration 
and urbanization are changing the dynamics of religious diversity. 

Returning to the South African example of chef Johanna Mmoledi at 
the beginning of this chapter, organizations must prepare to deal with 
religious accommodation requests and do a better job of handling inclu-
sion and discrimination cases related to traditional, non-Western religious 
who often constitute the religious outgroups. As Carrim (2015) reports,  
the post-apartheid era has ushered people from minority religions such 
as African indigenous religions and Hinduism into the workplace, and 
presented complex religious inclusion challenges to employers. As our 
world and the religious landscape in many countries continue to experi-
ence change, forward-thinking organizations must embrace the challenge 
of building a workplace culture that not only accommodates religious 
diversity and practices but one that is committed to driving change and 
progress. 
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CHAPTER 3  

The Benefits and Challenges of Embracing 
Religious Inclusion in the Workplace 

Abstract While accommodating religious practices can pose complex 
challenges for organizations, there are immense benefits to embracing 
religious inclusion in an increasingly diverse world. In this chapter, the 
case is made for businesses to invest in diversity management, acknowl-
edging the growth of a religiously affiliated population and embracing 
employees’ religious beliefs and practices. This chapter describes initia-
tives to confront emerging global trends—secularism, radical right-party 
movements, and government restrictions on religious activity—that are 
threatening religious diversity in the workplace. 

Keywords Business Case for Diversity · Immigration and diversity · 
Religious identity · Religious neutrality · Belonging 

Restrictions on religious expression and religious symbols in public have 
become more common in Europe in recent years. According to Pew 
Research (2019a), in fact, while the highest levels of restrictions in the 
world exist in the Middle East and North Africa, the largest increases in 
certain types of restrictions actually took place in Europe. These increases 
appear in a few forms:
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• Government restrictions on religious activity and dress
• Harassment of religious groups by the government
• Social hostility due to religious norms
• Organized groups using force or coercion to forward their own 
religious beliefs 

Over the last decade or so, these restrictions have sharply increased (Pew 
Research, 2019a). They are often justified by calls to secularism and 
neutrality. In some cases, though, restrictions are accounted for by claims 
of protecting a country’s way of life. For example, Geert Wilders, a Dutch 
parliamentarian, spoke publicly against Muslim populations in the West, 
bemoaning “a tsunami of refugees from Islamic countries who threaten 
our women and our civilization.” 

The restrictions on religious expression that are sweeping through 
Europe reveal the gap between our perception of protections of reli-
gious freedom and the lived reality for religious people. Many countries 
promise religious diversity and freedom in their laws and policies but in 
practice give preferential treatment to religious majorities or historically 
dominant religions and/or oppress religious minorities. Even when there 
aren’t explicit restrictions on religion, one religion may be given prefer-
ence over another due to factors including culture, the religious identity 
of political leaders or business elites. We’ll explore this further in Part II. 

In a world increasingly made up of diverse societies and organizations, 
diversity management has become a foremost issue. In the past, ethnic, 
gender, and racial diversity was the main focus of diversity management 
while religious diversity, and workplace religious diversity in particular, 
was neglected even after research established societies and workplaces 
were becoming more religiously diverse. Religious diversity sometimes 
carries a political undertone that is neither openly nor readily acknowl-
edged, which may be a contributing factor in de-emphasizing religious 
diversity in the workplace. Moreover, some view religion as a matter of 
choice, a mutable characteristic, unlike other facets of one’s identity like 
race and ethnicity. Finally, some contend that religion should be kept 
private and not be brought into the workplace. 

These assertions do not grapple with the reality that the world has 
become more religious over time. It is true that there are more people 
(in number) that are unaffiliated with any religion than ever before. That 
figure moved from 0.71 billion in 1970 to 1.2 billion in 2015. At the 
same time, the 6.21 billion people affiliated with one religion or the other
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Table 3.1 World’s Major Religions 

By Population (In Billions) 

1970 2010 2015 2050 (Projection) 

Christians 1.23 2.17 2.3 2.92 
Muslims 0.57 1.60 1.8 2.76 
Unaffiliated 0.71 1.13 1.2 1.23 
Other Religions 0.49 0.46 0.51 0.53 
Hindus 0.46 1.03 1.1 1.38 
Buddhists 0.23 0.49 0.50 0.49 
Total 3.69 6.88 7.41 9.31 
Religiously Affiliated vs. Unaffiliated (In Billions) 

1970 2010 2015 2050 (Projection) 
Religiously Affiliated 2.98 5.75 6.21 8.08 
Unaffiliated 0.71 1.13 1.2 1.23 
Total 3.69 6.88 7.41 9.31 
By Population (%) 

1970 2010 2015 2050 (Projection) 
Christians 33.33 31.54 31.04 31.36 
Muslims 15.45 23.26 24.29 29.65 
Unaffiliated 19.24 16.42 16.19 13.21 
Other Religions 13.28 6.67 6.88 5.69 
Hindus 12.47 14.97 14.84 14.82 
Buddhists 6.23 7.12 6.75 5.26 
Religiously Affiliated vs. Unaffiliated (%) 

1970 2010 2015 2050 (Projection) 
Religiously Affiliated 80.76 83.56 83.80 86.79 
Unaffiliated 19.24 16.42 16.19 13.21 

Source Based on data from Pew Research Center (2015) and Brian J. Grim (2015) 

still made up nearly 84% of the world population in 2015 (Pew Research, 
2017). According to some data on world religions (see Table 3.1), the 
population of religiously affiliated people is projected to increase to 8.08 
billion or over 86% of world population by 2050 (Pew Research, 2017). 

It is clear that the number of people affiliated with a religion is 
increasing much more rapidly than those without any religious affilia-
tion. The percentage of the religiously unaffiliated worldwide has been 
decreasing since 1970, and it is projected to continue to decrease to about 
13% in 2050. 

The data shows that the issue of workplace religious diversity is 
not going away any time soon. More and more people will become
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affiliated with at least one religion in the future. In short, religious affili-
ation is increasing and workplaces are becoming more religiously diverse. 
Given this trend, continuing to exclude religious diversity and inclusion 
from workplace diversity management considerations would neglect an 
incredibly important identity for many people and a large identity group. 

Additionally, though it can often be viewed as a source of tension, 
workplace religious diversity can also be a source of values conducive to 
workplace performance, as we’ll discuss in the next section. Beyond the 
business, legal, and moral cases for embracing and including workplace 
religious identity in diversity and inclusion efforts that we’ve discussed, 
there is a practical argument for including religion at work as an untapped 
resource for better individual and group performance. 

Religious Diversity, Inclusion, 
and Belonging at Work 

At a time when diversity and inclusion efforts are encouraging workers to 
bring their whole selves into the workplace, it should be no surprise that 
religion is one of the aspects of self showing up at work. In recognition of 
this fact, there has been a rise in research on religion and spirituality in the 
workplace, focused on describing, measuring, and assessing both the chal-
lenges and significant opportunities religion and spirituality present in the 
workplace (Fry, 2013; Syed et al., 2017). We discussed the potential chal-
lenges of workplace religious diversity at length in Chapter 2. In contrast 
to those challenges, spirituality and religion bring numerous benefits to 
the workplace, including:

• Useful and relevant business and managerial practices drawn from 
religious practices and beliefs (Syed et al., 2017).

• Increased productivity among individuals who are religious (Ecklund 
et al., 2020).

• More optimism about upward mobility in the workplace (Reynolds 
et al., 2019).

• Increased work ethic, motivation, and commitment (Affeldt & 
MacDonald, 2010; Anwar & Osman-Gani, 2015).

• Enhanced leadership skills (Cowan, 2005).
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• Engaging in activities beyond their job descriptions that contribute 
positively to the workplace, also known as organizational citizenship 
behaviors (Affeldt & MacDonald, 2010).

• Increased perception of one’s work having meaning or purpose 
(Bellah et al., 1985; Dik  & Duffy,  2009). 

Of course, these factors together contribute to organizational perfor-
mance and further support the business case for diversity management 
including religious diversity. 

In practice, more organizations, including both those that are faith-
based and those that are fully secular, are recognizing the important 
role of religion in the workplace. Religious inclusion is on the organi-
zational agenda, with organizations finding ways to accommodate their 
religious employees of various faiths and enacting policies and prac-
tices that are more inclusive of religions that may not be mainstream 
(SHRM, 2008). Though accommodations are prevalent in Western coun-
tries, multinational companies are adopting these practices at the global 
level and finding that such accommodations reduce tension and conflict 
for religious workers. 

These factors make it clear how important religious inclusion in the 
workplace truly is. We’ve already been using the term inclusion in this 
book, and it may be familiar as it has gained prominence in recent years, 
but it’s important to break down the concept. In fact, I believe inclusion 
is so important that rather than talking about diversity, equity, and inclu-
sion (collectively called DEI), I believe in focusing on inclusion, diversity, 
and equity, which I call IDE. It may seem like a minor issue, but the truth 
is that when we lead with the concept of diversity, that’s often where the 
work stops. But if we focus first on inclusion—on making our workplaces 
better, safer, and more engaging places for people of all religious back-
grounds and none—then we are ready for the reality of diversity as it 
arrives. 

My point here is that whereas diversity is a fact of life—and naturally 
occurring—inclusion is a choice, and requires deliberate action. As IDE 
expert Verna Myers aptly put it, “Diversity is being invited to the party. 
Inclusion is being asked to dance.” I would go one step further. If you’ve 
been invited to the party and asked to dance, asking you to choose the 
song and making you feel free to dance how you want to is empowering. 
It is about feeling like you are part of a community where your various
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identities are welcomed, respected, and appreciated. That’s the power of 
belonging. 

When Farah Alhajeh was a candidate for a job with a translation 
company called Semantix based in Sweden, she was offered a handshake 
by a male interviewer (McCulloch, 2018). Alhajeh smiled, declined to 
shake hands, and offered a greeting by placing her hand on her heart. She 
explained that her religion required her to avoid physical contact with the 
interviewer. Her interviewer responded by cutting off the interview and 
abruptly directing her to leave. Alhajeh was left in tears, feeling completely 
disrespected and caught off guard. Two years later, a Swedish labor court 
ruled in Alhajeh’s favor, finding that her refusal to shake hands was a reli-
gious manifestation protected by the European Convention on Human 
Rights. Alhajeh was awarded $4,500 in compensation. 

In regard to our wider conversation on workplace religious diversity, 
Alhajeh’s story shows that the fact of diversity—she is a Swedish Muslim 
woman—was not met by an act of inclusion, which in this case would look 
like accepting the greeting offered by Alhajeh in lieu of a handshake. In 
a workplace where belonging is the focus, the interviewer could accept 
the greeting at the moment, even if he didn’t understand it, and then 
take time to learn more about Muslim practices to ensure he could create 
an environment of belonging for current and future Muslim employees. 
Alhajeh’s terrible experience at her job interview, years of legal proceed-
ings, and thousands in compensation all could have been avoided had 
belonging driven the culture at Semantix. 

There are numerous ways to accommodate religious practices in the 
workplace beyond Alhajeh’s example, including:

• Providing flexible work schedules. Many religions require regular 
prayer or observance of a holy day. For instance, Seventh Day Adven-
tist Christians observe the sabbath on Saturdays and thus would need 
to be excluded from Saturday work shifts.

• Creating designated places for religious activities. In some cases, it 
isn’t practical to wait to get home for prayer, so having a space desig-
nated for individual or group prayer is important. For example, some 
Muslims pray five times a day, including while at work, and thus need 
a designated space for their religious observance. Many companies 
call these spaces quiet rooms (Career Trend, 2018).

• Recognizing diverse religious holidays. As we’ve discussed, many 
nations recognize the Christian holiday of Christmas but do not
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recognize any other religion-affiliated holidays. An employer with 
a focus on belonging will allow employees to take off for their holi-
days, even when it doesn’t coincide with other state or national 
holidays.

• Allowing religious expression in the workplace. While bans on reli-
gious expression have increased, employers can choose to allow 
employees to express their religion freely in dress and displays of 
religious symbols on themselves and in their private work spaces.

• Allowing religious expression between employees. Many workplaces 
discourage the discussion of religion at work, in part due to a fear 
of colleagues trying to convert one another. However, if you make 
clear that the workplace isn’t a place for proselytization, but rather 
for exchange, you can provide a place for employees to get to know 
one another at a deeply meaningful level. (Check out Chapter 6 for 
further exploration of this concept.) 

Embracing the whole person at work, inclusive of their religious identity, 
may seem like a challenge, but it’s one that yields results. 

A significant number of your employees, your colleagues, and your 
constituents are religious people. When we fail to cultivate a sense of 
belonging for those individuals, we lose out on the best they have to 
offer our workplaces and our societies. 

Emerging Global Trends Shaping 
Workplace Religious Diversity 

Global trends around religion and spirituality have an impact on the 
workplace and how workers with diverse religious beliefs and affiliations 
are treated. There are a number of emerging trends that impact this 
conversation in various ways. 

Secularism and Religious Pluralism 

At one time, the major religion in most Western nations in Europe and 
North America, as well as Australia, was Christianity. Historically, these 
nations integrated religion into the state, and had civic officials who were 
representatives of the church and vice versa. There truly was no separation 
of the two spheres. Today, most of these countries are secular states where
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religious institutions are officially separated from the state. Secularism has 
become more commonplace, and in some cases has laid a foundation for 
religious pluralism. 

In simple terms, religious pluralism is the recognition that there is 
virtue in all religions and that they have equal value. Religious pluralism 
is not merely the awareness of diverse religions but also the acknowledg-
ment of the different beliefs and belief systems that exist (Basinger, 2020). 
It is also the recognition of both theistic and atheistic beliefs, and the 
wide variety within and between these two main kinds of belief systems. 
Religious pluralism connotes religious freedom; the free will to choose 
and practice any theistic and atheistic belief system. In principle, secu-
larism and religious pluralism are embedded into the legal frameworks of 
Western countries, which are purportedly endearing to religious freedom. 

There is a subtle assumption that increased religious pluralism leads to 
religious acceptance. Unfortunately, this is not always the case in reality. 
While religious pluralism may be an acceptance of religious diversity, it 
does not necessarily automatically lead to religious inclusion. For example, 
some parochial schools supported by Christian churches have a practice of 
hiring people of diverse religious backgrounds. Sadly, that hiring practice 
often doesn’t translate to inclusion and belonging. So, though a new hire 
may be accepted, they are still viewed as other and as not belonging to 
the team due to their religious beliefs and practices. 

Indeed, the growing awareness of diverse religions in many Western 
countries has not led to increased religious inclusion. Secularism may have 
created space for religious pluralism and religious freedom, but it has not 
necessarily promoted religious inclusion. The freedom to express one’s 
religious beliefs in some practices such as wearing a crucifix, for example, 
has caused tension in workplaces in some Western countries. This shows 
that achieving religious inclusion in the workplace requires a deliberate 
and strategic effort. It is neither an accidental nor a direct and imme-
diate consequence of growing secularism and religious pluralism, nor even 
religious freedom. 

In some parts of the world where governments favor specific religions, 
secularism and religious pluralism are still unfamiliar ideas. Consequently, 
in these places, such as countries in the Middle East, religion and the 
state are still intertwined, and the concept of religious freedom is still far-
fetched. These world regions have been less affected by the immigration 
of people with diverse religious beliefs. In many cases, workplace religious
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discrimination, and religious discrimination in the wider society, are not 
given much focus even when religious diversity exists due to the politics 
of the state religion. 

Religious Rights and Equality Movements 

All over the world, there has been a proliferation of organizations and 
movements defending, promoting, and protecting human rights. Most 
of these focus on gender and racial equality, including feminism and the 
Black Lives Matter movement. These movements help bring other issues 
of diversity into the conversation as people organize more differently than 
ever before. 

Religious rights movements present a particular challenge. Religion-
based movements can sometimes serve as political instruments bringing 
about both positive and negative outcomes for individuals and society as a 
whole. This sort of double-edged movement can be observed throughout 
history, as human rights and religion have often been at odds. People 
have killed and discriminated against others—human rights violations— 
because of the incompatibility of their religious beliefs (Fortman, 2011). 

There is also some question of friction between individual religious 
beliefs and protecting the rights of all religious people. For example, if a 
religion states that it is the only true religion, is an adherent betraying 
their religion by supporting people of other religions to express their 
beliefs? The response to this question isn’t universal and, because of 
this, many religious rights organizations tread carefully to ensure that the 
fundamental human rights of others are protected even as they fight to 
protect their own religious freedom and rights. 

Integral to the religious equality movements are Non-Government 
Organizations (NGOs), which can provide useful platforms for religious 
civil rights and advocacy. Unsurprisingly, these organizations are mostly 
found in Western and developed countries with high levels of religious 
diversity, and where most of the diverse religions are as a result of immi-
gration. These NGOs work to bring attention to the need for more 
religious tolerance, seeking to protect victims of religious discrimination. 
They denounce such violations, and generally monitor the situation of 
religious discrimination and intolerance in their jurisdictions. 

NGOs face various challenges from needing to differentiate themselves 
from faith- and religion-based organizations that seek their own religion-
specific goals to facing additional governmental scrutiny due to their
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perceived similarities with clandestine operations using the guise of NGOs 
as a cover (Hodwitz, 2016; Ly,  2007). They also must keep the politics 
of their organizations separate from their religious rights and advocacy 
work. 

Regardless, the growth of these human rights organizations fighting 
for religious rights and freedom is bringing much-needed attention to 
workplace religious diversity and discrimination. 

Radical Right-Party Movements 

Just as there are encouraging global trends emerging, there are 
concerning ones as well. As movements to advance human rights and 
equality across axes of identity rise, so too do reactionary movements 
against human rights and equality. Reactionary movements such as 
Islamophobia and Islamist radicalism, white supremacy movements, and 
xenophobia have recently increased; all reject human rights and equality 
(Syed & Ozbilgin, 2020). Vassilopoulou and colleagues (2019) argue  that  
these reactionary movements are in some ways an indirect aftermath of 
global political events such as the global financial crisis that undermined 
economic growth in many countries between 2007 and 2009 and the 
withdrawal of the UK from the European Union, commonly referred to 
as Brexit. Regardless, these reactionary movements have the tendency to 
fuel discrimination, promote nationalism, and increase xenophobia. These 
movements may be responsible for increases in religious discrimination 
throughout Europe. 

Radical or far right political parties represent one reactionary move-
ment that is gaining prominence in the political landscape and becoming 
increasingly accepted by the populace, at least in part due to their 
stance against immigration. Disturbingly, in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, 
Estonia, Finland, Hungary, Italy, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland, 
Nationalist far right parties received about 15% more votes in Euro-
pean Parliament elections and opinion polls (BBC, 2019; Lavis  & Deole,  
2017). 

Growing anti-immigration sentiments fuel the success of contemporary 
far right parties in Europe (e.g., see Becker & Fetzer, 2016; Dustmann 
et al., 2016; Edo & Giesing, 2020; Halla et al., 2017; Lavis  & Deole,  
2017; Otto & Steinhardt, 2014). Many of the people lured by these 
extremist parties complain that European countries are too diverse. They 
blame immigrants for the economic hardships that have continued in the
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years since the global recession and financial crisis of 2007, saying it is 
due to high levels of immigration (BBC, 2019; Edo & Giesing, 2020; 
Lavis & Deole, 2017). 

Immigration has increased in Europe, in no small part due to shifting 
global migration patterns, as we discussed in Chapter 2. There is no doubt 
that between 2002 and 2014, the immigrant population in most Euro-
pean countries grew by over 50% (Lavis & Deole, 2017; OECD,  2016). 
Furthermore, European governments have struggled to put in place poli-
cies that effectively manage high immigration and the economy (Lavis & 
Deole, 2017). Undoubtedly, anti-immigration sentiments are not favor-
able to the promotion of religious diversity and inclusion either in the 
society or the workplace, or even to other forms of diversity. 

Unfortunately, radical right-party movements are not going away, and 
though we’ve spoken exclusively about their rise in Europe in this section, 
these movements are rising throughout the global north and the global 
south. 

Religious Tensions Around the World 

As we discussed at the opening of this chapter, religious restrictions and 
tensions have increased in Europe. In reality, although the level of restric-
tions on religious beliefs and practices is higher in some places around 
the globe than in others, many countries have some level of religious 
restriction. The number of countries with the highest levels of religious 
restrictions rose from 40 in 2007 to 52 in 2017 (PEW Research, 2019b). 

Religious restrictions are at the highest levels both in law and prac-
tice in the Middle East and North Africa (PEW Research, 2019b). Some 
countries in Asia also have some forms of religious restrictions in prac-
tice, though they are not usually explicitly stated in laws. Even in cases 
where explicit laws protect religious freedom, religious restrictions persist 
(Finke, 2013). In the case of the Middle East and North Africa, restric-
tions stem mainly from explicit state support for one religion. In contrast, 
in many Latin American countries, state support for one religion is more 
subdued, implicit, informal, and based on past traditions (Finke, 2013). 
You might guess that religious restrictions in the Middle East and North 
Africa are targeted at minority religions, but that isn’t necessarily the case. 
Even within the major religion in this world region—Islam—there are 
restrictions placed upon certain sects (PEW Research, 2019c).
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Restrictions range from government laws and policies restricting reli-
gious freedom and activities to favoring one religious group over others 
(PEW Research, 2019b, 2019c). Notably, restrictions on religious dress 
and symbols in public have become more common:

• Countries including Belgium, Bulgaria, and France, and some local 
regions in Germany, Italy, Russia, Spain, and Switzerland have 
banned the wearing of religious dress in one form or another, 
notably face veils (BBC, 2018).

• In 2011, France became one of the first countries to ban the wearing 
of full-face coverings in the public in Europe.

• Bill 21 is a law in place in the Quebec Province of Canada. Passed 
in June 2019, the law bans public servants from wearing cruci-
fixes, yarmulkes, hijab, and other religious dresses and symbols in 
the workplace. Efforts by some religious rights and liberties move-
ments to upend the law through higher courts in Canada have so 
far been unsuccessful. In April 2021, a top Quebec court upheld the 
provisions of Bill 21.

• Britain and the Netherlands have also considered banning religious 
attire like the hijab in public places.

• In the People’s Republic of China, over 1 million Uyghurs, 
a predominantly Muslim ethnic group indigenous to Northwest 
China, have been incarcerated in “re-education camps” designed 
to make Uyghurs into “reformed” Chinese people without Muslim 
beliefs. Other Chinese Muslims have also been sent to these camps 
(Hammond, 2021). 

Some of these laws and prohibitions come with fines and penalties for 
noncompliance; others have much higher stakes. Although most of these 
bans are said to be neutral, aimed at promoting a secular society and 
not targeted at any particular religion, the frequent impetus for the bans 
has been the debate on Muslim women wearing the hijab, especially in 
Europe. Of course, these tensions boil over into the workplace where 
Muslim women in hijabs have had their headscarves ripped off their heads 
by colleagues emboldened by public debate and perception. 

You might be surprised to learn that the ban on religious dress and 
symbols has not been limited to non-Islamic majority countries. Tunisia, 
Turkey, and Syria have gone back and forth on the debate and ban on
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religious dress, each at one time or another banning the wearing of face 
veils for security concerns. 

Security concerns come up again and again as part of the justifica-
tion of these bans. At the same time, bans impede religious freedom and 
violate individuals’ religious liberties. As you can see, the arguments for 
and against bans on religious dress and symbols raise questions about the 
interplay of different fundamental human rights. This interplay also takes 
place in workplace conversations regarding religious diversity, even in the 
case where the ban does not explicitly address the workplace. For instance, 
in the case of Samira Achbita and her dispute with her Belgium-based 
employer, G4S Secure Solutions, regarding her dismissal for wearing her 
hijab, the CJEU ruled that dress code rules relating to restriction of 
religious attire in the workplace do not constitute direct discrimination 
(Equinet, 2018). It doesn’t feel like a stretch to say the private employer 
was likely influenced by existing bans on religious dress in Belgium. 

Many cases of religious discrimination have been taken to courts both 
in countries where there are and are not bans on religious dress and 
symbols. As we discussed in Chapter 2, the challenge lies mostly in the 
interpretation of existing laws by the courts. Since 2017, when the first 
cases on religious discrimination were brought before it, the CJEU has 
delivered a dozen judgments on similar cases with many still pending 
(Witte & Pin, 2021). Religious discrimination cases are, however, not 
limited to corporate workplaces. Court cases related to workers in schools 
and hospitals have also increased, pointing to the spread of a more 
religiously diverse society. 

These major global trends reveal how seemingly divergent events and 
trends are converging to bring the issue of workplace religious diversity to 
the fore. While some of the issues are positively influencing the manage-
ment of religious diversity and aiding religious inclusion in the workplace, 
others seem to be having a negative influence. 

The opportunities and threats inherent in these global trends, especially 
to the management of business organizations, are manifold:

• Increasing expression of religion and spirituality in the workplace 
brings with it the opportunities of creating alternative approaches 
to work and management, creating awareness of the need for 
strategic management of religious diversity in the workplace, and 
helping organizations be more responsive to an increasingly reli-
giously diverse customer base. At the same time, if not managed
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well, this expression could lead to conflicts in the workplace, with 
employees going overboard with their religious expression.

• Secularism, religious pluralism, and religious freedom promote 
acceptance and equal treatment of all employees inclusive of reli-
gion, and it could promote religious tolerance rather than inclusion 
if the principle of neutrality is unexamined.

• Religious rights and equality movements help workers develop 
knowledge of their rights and protect those rights, but in some cases, 
this could lead to impeding the rights of others.

• Radical right-party movements reveal existing tensions that must 
be addressed by leaders at work and in society. These movements 
also promote religious and other forms of discrimination, which 
could lead to disunity in the workplace and keep organizations from 
utilizing an incredible resource: workers of foreign origin. These 
movements could also deter organizations from engaging in foreign 
investments, products, and services.

• Religious restrictions prevent ambiguity regarding accepted expres-
sions of religious beliefs and practices in the workplace, and they 
can make creating HR policies in alignment with those restric-
tions simpler. That said, these restrictions almost inevitably lead to 
impeding on employees’ religious rights, creating conflicts in the 
workplace and forcing employees to cover their religion rather than 
bringing their whole selves into the workplace. 

These trends help create awareness of workplace religious diversity and 
the need for religious inclusion as the world and workplaces become more 
religious. 

Many challenges and opportunities arise when it comes to religious 
diversity, inclusion, and belonging in the workplace. We’ve explored the 
roots of these challenges and opportunities, what they allow or prevent 
in society, and the wider implications of the global trends currently 
emerging. Now it’s time to explore the reality of managing workplace 
religious diversity and inclusion in various contexts throughout the world. 
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CHAPTER 4  

Evaluating Religious Inclusion 
and Belonging 

Abstract It is unacceptable that religion remains a largely neglected 
component of workplace diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging 
(DEIB) initiatives. True commitment to the pursuit of DEIB matu-
rity requires a holistic approach that embraces religious identity as well 
as diversity accountability. Evidence of religious inclusion maturity can 
be measured in a four-level model: (1) Avoidance, (2) Compliance, 
(3) Emerging, and (4) Transformational. This chapter’s case study of 
Chobani’s experience with Muslim refugees serves as a prototype for 
advancing from levels 1 and 2 (where most organizations appear to be 
concentrated) to levels 3 and 4. 

Keywords Kaizen HC model of religious inclusion · Refugee Inclusion · 
Diversity hiring · Diversity accountability · Workplace belonging 

In late 2016, Hamdi Ulukaya, the founder and billionaire owner of 
Chobani, came under fire for his practice of hiring refugees. Beyond crit-
icism, Ulukaya also began to receive death threats alongside outlandish 
accusations from far right news media that he was vowing to choke [the] 
U.S. with Muslims. Thankfully, it was not all negative publicity. At the 
same time that some rallied to boycott and send hate toward Chobani,
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customers rallied to support Chobani on social media and by making 
the yogurt company’s products a part of their regular grocery shopping 
(Pathak, 2016). 

Part of the reason Ulukaya, Chobani, and Muslim refugees had come 
into the spotlight was the 2016 U.S. presidential election during which 
Republicans and the far right used Chobani and its Twin Falls, Idaho 
factory as evidence to stoke fear and resentment toward Muslims and 
refugees. In reality, the factory was and is partly staffed by refugees, some 
of whom are Muslim and some who are not—all of whom had been reset-
tled by the U.S. government. Furthermore, Chobani’s first, much smaller 
factory in upstate New York had already utilized similar hiring policies, 
turning to refugees who had been settled in Utica, New York, to help 
staff its factory. Ulukaya provided them with transportation and transla-
tors working on the factory floor to assist workers. So, when he decided 
to build a larger factory in Twin Falls, Ulukaya figured he had a chance 
of making an even bigger impact, creating 1,000 jobs and helping Twin 
Falls become a thriving town. 

While outsiders turned the small town and Chobani’s policy of hiring 
refugees into a political spectacle, Idaho Governor Butch Otter defended 
Ulukaya and Chobani: “I think his care about his employees, whether 
they be refugees or they be folks that were born 10 miles from where 
they’re working—I believe his advocacy for that person is no different,” 
Otter told CBS News (2017). “There’s nothing wrong with that.” 

Ulukaya has chosen to stand by his commitment to refugees in general 
and to Muslim refugees in particular despite the criticism he has received. 
Ulukaya is reported as saying: “People…hate you for doing something 
right. There’s not much you can do” (CBS News, 2017). 

At a time when many people and brands chose to distance themselves 
from contentious issues, Ulukaya used his billion-dollar-annual-revenue 
business to both speak to the importance of caring for refugees and to 
hiring those refugees. He knew he would receive pushback and didn’t 
back down even when he received death threats for proudly supporting 
people who were being maligned. While there are many ways that 
Chobani has made a better workplace for religiously diverse people— 
from raising hourly wages to expanding parental leave—the fact that the 
organization both hires and vocally fights for the rights and inclusion of 
refugees, many of whom are Muslim, makes it an exemplar in a divisive 
time.
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Introducing the Kaizen HC 
Model of Religious Inclusion 

Up to this point, we’ve mostly discussed research, legislation, and defi-
nitions of workplace religious diversity, inclusion, and discrimination. 
Starting with this chapter, we’re going to move into discussing the 
management of workplace religious diversity and inclusion. Each of the 
chapters in this section will cover:

• Real-world scenarios. We’ll explore examples from my own research 
and professional experience, the news, and the research of my 
colleagues.

• Context. Each scenario takes place in a specific cultural, legal, polit-
ical, regional, and national context. Nuance matters in how we 
consider workplace religious diversity and inclusion and we’ll get 
into the nuance of each situation we discuss to reveal wider trends.

• Lessons. Based on these scenarios and contexts, I will identify 
important lessons for leaders, employees, organizations, scholars, 
and politicians. My deepest desire is to provoke thought and help 
you walk away with practical next steps you can take to make your 
organization more inclusive. 

The goal of each chapter is to help you start to engage in managing reli-
gious diversity and inclusion at your organization, whether that be by 
shifting your own mindset or by supporting employees to express their 
religion at work. 

But how do we know if we’re being inclusive of and creating belonging 
for people of diverse religions? So, often when people ask this question, 
they are looking for a cut-and-dry answer. They want to hear that if they 
write a mission statement or hire an IDE consultant or create quiet rooms 
for prayer and other activities they will have checked religious diversity off 
their list. 

I will provide expert guidance on navigating the challenges of religious 
diversity and inclusion. As I noted in the introductory chapter, my goal 
is to provoke thoughtful and meaningful conversations so that you can 
engage in the work required to assess your organization’s commitment to 
and progress on religious diversity, inclusion, and belonging. To this end, 
I recommend using two tools: the SOAR framework and a model that 
I’ve developed for evaluating the current state of a given organization’s
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religious inclusion practices. My sincere hope is that you will use these 
tools not as a way to grade your organization, but as a way to celebrate 
the progress you’ve made and determine the path before you. 

The SOAR (Strengths, Opportunities, Aspirations, and Results) frame-
work is a strategic planning tool developed by Stavros et al. (2003) for  
implementing systemic change in organizations. As it relates to (religious) 
IDE, I recommend asking the following questions of your organization:

• Strengths—Is there already an established IDE program? Does 
the organization have IDE as a core value? Is senior leadership 
committed to IDE? Is there a strong business and moral case 
for religious IDE? For instance, do key customers, suppliers, and 
stakeholders take religious diversity seriously?

• Opportunities—What are the organization’s stakeholders asking for? 
Are they demanding progress around IDE or a commitment to 
religious inclusion in the workplace? Can the organization inno-
vate or differentiate itself based on religious IDE in the workplace, 
marketplace, or society?

• Aspirations—What are the organization’s values and vision for reli-
gious inclusion? Is this truly inclusive or does it prioritize the 
founders’ or leaders’ religion over others? Is the IDE vision state-
ment clearly articulated and compelling?

• Results—How will the organization know it is succeeding in 
advancing religious inclusion? What should be the organization’s 
measurable and meaningful outcomes? How should they (volun-
tarily) obtain and monitor religious diversity and inclusion data? 
Should they set goals for religious inclusion, and if so, what should 
they look like? Will targeted goals for religious diversity be useful? 

The answers to these questions will help you identify where your organi-
zation is, what growth it is ready for next, and where you can go from 
here. My model gives those answers further structure. 

As an IDE expert, I have worked on scholarship around religious diver-
sity; I have worked with clients who seek to make their organizations 
more inclusive, and over the years of this work, I’ve identified four levels 
of religious inclusion in the Kaizen HC Model. Let me begin by offering 
a brief caveat—these four levels are treated as discrete categories here,
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but that may not be the case in practice. For example, your organization 
might have half the attributes of two different levels. 

When you read these descriptions, you might be tempted to jump 
right into the action and change everything in your organization. Before 
you do, I highly recommend reading each of the chapters contained in 
Part II, as they illuminate this model even further. No matter where you 
find yourself on this model, know that you don’t need to panic or give 
up. Organizational culture evolves, and you may be embarking on a new 
journey to inclusion. 

Kaizen HC Model of Religious Inclusion 

You might be able to discern from the names and brief descriptions of 
each level that the ideal level of engagement with inclusion is Level 4: 
Transformational. In the introduction and in Chapter 2, we discussed the 
business, moral, and legal cases for this inclusion, and organizations who 
have reached Level 4 have integrated those cases into the fiber of their 
organizations (Fig. 4.1). 

Let’s look at each of these levels a little more in-depth and examine 
some familiar examples of each. 

Organizations that are at Level 1: Avoidance, do not recognize or 
understand the need for religious diversity in the workplace. They are 
averse to the legal, business, and moral cases for religious inclusion and 
belonging at work and in wider society due to any number of reasons from 
trying to embrace neutrality to a personal bias against one or more reli-
gions. Most organizations at this level are homogenous, and employees 
may belong to only one shared religion that is likely dominant in the 
wider society. In part due to their relative lack of exposure to people of 
other religions, these organizations are likely to deny the reality of reli-
gious diversity and/or discrimination altogether, avoiding the subject, or 
doing only the barest minimum required to appear as though they are 
not engaging in discrimination. 

When organizations in Level 1 operate in locations with weak legisla-
tive frameworks protecting religious freedom, they may end up promoting 
only one religion, usually that of the core leadership, above other reli-
gions. Preferential treatment and outlooks on this religion can quickly 
lead to disenfranchisement of people who do not share that religion, 
whether they be atheists, agnostics, or adherents to another religion. 
Furthermore, the culture of the organization can become intertwined
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Fig. 4.1 Kaizen HC model of religious inclusion 

with the religion of the founders or leaders, and lead to implicit discrim-
ination that may be difficult for members of that religion to recognize. 

We have discussed many organizations that are at the “Avoidance” level 
throughout this book, though perhaps the starkest example would be 
the case of Kievits Kroon estate’s treatment of chef Johanna Mmoledi, 
which we discuss at length in Chapter 2. The wine estate did not recog-
nize Mmoledi’s religion ngoma, wholesale disregarded her healer’s note, 
and subsequently fired her when she missed work to meet with a healer, 
leading to the South African courts finding Kievits Kroon in the wrong. 
Kievits Kroon did the bare minimum in the face of Mmoledi’s religious 
request—that is, denying it without even discussing alternatives with the 
employee. This avoidance and negation led to frustration, headaches, and 
years of court proceedings, not to mention the damage to Kievits Kroon’s 
reputation. As you can see, “Avoidance” can be a costly level for any 
organization. 

Organizations that reach Level 2: Compliance, have decided they will 
meet existing legal requirements for the protection of religious freedom
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but decide to take it no further. They may or may not understand the 
legal, business, and moral cases for religiously diverse workplaces, but they 
do all they can to ensure they comply with all laws. These efforts may help 
them avoid discrimination and protect workers’ religious rights, but their 
goal in regard to religious diversity and inclusion is to avoid lawsuits and 
the associated costs of them. 

Organizations at Level 1 and Level 2 may be indistinguishable from 
the outside as there is no real commitment to fostering religious diversity, 
inclusion, and belonging in either, but rather an avoidance of fault and 
other legal ramifications. In fact, many organizations at “Compliance” 
have reached this level because they exist in contexts with strong and effi-
cient legislative and institutional frameworks. In other words, in places 
where there are strong legal frameworks protecting religious freedom, 
many organizations that might be at Level 1 rise to Level 2 simply because 
they must. 

In Chapter 2, we discussed the existing legal frameworks at play in 
various nations as well as internationally. Organizations at the “Compli-
ance” level are aware of the legal requirements, and they do what they 
must to stay compliant. They may, in theory, allow Muslim women to 
wear that hijab at work, but that theory may not translate to hiring 
women who wear the hijab in practice. So, just because an organization 
seems to or does meet the legal requirements to protect the rights of reli-
gious people doesn’t mean that religious people are actually protected, 
included, and made to feel as if they belong. For instance, one respon-
dent to my survey, which we’ll explore in the next chapter, reported 
getting the runaround when a potential employer realized she wears a 
hijab. After completing a very successful phone interview, she arrived for 
a face-to-face interview only to be told the manager was at lunch. She 
waited for an hour and was then told the manager was in a car acci-
dent while on lunch. She was assured he “would call to reschedule the 
interview. The call never came. I followed up and was told the manager 
was on vacation and would set up an interview upon their return. Of 
course, it never happened.” Experiences like these are all too common 
for religiously diverse workers. It may not always technically be discrimi-
nation—or someone who is discriminated against may not be able to prove 
it was discrimination—but people who experience this kind of treatment 
know when they’re being excluded because of their religious identity. 

At Level 3: Emerging, organizations understand and respect the legal 
frameworks for religious diversity and take the conversation further into
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the area of inclusion. They learn the business and moral cases for religious 
inclusion and seek to make their workplace safe for people of all reli-
gious backgrounds (or none). They may not have a broad understanding 
of religious inclusion, but they understand that it matters and have a 
desire to learn more in many cases. These organizations see the bene-
fits of addressing religious diversity and inclusion among their other IDE 
efforts. Consequently, they may express support for religious inclusion 
internally and even create internal efforts to support religious inclusion. 

That said, these organizations likely do not externally advocate for reli-
gious inclusion. They are content with their internal initiatives, which may 
be leader-driven, and in some cases may focus on the religion of the leader 
or founder. By extension, other religions may inadvertently be excluded, 
and employees from diverse religions may feel excluded by organizations 
at this level. In other words, organizations at Level 3 are not ready to 
champion religious diversity, inclusion, and belonging—in part because 
belonging is still an elusive concept to these organizations. 

Organizations at Level 3: Emerging recognize the benefits of reli-
gious inclusion that we discussed at length in Chapter 3, though they 
are likely not engaging in activities that foster belonging. At the same 
time, that internal work doesn’t translate to external advocacy. A partic-
ularly interesting example of this comes from my own work with clients. 
At one organization I worked with, a Catholic employee was mocked by 
a Methodist employee who said, “I better keep my little kids away from 
you.” The Methodist employee was, of course, referencing the horrific 
abuses of children carried out by some members of the Catholic priest-
hood. This microaggression made it clear to the Catholic employee that 
their beliefs and the struggles of their religion weren’t valued and in fact, 
that they were suspect simply because they were Catholic. This kind of 
guilty by association mentality can quickly erode the efforts of an organi-
zation that has reached Level 3, particularly if this mentality is pervasive 
or there’s a pattern across the organization. That’s why it’s not sufficient 
to allow for religious expression at work and go no further. 

Senior leadership of organizations at Level 3 make religious inclu-
sion an integral and important element of their overall IDE strategy, 
developing a formal strategy for advancing religious inclusion that clearly 
articulates the business case for inclusion. Additionally, these organi-
zations have an effective communication plan to address any potential 
concerns employees may have about bringing religion to the workplace,
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including clear guidelines and expectations, particularly for the formation 
of faith-based ERGs, as we’ll explore in-depth in Chapter 6. 

Furthermore, the example of the microaggression being used against 
a Catholic employee illuminates that even broad religious groups that we 
think of as homogenous are, in reality, not. Tensions between subgroups 
of different religions can arise in the workplace and signal that your 
inclusion efforts haven’t gone far enough. 

Level 4: Transformational is the highest in the Kaizen HC Model 
of Religious Inclusion. Organizations that have reached this level are 
at the optimal maximization level in terms of religious inclusion and 
belonging. They have a strong and clear understanding of the legal, busi-
ness, and moral cases for workplace religious inclusion, and they take a 
holistic approach to that inclusion. Their aim is to ensure everyone at 
the organization feels not just safe and included, but as if they belong, 
inclusive of their religious identity. These organizations do not promote 
any single religion, but rather create space for all religions to be respected 
and for dialogue between adherents of different religions, so they can 
come together to share and exchange their beliefs, commonalities, and 
differences. 

Organizations at Level 4 integrate religion into their diversity, 
equity, and inclusion initiatives alongside gender and race. It is not an 
afterthought or an add-on, but rather a basic component of how people 
are cared for at the organization. Finally, organizations at Level 4 keep 
abreast with current global religious diversity issues and practices, to some 
degree. 

At this level, it is not only the leaders who drive religious inclusion. 
There is a general sense in the organization that everyone is respon-
sible for creating a sense of belonging for a religiously diverse workforce. 
The leaders and organization do not prefer a single religious group or 
denomination, and they make deliberate efforts to make people of all 
faiths feel welcome. Religious inclusion is a fundamental part of the IDE 
strategy for Level 4 organizations, and they invest in employee resource 
groups (ERGs), which they use as a lever to attract, retain, and engage a 
religiously diverse workforce. 

This chapter opened with a great example of an organization at Level 
4: Transformational. Chobani embodies the best of what we can do 
to create inclusion for religious people at work and beyond. While we 
focused on how Ulukaya responded to criticisms in the lead up to the
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2016 U.S. presidential election, Chobani was active around immigration 
and refugees before that time. 

In his address to Davos and an early-2016 op-ed, Ulukaya took a 
pro-refugee stance as a person and as a business leader. He encouraged 
businesses to capitalize on the refugee crisis to infuse their organizations 
with new energy and workers who are loyal and hardworking. Not only 
did Ulukaya mention the moral obligation to address the worst humani-
tarian crisis since World War II, but he also outlined the contributions of 
many refugees to societies in the West. And, in 2017, when the Trump 
administration announced a travel ban on seven Muslim-majority coun-
tries, Ulukaya released an internal memo addressing the ban. In it, he 
wrote: “This is very personal for me. As an immigrant who came to this 
country looking for opportunity, it’s very difficult to think about and 
imagine what millions of people around the world must be feeling right 
now” (Wiener-Bronner & Alesci, 2017). 

You can see that Ulukaya takes measures to be clear both externally and 
internally that refugees belong in the U.S. and they belong at Chobani. 
Now, Chobani provides an interesting example because it’s not as if they 
talk exclusively about Muslims and creating inclusion for Muslim people. 
However, given that many of the refugees Chobani has hired are from 
Muslim countries, all of the advocacy work being done has been inclusive 
of Muslims. You might expect that reaching Level 4 requires having a big 
banner that says all religions welcome here hanging in your front office. 
In reality, religious inclusion and belonging can take on many different 
faces, as you’ve seen with Chobani. 

By this point, you realize that religious diversity, inclusion, and 
belonging have many facets and intricacies that can make the conversa-
tion challenging. There are many variables between and within religious 
groups, and there are many different contexts in which these religions 
operate. That’s why I’ve included so many real-world examples in this 
book: I want you to know the facts that I’m working with, see how I’ve 
analyzed and evaluated the situation, and observe how I’ve come to my 
own conclusion about how inclusive or not an organization is. 

It is challenging to conduct an objective analysis—believe me, I’ve seen 
plenty of organizations struggle with this process and, in some cases, give 
up. The Kaizen HC Model for Religious Inclusion is my effort to reveal 
some of my thought processes to you, so that you can begin to evaluate 
your own organization and how inclusive it is—not as the final word on
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your organization’s inclusion efforts, but rather, as a foundation from 
which to build your strategies for religious inclusion. 

No matter where you find your organization in this model, I want 
to encourage you to not look at this as a static position; inclusion is 
an evolving process. Any organization can move between levels, and any 
organization can reach Level 4. At the same time, organizations that find 
themselves in Level 4 can still benefit from a periodic analysis of their 
religious inclusion level to ensure they’re always responsive to a changing 
climate. My goal is not for you to use this as a checklist that you go 
through once, but rather to use this model as continual guidance so you 
can assess and increase the level of religious inclusion and belonging at 
your organization. 

More than anything, I want this model to be useful to you. As you 
read through this next part of the book, think about your organiza-
tion, and how it might be similar or different from the various examples 
and contexts we’ll be exploring. These scenarios will help you develop 
your own understanding of the model, see how other organizations strive 
for inclusion and belonging (or don’t), and hopefully, identify your own 
opportunities for growth. 
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CHAPTER 5  

Wearing the Hijab and Experiences 
of Discrimination in the U.S. Workplace 

Abstract Stigmatization of the hijab or headscarf is a common xeno-
phobic reaction in the workplace. From America to France, and Germany 
to India, Muslim women who wear the hijab face prejudice and bigotry. 
This chapter offers empirical evidence of wide-spread discrimination 
against hijab-wearing Muslim women in the U.S., and how this and other 
forms of religious discrimination have increased since the September 11, 
2001 attacks. The study serves as an example of how the interplay of 
the legal protections, motivational factors, organizational standards, and 
social barriers informs options of religious discrimination or inclusion in 
the workplace 

Keywords Hijab · Religious garb and grooming · Muslim women · 
Religious discrimination · Workplace stigma 

The world was forever changed on September 11, 2001, when thousands 
of people lost their lives in a terror attack in the U.S. Despite the loca-
tion of the attack itself, the aftermath of these heinous events has rippled 
throughout the world. These attacks prompted major changes culturally 
and politically that have far-reaching consequences. If you’ve flown before 
and after that time, you know that airplane travel has become much more
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regulated and restricted. Nations including the U.S. have also used the 
terror attacks to justify surveillance laws like the Patriot Act. Though we 
have all been impacted by such changes, religious minorities including 
Muslims and Sikhs have experienced much worse. 

In the aftermath of the 9/11 attacks, for instance, according to the 
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU, 2008), Muslim women who 
wear the hijab have been fired from jobs, harassed, and denied access 
to public places both in the U.S. and around the world. This discrimi-
nation is often referred to as hijabophobia; in recent years, perceived and 
documented workplace discrimination toward Muslims, including Muslim 
women who wear the hijab, have been increasing. According to research 
conducted by the Pew Research Center in 2020, between 2016 and 2018, 
Muslim women faced discrimination for wearing head coverings in forty-
two of the fifty-six countries studied in Europe, Americas, Asia–Pacific, 
Sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East, and North Africa regions. 

In the U.S., 3.45 million Muslims make up 1.1% of the population 
(Mohamed, 2018). This number may appear insignificant, but the Muslim 
population in the U.S. is fast growing, and it is projected to be about 
8.1 million by 2050 (Mohamed, 2018). Islam is also the fastest-growing 
religion in the world and expanding to many countries. As the number 
of people who identify as Muslims continues to increase, hijab wearing 
women are sure to also become more numerous. The religious discrimi-
nation faced by this population who already make up a substantial part of 
our society, the market, and the workplace cannot be ignored. 

What Is the Hijab, and Why Does It Matter? 

To explore the unique experiences of Muslim women who wear the hijab, 
we must share a basic understanding of the hijab and its religious signifi-
cance. The hijab, known as hijaba in the Arabic language, means to cover 
or conceal (Aslam, 2011; Ghumman & Ryan, 2013). It can also refer to 
several different things, including a woman covering her body from neck 
to ankle or, as it often does in the Western culture, it could mean simply 
wearing a headscarf (Ghumman & Ryan, 2013). In the simplest defini-
tion, a hijab is a headscarf worn by Muslim women, who are sometimes 
referred to as hijabis (Ghumman & Ryan, 2013). The hijab is one of the 
most visible artifacts of religious expression for Muslim women (Ali et al., 
2015).
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While it is impractical to explore the varied religious and legal inter-
pretations of the hijab, as many texts have been dedicated to this task, 
it is safe to say the hijab is deeply rooted in the religion of Islam and its 
Holy Book, the Quran (Aslam, 2011; Robinson et al., 2012; Tariq-Munir, 
2014). Among Muslims there is a good deal of debate as to whether it 
is a requirement for Muslim women to wear the hijab (Ghumman & 
Ryan, 2013). Some opponents of the hijab argue that it is a cultural 
phenomenon rather than a religious requirement (Ghumman & Ryan, 
2013). Others argue that the hijab is emblematic of social hierarchies 
and male domination and is merely a proliferation of mediocrity and 
servility that seeks to oppress Muslim women (Ghumman & Ryan, 2013; 
Read & Bartkowski, 2000). Others argue that the Quran tangentially 
mentions the veil but does not explicitly mandate that women should 
wear it (Paulose, 2015; Read & Bartkowski, 2000). 

Whether or not the hijab is a religious requirement, many Muslim 
women choose to wear it of their own will for both religious and 
symbolic purposes (Aslam, 2011; Tariq-Munir, 2014). So, many Muslim 
women who wear the hijab are not forced or mandated to do so (Tariq-
Munir, 2014), and view it as a religious symbol that helps define identity 
and exudes empowerment (Ali et al., 2015). Women wear the head-
scarf for various reasons including resisting sexual objectification, having 
greater control over their bodies, and preserving intimate relationships 
(Droogsma, 2007). Several women have also stated that they wear the 
hijab because of the identity it provides for Muslim women, and the 
friendships that are formed with fellow hijab-wearing women (Read & 
Bartkowski, 2000). The hijab is worn by some due to parental expecta-
tions and peer pressure, and wearing the hijab is also sometimes viewed 
as a litmus test as to whether a woman is a good Muslim or not. To many 
Muslim women, the hijab is viewed as a symbol of freedom and a distin-
guished social identity, and it is worn by many kinds of women including 
the highly educated (Kulenović, 2006). It is devastating that a symbol of 
strength and empowerment is so often used as justification to belittle and 
demean Muslim women, and the sad truth is that Muslim women who 
wear the hijab experience discrimination and exclusion on several levels in 
the workplace.
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The Pervasiveness of Workplace Discrimination 
Against Hijab-Wearing Muslim Women 

The right of Muslim women to wear the hijab in public and in the 
workplace is protected by the First and Fourteenth Amendments of the 
U.S. Constitution (Constitution Annotated, n.d.a; Constitution Anno-
tated, n.d.b) and by Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Despite 
constitutional and statutory protections, in the year following 9/11 the 
average number of complaints filed with the EEOC by Muslims in the 
workforce increased by 172% (2016), and many of those complaints were 
filed by Muslim women who wear the hijab (Moore, 2007). In 2015, the 
EEOC reported that workplace discrimination toward Muslims was still 
on average 168% higher than it was prior to 9/11 (2016). 

The Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR), an organiza-
tion dedicated to defending the civil rights and liberties of Muslims in 
America, provides free legal services to those who have been subject 
to anti-Muslim discrimination. In 2020, CAIR received over 6,000 
complaints; employment discrimination made up 57% of the total 
complaints received (CAIR, 2021). That year, CAIR branches throughout 
the U.S. filed wrongful termination and discrimination cases, ranging 
from hostile work environments to harassment. In many cases, this harass-
ment and discrimination was targeted at Muslim women who wear the 
hijab (CAIR, 2021). 

In many of these cases, there may be specific data about the experiences 
of Muslims, but it is rare to have much data on the experiences of Muslim 
women who wear the hijab. That’s why I conducted an online survey of 
229 Muslim women who wear the hijab as part of the research for my 
dissertation at USC. I wanted to explore the extent to which Muslim 
women who wear the hijab experience discrimination in the workplace. 
The results are illuminating: 

Almost 67% of respondents strongly agreed or agreed that there was 
a negative stereotype of women who wear the hijab in the workplace. 
Around 17% of respondents believed wearing the hijab resulted in an 
instance when they were terminated from a job. 

Of the Muslim women surveyed, 53% felt less confident about 
obtaining a job when wearing the hijab while 53% believed that wearing 
the hijab resulted in an instance when they did not obtain a job. In fact, 
one respondent shared the following experience:
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I completed a six-month internship in Texas in my field and was told that 
if I did well I may be offered a job. Instead, I was told, ‘sorry but (our 
organization) is just not ready for a Muslim’. 

Another respondent was told by a recruiter she wouldn’t be able to get 
a job in the business field despite her qualifications and that she should 
pursue a career in medicine instead. 

Almost 40%—38.2% to be exact—of respondents reported witnessing 
other women being discriminated against in the workplace because of 
their hijab. A majority—70%—agreed that there is a negative stereotyping 
of women who wear the hijab in the workplace while 59.6% agreed to the 
possibility of stereotyping of hijab-wearing women affecting their confi-
dence. One respondent said, “I know that my hijab will always be the first 
thing they consider, and not my qualifications.” 

Interestingly, most respondents (74.7%) either strongly agreed or 
agreed that their employers were accepting of their hijab, and 68.2% either 
strongly agreed or agreed that their employer did enough to protect their 
religious rights in the workplace. 

Additionally, several prominent cases of workplace discrimination 
toward women who wear the hijab have also been documented.

• In 2001, Alamo Rent-A-Car terminated the job of Bilan Nur for 
refusing to remove her hijab even though she was formerly allowed 
to wear the hijab (Aslam, 2011; Marcum & Perry, 2010).

• In 2008, Abercrombie & Fitch refused to hire Halla Banafa because 
of her hijab; the company’s store manager wrote “not Abercrombie 
look” on Banafa’s interview form when meeting with her (Aslam, 
2011). In another case involving Abercrombie & Fitch, the company 
refused to hire Samantha Elauf because her hijab violated the compa-
ny’s look policy, and she was later awarded $25,670 in damages 
(ACLU, 2008; Aslam,  2011).

• In 2010, Disney, citing its look policy, terminated the appointment 
of Imane Boudlal because of her refusal to wear an alternative hat in 
lieu of her hijab (ACLU, 2012; Robinson et al., 2012).

• In 2012, the Morningside House of Ellicott City located in Mary-
land was required to pay $25,000 dollars for refusing to hire 
Khadijah Salim because she declined to remove her hijab, and the 
company was also required to post a notice of its commitment to
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having a work environment free of religious discrimination (EEOC, 
2012).

• In 2016, Fair Oaks Dental Care located in Fairfax, Virginia, citing 
its preference to maintain a religiously neutral work environment to 
not offend patients, allegedly terminated the job of Najaf Khan for 
her refusal to remove her hijab (CAIR, 2016; Stone, 2016).

• In 2021, an assistant manager at a Chipotle Mexican Grill in Kansas 
allegedly demanded that a Muslim woman remove her hijab. He also 
allegedly physically removed the hijab from her head while she was 
working. The worker ultimately resigned, and the assistant manager 
was dismissed by Chipotle (Clarey, 2021). 

Paired with research, these cases, and indeed several others, suggest that 
discrimination faced by Muslim women who wear the hijab is still a 
challenge. 

Unfortunately, weak or nonexistent legal and institutional frameworks 
do not fully address workplace religious discrimination in many coun-
tries, a clear call for more robust and lasting solutions. Hijab-wearing 
Muslim women and persons who can potentially face religious discrimina-
tion in the workplace need to have knowledge of the legal protections and 
resources available to them to address workplace religious discrimination. 
The survey I conducted supports this sentiment. The data demonstrates 
that participants had good factual understanding of their rights and the 
resources available, while 68.5% of participants either strongly disagreed 
or disagreed about knowing the process of filing an EEOC complaint. 

The discrimination Muslim women face keeps them from fully 
engaging in the workplace. We must address this discrimination and 
barriers to inclusion both for the benefit of all workers and organizations. 

Workplace Religious Discrimination Against 
Muslim Women, and Barriers to Inclusion 

To identify the barriers and influences of workplace religious discrimina-
tion, let’s examine four concepts. Three are drawn from Clark and Estes 
(2008)’s gap analysis framework, which identifies knowledge and skills, 
motivation, and organizational barriers to addressing religious discrimina-
tion in the workplace. These three broad categories interact to influence 
the performance goals of individuals and businesses. Effective solutions 
to eliminating performance gaps can be achieved by individuals and busi-
nesses after careful analyses of the factors within each of these three
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categories. For our purposes, I’ve identified a fourth category: social 
barriers, which also merits close consideration alongside organizational 
barriers. 

Knowledge 

Due to the pervasiveness of discrimination against hijab-wearing Muslim 
women and workplace religious discrimination generally, it is imperative 
for workers to have knowledge of the legal protections that address reli-
gious discrimination in the workplace. As already suggested by Mujtaba 
and Cavico (2012), educating the workforce is a critical factor in solving 
religious problems in the workplace. 

Knowledge can be divided into four categories—factual, conceptual, 
procedural, and metacognitive (Krathwohl, 2002; Rueda, 2011). I focus 
only on factual knowledge and procedural knowledge because they are 
most relevant to the protection of workers against religious discrimina-
tion in the workplace. The factual knowledge workers require is indicative 
of knowing the constitutional rights, statutory rights, and resources (e.g., 
the EEOC in the U.S.) that protect religious rights in the workplace. 
With respect to workplace religious discrimination, procedural knowl-
edge pertains to the steps required to file a religion-based discrimination 
complaint with an employer’s HR department or with the local, regional, 
or national authority in one’s country. 

Many employees lack the knowledge of employment laws and constitu-
tional and statutory laws that protect them from religious discrimination 
in the workplace. They also are not aware of the necessary procedures 
and steps to take in case of instances of discrimination in the workplace. 
In one study, 2,400 participants were asked to confirm whether a series 
of actions by employers were legal or illegal. In that study, nearly 74% 
of the participants incorrectly identified legal actions by employers to be 
illegal, roughly 78% were able to identify which actions were unlawful, 
and approximately 83% incorrectly answered that it was illegal to termi-
nate an employee for no reason as provided by the employment-at-will 
rule (Freeman & Rogers as cited by Eliasoph, 2008). 

My own survey also yielded interesting results. Fifty-two percent of 
the women agreed that their employer’s HR department is equipped 
to handle religious discrimination in the workplace, and 53.8% agreed 
that they felt comfortable with reporting religious discrimination to that 
department. At the same time, most participants either strongly agreed or
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agreed (89.6%) to knowing their constitutional and statutory rights and 
the resources available to address religious discrimination in the work-
place (68.1%). Despite these numbers, the data suggested that participants 
did not have a good procedural understanding of how to file an EEOC 
complaint. Sixty-eight percent of the participants either strongly disagreed 
or disagreed with knowing the process of filing an EEOC complaint. 

Motivation 

Numerous definitions of motivation have been offered by scholars and 
practitioners. According to Mayer (2011), “motivation is an internal state 
that initiates and maintains goal directed behavior,” (p. 39) and it is 
personal, activating, energizing, and directed. Clark and Estes (2008) 
defined motivation as something that “gets us going, keeps us moving, 
and tells us how much effort to spend on a task.” Motivation is influenced 
by internal and external factors (Schunk et al. as cited by Rueda, 2011). 

One external motivation factor that relates to workplace religious 
discrimination is stereotype threat. Stereotype threat describes an individ-
ual’s tendency to inadvertently validate a stereotype of a group they are 
associated with while attempting to accomplish a goal (Steele & Aronson, 
1995). When performing a task, individuals associated with stigmatized 
groups exhibit a fear of conforming to the negative stereotypes related to 
their groups, thus inadvertently causing them to underperform on those 
tasks (Ghumman & Jackson, 2010). The individual experiencing group-
related stereotyping does not have to believe that a stereotype is true. 
However, the mere threat that a stereotype exists can cause the individual 
to validate that stereotype (Steele & Aronson, 1995). 

In assessing how wearing the hijab impacted the employability of 
Muslim women, Pasha-Zaidi et al. (2014) hypothesized that religious 
attire activates stereotype threat, specifically that Muslim women who 
wear the hijab will be viewed less favorably for employment. In this study, 
participants were asked to view two photographs of the same woman 
with and without the hijab and were asked the likelihood of the woman 
obtaining a position as a doctor, laundry worker, graphic designer, or 
personal household cook. The study found that the participants in the 
U.S., both hijab-wearing and non-hijab-wearing, rated non-hijab-wearing 
women higher for employability. 

Therefore, the despondency that stereotype threat engenders could 
cause Muslim women who wear the hijab to believe that they cannot be
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successful no matter what they do, thus discouraging them from actively 
pursuing a goal, persisting through stereotypes, or investing enough 
mental effort. 

There are two key internal motivation factors of particular relevance to 
women wearing a hijab: self-efficacy and attribution. Self-efficacy postu-
lates that an individual’s motivation to accomplish a task or goal is 
influenced by the belief in their ability to produce the desired outcome 
(Bandura, 1991). Individuals with high self-efficacy are more likely to 
ascribe their failure to their lack of effort, whereas people with low self-
efficacy will attribute their failure to a lack of ability (Bandura, 1991). 
Moreover, highly self-efficacious individuals experience joy or happi-
ness when confronted with a difficult task while individuals with low 
self-efficacy exhibit despondent behaviors. 

Self-efficacy may be diminished in Muslim women who wear the hijab, 
as evidenced by several studies. Hijab-wearing women have lower expec-
tations for their job prospects than non-hijab-wearing women, regardless 
of occupation (Ghumman & Jackson, 2010). In a survey of 219 Muslim 
women, 30% of the Muslim women who wear the hijab stated that they 
were concerned about applying for jobs, 22% stated that they were denied 
employment, and 63% said they were aware of times that other hijab-
wearing women were denied employment (Ghumman & Jackson, 2010; 
University of Hawaii at Manoa, 2010). 

Meanwhile, attribution is what an individual believes to be the cause 
of success or failure in a given situation (Anderman & Anderman, 2006; 
Rueda, 2011). A comparison of hijab-wearing and non-hijab-wearing 
women showed that there is a negative correlation between wearing the 
hijab and receiving permission to complete a job application, receiving 
a job call-back, and the applicant’s expectation of receiving a job offer 
(Ghumman & Ryan, 2013). These negative correlations are not arbitrary. 

An earlier study by King and Ahmad (2010) also found that women 
in Muslim attire who do not attempt to counteract the stereotypes of 
Muslims are more likely to face a challenge finding a job, and they had 
experienced more negative interactions when wearing religious attire than 
when they did not. Women who wear the hijab are also more likely to face 
higher rejection rates when applying for jobs, regardless of their level of 
education (Unkelbach et al., 2010).
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Organizational and Social 

An organization’s culture, inadequate resources, and flawed policies 
and procedures can be barriers to employees accomplishing their goals 
(Clark & Estes, 2008). Also, there are several social factors outside of 
the organization that act as barriers and influence discrimination against 
hijab-wearing women, including political, legal, and cultural environ-
ments these hijab-wearing women, workers, and employers operate in. 
Both internal organizational and wider social barriers act jointly as they 
are interrelated. Furthermore, both contribute to cultural norms, another 
facet than can serve as a barrier or influence to achieving an individual’s 
goals. In Chapters 2 and 3 we discussed political and legal environ-
ments and how they are shifting due to emerging global trends; what 
remains is to discuss culture, and how it influences hijab-wearing women’s 
experiences in the workplace. 

Schein (2004) defined culture as “shared basic assumptions that was 
learned by a group as it solved its problems…that has worked well enough 
to be taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, think, and 
feel in relation to those problems” (p. 18). According to Clark and Estes 
(2008), culture is a multi-dimensional and dynamic construct that is both 
conscious and unconscious and serves as a conduit for describing the 
values, goals, beliefs, and processes learned by people over time. Gallimore 
and Goldenberg (2001) bifurcate culture into two categories: cultural 
models and cultural settings. Cultural models are taken-for-granted norms 
that exist within organizations, societies, or individuals, and serve as an 
invisible toolkit on how to perceive or approach situations (Gallimore & 
Goldenberg, 2001; Rueda, 2011). Cultural settings are where “people 
come together to carry out a joint activity that accomplishes something 
they value (Gallimore & Goldenberg, 2001). Therefore, cultural settings 
are visible, and they are the social contexts in which cultural models are 
created and acted out, such as workplaces or classroom settings (Rueda, 
2011). Both cultural models and cultural settings can be seen as influences 
or barriers to accomplishing a goal (Clark & Estes, 2008). 

Women who wear the hijab in the U.S. encounter two major cultural 
models that may serve as barriers to their ability to protect themselves 
from workplace religious discrimination: the American cultural model and 
the hijab cultural model. The American cultural model espouses the need 
for a separation of church and state (Inglehart & Norris, 2002). Values 
such as equality, liberty, and individualism are at the core of American
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culture (Williams & Vashi, 2007). The hijab, then, can be seen as incon-
gruent with the American culture because it is viewed as a symbol of 
inequality and oppression of Muslim women (Droogsma, 2007) and  as  
an indicator of women being inferior to men (Cole & Ahmadi, 2003). 
Therefore, many people view wearing the hijab as illogical, conflating the 
experiences of Muslim women in the U.S. with those of women being 
treated unfairly in several Muslim countries (Williams & Vashi, 2007). 

As we discussed at the beginning of this chapter, the hijab cultural 
model espouses the belief that the hijab represents empowerment, their 
commitment to Islam, and the freedom to choose their own identity. 
Williams and Vashi (2007) suggest that wearing the hijab allows women 
to create a cultural space for themselves, as part of their American culture, 
and allows them to negotiate their identities as Muslims and Americans 
and to be a part of both worlds. It has also been suggested that Muslim 
women wear the hijab as a form of resistance to the West’s disposition 
toward their religion and culture (Hamadan as cited in Ali et al., 2015). 
As such, when juxtaposing the American cultural model with the hijab 
cultural model, a natural dissonance emerges that leaves hijab-wearing 
women attempting to figure out what the appropriate practices are in 
certain situations or settings, for example in the workplace (Williams & 
Vashi, 2007). Meanwhile, the workplace cultural setting has been a major 
influence on the ability of hijab-wearing women to protect themselves 
against workplace religious discrimination (ACLU, 2008). 

Knowledge, motivation, organization, and social barriers and influ-
ences do not operate independently but are actually interrelated. As such, 
for Muslim women who wear the hijab, and by extension all workers who 
may experience workplace religious discrimination, overcoming knowl-
edge, motivation, organizational, and social factors is of the utmost 
importance. 

Workplace religious discrimination is fueled by these interconnected 
factors. When we ensure Muslim women who wear the hijab and all 
workers who might experience workplace discrimination have the knowl-
edge, motivation, and organizational and social support to succeed, we 
not only make the workplace better for all workers but also increase the 
performance of individuals and teams. 

Organizations, leaders, and members of society, in general, have much 
they can take away from my research on the experiences of Muslim 
women who wear the hijab (Hasan, 2018). From the importance of 
education around the EEOC and religious discrimination to being able to
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understand and identify how stereotype threat limits the motivation and 
success of religiously diverse employees, we can create cultural settings 
that are safe for religiously diverse people who come with their unique 
cultural models. And when we identify the barriers that come from our 
own cultural models, our organizations, and our societies, we can find 
ways not just to overcome those barriers, but to address the source of 
the problem so we can make lasting change. It’s an ambitious goal, and 
that’s why every chapter in this section is dedicated to helping you lay the 
foundation for that change. 

Assessing the Level of Religious Inclusion Among U.S. Employers 

Throughout this chapter, we’ve explored case after case of workplace 
religious discrimination against Muslim women who wear the hijab. 
Unfortunately, this reality is reflected in the responses to my survey of 
Muslim women who have also experienced a range of discriminatory 
behaviors. 

In each example, the details may vary, but it’s safe to say that at the 
time of the various events the organizations engaging in discrimination 
were at Level 1: Avoidance. Many court cases are still being litigated, 
of course, but one might assume that with such high-profile incidents 
the organizations in question might be motivated to avoid further legal 
consequences by moving to Level 2: Compliance. By and large, that does 
not seem to be the case, yet. 

Organizations that desire to reach Level 2: Compliance would be wise 
to conduct an audit of their policies, both in terms of dress code and 
otherwise, to ensure they are in alignment with legal requirements, the 
revised guidance on workplace religious discrimination from the EEOC 
mentioned in Chapter 2, and various court rulings as precedent is estab-
lished. Not only is it the best way to avoid costly litigation costs, but 
it’s also the first step toward creating a better workplace for Muslim 
women who wear the hijab and other religiously diverse employees. 9/11 
changed the way we live and work in the U.S. and around the world— 
and for Muslims in the U.S. and Muslim women who wear the hijab in 
particular, that change has manifested in the form of rampant discrimina-
tion. It’s our job as policymakers, academicians, and citizens to fight this 
discrimination for the betterment of us all. 

Just fighting discrimination isn’t enough. We don’t want to settle for 
tolerance or mere acceptance in our workplaces, but rather, we should
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be working to create greater inclusion and belonging for religious people 
at work. In the next chapter, we’ll explore one helpful tool for creating 
inclusion and belonging: ERGs. 
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CHAPTER 6  

Praying for Faith-Based Employee Resource 
Groups in America 

Abstract In an increasingly religiously diverse society and workplace, 
fostering a sense of belonging among employees must be an organi-
zational priority. Many forward-thinking organizations are taking this 
challenge seriously, establishing faith-based employee resource groups 
(ERGs). The chapter provides practical approaches to leveraging ERGs 
to advance religious inclusion. Three models of ERGs—faith-specific, 
interfaith, and interfaith network—and examples of how ERGs are struc-
tured are described in real-life case studies (Salesforce and American 
Express). The CFC case study delves into the dilemmas and decision-
making processes of an American organization launching its faith-based 
ERG. 

Keywords Employee resource groups · Faith-based groups · Belonging · 
Identity covering · Religious diversity 

Recently, a Chief Human Resource Officer we’ll call Kathy nervously 
prepared for her monthly meeting with her supervisor and the company’s 
CEO, Hugh. For the last year, she had been working for Cardinal Forest 
Company (CFC), a manufacturer of greeting cards, gift wrap, and holiday 
gifts, after working for one of CFC’s competitors, Mulberry Cards, for
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the prior fifteen years. Kathy is passionate about IDE work, and she was 
excited to learn that CFC supported ERGs for women and LGBTQ + 
employees. It’s part of what had attracted her to work for CFC. 

CFC itself had gone through a huge boom in growth since it was 
founded in 1990 as a small, family-owned business with one brick-and-
mortar store in Columbus, Ohio. Over the past three years, CFC had 
transitioned from a small business of only 65 people to employing a 
whopping 1,120 teammates across four locations in the state of Ohio. 
The majority of the staff worked out of the headquarters in Columbus. 

While Kathy loved much of her work at CFC, she had recently become 
concerned because, during her short time at CFC, a series of concerns 
had been raised to her by customers and employees. Early in her time 
at CFC, Kathy began to receive customer complaints about greeting 
cards. By the time she’d decided to broach the subject, she had received 
several alarming complaints. Time and again, the issue was the same: a 
greeting card designed and marketed to coincide with a religious holiday 
had included incorrect or insensitive language. A different concern was 
raised regarding e-cards, which had become popular recently. Virtually all 
of the cards that had been launched had focused on Christian holidays 
like Easter and Christmas. There were hardly any e-cards honoring other 
religious holidays, and customers had filed complaints showing they had 
noticed the omission. 

Recently, she had also received a complaint from an employee named 
Adam who wore a kippah, a traditional Jewish head covering also called 
a yarmulke, while at work. Adam had experienced a series of perceived 
microaggressions that worried him. When Adam informed his manager 
Myrna that he would be taking time off for Yom Kippur, widely consid-
ered to be the most important holiday in Jewish religious traditions, 
Myrna responded by asking, “Are you sure? We really need to meet the 
project deadline that falls during those dates.” Adam continued with his 
planned leave but felt that he was viewed poorly because of it. 

At the same time, Adam had noticed that unlike Myrna’s other direct 
reports, he was not allowed to lead presentations to the executive lead-
ership team. Furthermore, Adam had been passed over for a highly 
anticipated promotion. Adam was a participant in the company’s senior 
leadership development program and he had been nurtured and prepared 
for just such an opportunity, so the slight struck him as particularly odd. 

He confided in Kathy that he was starting to worry that Myrna felt 
embarrassed of him and the executive leadership team didn’t think he
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was professional enough due to his kippa and his religious observance. 
Kathy was deeply concerned by Adam’s perceptions, and worried that 
not only was he disengaging at work but also that he had grounds to file 
for discrimination if any further issues arose. 

Around that time, a group of employees contacted Kathy and HR 
about establishing a faith-based group for Christian employees at CFC. 
Kathy was encouraged by this development. Looking at these issues 
together, it became clear to Kathy that religious diversity already existed at 
CFC both internally and with their customer base. She felt CFC was not 
going to be well-served by ignoring religion any longer. She also knew 
that the topic of religion in the workplace had frequently led to awkward, 
hostile, and generally uncomfortable conversations. It didn’t have to be 
like that, as Kathy knew from her own time at Mulberry Cards. There was 
another way: faith-based employee resource groups. 

In fact, Kathy and CFC provide a perfect opportunity to explore 
employee resource groups (ERGs), particularly given the efforts Kathy 
put forward to research their options. Whereas most of the stories 
we’ll explore in this section are based on research I conducted for my 
dissertation or are drawn from the news, I’ve decided to use a more 
anecdotal story—with all names changed to protect the privacy of those 
mentioned—because I found it particularly elucidating of the efforts 
employers can make immediately to create more inclusive environments. 
As with every other scenario we’ll explore in this book, many factors influ-
enced CFC’s workplace religious diversity and inclusion efforts, but it was 
Kathy’s keen awareness as an HR professional that helped her identify the 
potential inclusion of ERGs. 

Employee Resource Groups (ERGs) 
and Religious Diversity and Inclusion 

ERGs are employee-led groups that aim to create diverse, inclusive 
workplaces that harness the power of diverse-thinking to better their orga-
nizations and communities. Participation is voluntary and usually based 
on a shared identity such as gender, race, ethnicity, interest, or religion. 
ERGs have existed since the 1960s; the first iteration of an ERG emerged 
at Xerox where Black workers organized to discuss the issues they faced 
at work. 

These groups provide support for employees around career develop-
ment and personal issues, as well as creating a safe place for employees to 
discuss the concerns facing them. Many ERGs also welcome participation
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from allies, people who do not share the same identity but who care for 
the groups’ rights. 

According to Forbes (Huang, 2017), ERGs can be found in 90% of 
Fortune 500 companies and lead to benefits like:

• Improving working conditions physically and emotionally.
• Bringing employees together for exchange and understanding.
• Nurturing leadership qualities in minority groups.
• Addressing company-wide issues.
• Bringing to the surface buried tensions that need to be addressed. 

As with other ERGs based on a shared identity, some organizations 
have faith-based ERGs. Though they are not nearly as common as groups 
based on other identities, faith-based ERGs have been on the rise in recent 
years (Crary, 2020). In fact, more than 20% of the Fortune 100 currently 
have faith-based ERGs established. 

Faith-based ERGs can be comprised of people from one religion or 
faith or multiple religions or faiths. They often meet to discuss the relation 
of one’s religious identity to company culture, holidays, and accommoda-
tions. Some religion-specific ERGs also provide a safe place for on-site 
prayer and worship, fasting, mentorship, and service projects. Akin to 
other ERGs, there are numerous benefits that faith-based ERGs bring 
to the workplace, including:

• A reduction in religious bias and discrimination.
• Improved morale and employee retention.
• Sensitivity to potential issues before they arise, enabling an organi-
zation to be proactive rather than responsive.

• Decreased misunderstandings between employees from different 
religious groups.

• Insight into products and services designed with religious users in 
mind. 

In an increasingly diverse world, it’s clear that faith-based ERGs can 
provide a means for inclusion and belonging for religiously diverse people 
while also shoring up an organization’s processes to ensure public-facing 
initiatives are well thought out.
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There are three models of faith-based ERGs: the religion-specific ERG, 
the interfaith ERG, and the interfaith network (Tanenbaum, 2014). A 
religion-specific ERG convenes members of a single religion to support 
one another. An interfaith ERG gathers members from any or no religious 
background for interfaith dialogue and support. Finally, the interfaith 
network ERG comes into play mostly in very large organizations that 
have many individual religion-specific ERGs, and functions as an umbrella 
organization to oversee the work of the individual ERGs (Tanenbaum, 
2014). Like with other ERGs, allies of any faith or those who are agnostic 
or atheistic are welcomed at these employee-hosted meetings. 

Existence of one religion-specific ERG doesn’t mean that every reli-
gion represented at an organization must have an ERG, nor is it practical 
or feasible for every single religion to have its own ERG. As with other 
kinds of ERGs, faith-based ERGs must submit a proposed group charter; 
state the ERG’s purpose and mission; identify an executive sponsor, lead-
ership team, and potential members; and make a case to the organization 
about why it should support the establishment of the group. In short, 
the group’s business case must be in alignment with the diversity and 
inclusion strategy and core values and beliefs of the organization (Tanen-
baum, 2014). In this vein, it is important for organizations to make all 
requirements for ERGs clear, including making sure all employees know 
that they cannot form an ERG for the purpose of opposing another 
group or promoting political positions. While ERGs do require the 
support of an organization, the organization does not establish ERGs for 
employees—employees establish ERGs for themselves. 

To understand the two most common forms of faith-based ERGs, let’s 
look at some real-world examples from American Express and Salesforce. 

Many organizations have single-faith ERGs, including Target, Apple, 
Ameriprise, and American Express. American Express, a publicly traded, 
multinational financial services corporation that was founded in 1850, 
has sixteen ERGs, which they call employee networks, that have helped 
them not only with product development but also to plan cultural events 
for current employees and potential applicants (American Express, 2021; 
Faith Driven Investor, 2022; Tanenbaum, 2014). Their three religion-
specific employee networks even helped them create gift cards to celebrate 
Diwali and Chanukah (Tanenbaum, 2014). The three religion-specific 
ERGs are:
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1. CHAI—a Jewish employee network that draws its name from the 
Hebrew word for life. The network hosts educational and commu-
nity events to raise awareness of Jewish culture and it serves as a 
resource for members. 

2. PEACE—a Muslim employee network that draws its name from one 
of the meanings of the word Islam. PEACE focuses on creating 
awareness, understanding, and education to counter the misinfor-
mation surrounding Muslims and Islam. 

3. SALT—a Christian employee network that draws its name from the 
many references to salt as a symbol of permanence, loyalty, and 
fidelity in the Bible. This group is dedicated to providing resources 
to Christian employees of American Express and demonstrating a 
commitment to the values of the company. 

Together and independently, these groups host educational and commu-
nity events such as lunch and learns and informational booths in an 
effort to bring awareness of their religions and counter stereotypes. The 
groups act as resource and support networks for their members. Amer-
ican Express also leans on these groups to provide advice based on their 
expertise when planning ethnic and cultural events, organizing recruiting 
initiatives to attract diverse talent, and strategizing on how to market to 
multicultural communities (American Express, 2017, 2021; Tanenbaum, 
2014). 

Interfaith or multi-faith ERGs, which bring together employees of 
diverse religious or faith traditions, also exist at several high-profile orga-
nizations including Google, Meta (formerly Facebook), and Salesforce. 
Founded in 1999, Salesforce is a publicly traded, cloud-based software 
company that creates and supports customer relationship management 
software. Salesforce has 35,000 employees, and it currently supports 
twelve ERGs called equality groups. Nearly half of all employees partici-
pate in at least one equality group; to honor the significant efforts made 
by those in these groups, Salesforce offers recognition and compensation 
for globally elected Equality Group leaders (Salesforce, 2021). 

Salesforce’s interfaith group, Faithforce, is one of the fastest growing 
faith-based ERGs. It launched in 2017 to celebrate, support, and foster 
understanding of faith and spirituality through inclusive events and initia-
tives, including educational events and initiatives. All are welcome in 
the group, even those who do not affiliate with any religion or do
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not consider themselves to be spiritual (Warnke, 2019). Muslims, Chris-
tians, Jews, Sikhs, Hindus, pagans, and humanists are all represented in 
the group. Since its founding, Faithforce has attracted more than 2,600 
employees (Crary, 2020). 

Notably, Faithforce has leveraged its platform to address religious 
tragedies. For example, when the Tree of Life Synagogue was attacked 
in Pittsburgh in October 2018, the group came together to organize 
a religious vigil across seven locations worldwide. This vigil was led by 
Rabbi Michael Lesak of Glide Memorial. Jewish employees were able to 
express their pain, while their colleagues were given a chance to show their 
support. Employees, along with a Salesforce match, donated thousands of 
dollars to the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) (Warnke, 2019). 

These examples not only provide interesting insight into the practical 
implementation of faith-based ERGs, but also illuminate an important 
concept for the religiously diverse workplace: bridging and bonding social 
capital. 

Religion-specific ERGs are in alignment with the concept of bonding 
social capital, whereas interfaith ERGs connect more with the concept 
of bridging social capital. Bonding happens within a group or commu-
nity, whereas bridging occurs across diverse groups. When we apply this 
concept to the religion-specific model, members of each group will be 
bonding and innovating with those who belong to their group while also 
bridging with those in the other religion-specific groups. The interfaith 
ERG model focuses more on the bridging of people of various religions 
within the one group. It can be argued that bonding can lead to stronger 
and more meaningful relationships than bridging (Claridge, 2018; Park 
et al., 2014). 

Practical Considerations for Faith-Based ERGs 

Given the many variables at play in the decision to form faith-based 
ERGs, it is understandable that many feel intimidated and unsure where 
to start. That said, there are some factors to weigh-in if your organization 
is considering forming faith-based ERGs, including:

• Existing ERGs—Any new ERGs, and faith-based ERGs are no 
exception, should be in line with existing ERGs in terms of how 
they’re founded and what their charter should include. This is
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true whether the faith-based ERG is planned to be interfaith or 
religion-specific.

• Company size—Company size is important because although no one 
size fits all when it comes to which type of faith-based ERG should 
be implemented, organizations of less than 1,000 employees are 
better off implementing a religion-specific ERG model than an inter-
faith ERG model because their workforce typically lacks the religious 
diversity needed to support an interfaith ERG model (Tanenbaum, 
2014).

• Diversity of leadership—The composition of your leadership team 
and other mid-level leaders is important when considering forming 
an ERG. If leaders are all from one religious group, then there 
will naturally be some favoritism shown to that religion, whether 
intentional or not. Favoritism can lead to in-fighting and ultimately 
become counterproductive when it comes to an interfaith ERG. 
If, however, your leadership is very religiously diverse, an interfaith 
ERG may help foster leadership in your workforce.

• Bonding and bridging—It is important to know when to accept 
an ERG’s charter and when to deny it. If your organization wants 
to open up dialogue between religious groups and create under-
standing, the interfaith model will be more focused on helping 
people bond across identities. If you have a faith group that 
is uniquely struggling, the religion-specific model will help the 
members of that group bond and troubleshoot together inside of 
their group, while bridging with other faith-specific ERGs. 

If your organization doesn’t have faith-based ERGs, start by assessing the 
above factors and deciding if it’s something your employees would benefit 
from and have the energy to create and sustain. 

If employees decide to have a singular religion-specific ERG, imple-
mentation will likely bring with it additional special considerations. For 
instance, it is imperative that the company be prepared to answer ques-
tions from their employees as to why one religion-specific ERG may be 
permitted while another one is not. The qualifications and requirements 
to establish a religion-specific ERG must be fairly applied to all groups. 
ERGs in general need to make a business case as to why the company 
should support their establishment, which must be in alignment with 
the organization’s overall diversity and inclusion strategy (Tanenbaum, 
2014).
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Many of these considerations are the exact ones Kathy faced as she 
reviewed the models for faith-based ERGs. When she approached her 
CEO to discuss supporting the creation of a faith-based ERG, she felt 
certain the right path forward would be in supporting the founding of 
religion-specific ERGs. Her CEO, who had been with the company since 
it was founded in 1990, brought different ideas to the table. While he 
was initially resistant to any kind of faith-based ERG out of fear of costly 
litigation, negative publicity, and potential backlash from employees, he 
came around to the idea of an interfaith ERG, rather than a faith-specific 
one, particularly when he considered the inspiring work of Faithforce. 

While there truly is no single way to decide which faith-based ERGs 
are right for each organization, CFC came to a conclusion based on the 
factors we identified above:

• Existing ERGs—They considered their existing ERGs and how they 
were chartered, identifying that a faith-based ERG could add a lot 
to the experiences of employees and should easily be in alignment 
with the company’s IDE mission.

• Company size—CFC employs 1,120 people across four locations, 
all within the state of Ohio. The religion-specific model is typi-
cally recommended for companies with fewer than 1,000 employees 
because they may lack religiously diverse leaders, which is a require-
ment when implementing an interfaith-religious ERG or interfaith 
network (Tanenbaum, 2014). The interfaith ERG is also preferable 
because CFC has multiple locations and overseeing the initiatives 
of religion-specific ERGs across multiple locations can become 
burdensome and overwhelming (Tanenbaum, 2014).

• Diversity of leadership—Kathy knew that there were leaders of many 
religious backgrounds at the CFC, including the CEO she spoke 
with who is Christian and attends church weekly. Furthermore, 
the Director of Accounting was Jewish—something the concerned 
employee, Adam, never learned and thus could not see that the orga-
nization was invested in leaders who are Jewish. Religious diversity 
in senior leadership is an important element of making faith-based 
ERGs work well.

• Other considerations—Finally, given the CEO’s concerns about liti-
gation as a result of faith-based ERGs, an interfaith ERG is a 
great path forward. Conflict over inclusion as an official ERG may 
arise more frequently with religion-specific models, because if the
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company sponsors a group for one religion and not another, regard-
less of whether the reasoning is valid, employees will automatically 
question whether they are being wrongly denied organizing. The 
interfaith network is not recommended in this case as it is considered 
to be an overarching organization that supports multiple individual 
religion-specific ERGs (Tanenbaum, 2014). 

A lot of thought must go into forming ERGs as the nuance and context 
of your organization will greatly change how these factors are viewed, and 
they will influence your ultimate decision. 

Assessing the Level of Religious Inclusion at CFC 

As an organization, CFC is at Level 1: Avoidance, but is attempting to 
reach Level 2: Compliance, in part through the institution of faith-based 
ERGs. Religious diversity and inclusion are still relatively new concepts 
to the organization, brought to leadership’s attention by Kathy. While 
Kathy has a deep passion for IDE efforts, and she probably likely wants 
religiously diverse employees to feel included, she acted in part due to fear 
of legal exposure if CFC didn’t start acting. To truly reach Compliance, 
CFC will need to complete a compliance audit and training to help them 
identify where they are and are not compliant with the law. They haven’t 
done so before, a potentially costly oversight the CFC leadership should 
address immediately. 

CFC demonstrates that there are many ways organizations intersect 
with religion already: with customers, employees, and even products 
and services. Each opens an organization up to potentially costly issues 
whether legal or regarding reputation. When an organization decides to 
make religious diversity and inclusion part of their mission by ensuring 
they’re compliant with laws or encouraging employees to form ERGs they 
have the opportunity to not only provide workers with better work envi-
ronments but also to tap into the knowledge and resources of religiously 
diverse employees to improve their products and services and better serve 
their customers. 

Faith-based ERGs are just one possible religious IDE initiative an orga-
nization can engage in. There are many others from recruitment efforts to 
how you measure your diversity efforts that are also integral to a holistic 
and inclusive approach to religious diversity and inclusion. In the next 
chapter, we’ll explore how one public service organization grappled with 
these issues over decades.
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CHAPTER 7  

Including Sikhs, Muslims, and Rastafarians 
in the London Metropolitan Police Force 

Abstract Inclusion, diversity, and equity (IDE) in public service orga-
nizations have become a political priority across the Western world. 
Nowhere, perhaps, has the challenge of advancing IDE been more prob-
lematic than in the police force, where the relationship between the police 
and ethnic, racial, and religious minorities is often fraught. This chapter’s 
case study of the London Metropolitan Police Force includes an in-depth 
analysis of the evolution of their religious and cultural diversity initiatives 
over the last three decades or so. The case clearly illustrates that despite 
uneven or slow progress, IDE goals are achievable. 

Keywords Sikhs · Muslims and Rastafarians · Religious garb and 
grooming · Kaizen HC model of religious inclusion · Police and 
minorities · London Metropolitan Police 

In 2011, Chief Superintendent Dal Babu decided to retire from his job 
at the London Metropolitan Police Force (the Met) after being passed 
over for promotion. Babu’s promotion was denied supposedly due to 
his limited skills in dealing with the media, despite the fact that he has 
a master’s degree, speaks four languages, is a recipient of the Order 
of the British Empire award, and once served as a spokesperson for
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Muslim police officers on TV. Furthermore, the London borough of 
Harrow, which he oversaw, experienced markedly increased confidence 
in the police during his tenure (Laville, 2013). 

Babu had fought long and hard to keep doing his job, having won 
a landmark case against the Met several years earlier after demonstrating 
that he had failed to receive a promotion and experienced discrimination 
because he is Muslim. At the time of his retirement, he reflected on how 
the Met had changed, noting that racist name-calling had become less 
common, but that there had been no significant gain in Black and ethnic 
minority officers over thirty years. He told The Guardian (Laville, 2013), 
“We have not managed to replicate the communities we serve. Our major 
cities are majority ethnic minority and yet the police force remains stub-
bornly white. We have ended up with lots of theory around police and 
diversity, and what we need is an ounce of action.” 

As the most senior Muslim Asian Chief Superintendent, Babu’s resig-
nation sent ripples through the Met, London, and even the UK as a 
whole. He had served as a mentor to many up-and-coming Black and 
ethnic minority officers, many of whom moved up the ranks. 

Furthermore, many of his named complaints—that there were few 
opportunities for advancement for Black and ethnic minority officers, 
that recruitment efforts should focus on diverse groups, and that officers 
should be recruited from the communities they serve—became initiatives 
that would radically change the face of the Met over the coming years. 
Public service organizations, including law enforcement, rely on public 
cooperation and acceptance to complete their work. In such environ-
ments, religious inclusivity can become chaotic and complicated given the 
wide array of religions and beliefs (or lack thereof) that people bring with 
them to a given situation. But where do public service organizations draw 
the line on inclusivity while making possible reasonable accommodations 
for religious expression and practice? Do inclusive regulations in regard to 
religious dress and appearance go far enough? If they conflict with their 
religious beliefs, should officers be able to disregard director orders or 
refuse assignments? (Grunloh, 2005). 

Over the last two decades, in many countries, institutions like the 
police have had to adapt and make room for the ambiguities and complex-
ities of the religious beliefs of employees and the communities they serve. 
After being faced with many high-profile instances of religious discrimi-
nation, the Met has become a leader around religiously inclusive policing 
within the UK and Europe.
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Public service organizations can adapt to and make room for the 
ambiguities and complexities of accommodating and including diverse 
employees with different religious beliefs. It’s a matter of making it a 
priority and being responsive to the communities you serve. 

Religion in the UK 

Harkening back to the sixteenth century up through today, Christianity, 
first under the guise of Roman Catholicism and then the Church of 
England, has been the dominant religion in the UK. Judaism was made 
illegal in 1290 in the UK—despite this fact, Judaism rose again in 
the nineteenth century and grew alongside other religions as immi-
grants streamed into urban communities. Many Jewish people came from 
Eastern Europe and the U.S., while a large proportion of Muslims came 
from the Arab world and parts of South Asia and sub-Saharan Africa, 
particularly Pakistan, Bangladesh, Somalia, Sudan, and Ethiopia. Concur-
rently, other religious communities like the Hindus, Sikhs, and Buddhist 
originated from India and China. 

While a significant amount of migration occurred from countries 
the UK colonized, the highest influx of migrants dates back to after 
the Second World War following huge labor shortages and demands 
in declining industrial cities in the UK (Abass, 2017). Contrary to the 
prediction of scholars of religion that immigrants from colonized coun-
tries would assimilate and quickly adapt to the norms and values of British 
society and national culture (Gay, 1971), the opposite occurred. The 
influx of migrants and settlers changed the religious landscape of the 
country, especially the city of London where most newcomers tended 
to settle for economic reasons. Migrants who settled in Britain brought 
with them their cultures and beliefs, conversely forcing, albeit slowly, 
acceptance and inclusion in their new environment. 

Today, religion in the UK takes on new forms, and while some religions 
are steadily growing, others are waning (ONS, 2019). Here are the trends 
that have arisen in recent years: 

• The percentage of the UK population that identifies as Christian 
dropped from 71.8 to 50.4% between 2001 and 2018.
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• People self-reporting to be Muslims and Hindus have each risen 
steadily. Between 2001 and 2018, the percentage of the popula-
tion that identifies as Muslim rose from 3.0 to 5.8% while those 
identifying as Hindus grew from 1.1 to 1.7%. 

• The percentage of the population identifying as Jewish, Buddhist, 
and Sikh held relatively steady at 0.6, 0.4, and 0.7%, respectively. 

• Notably, 38.8% of the population reported having no religious 
affiliation in 2018, up from 14.8% in 2001. 

• The most diverse region was London with the largest number of 
people identifying as Muslim, Buddhist, Hindu, and Jewish residing 
there. 

Today, there are a number of mosques, gurdwaras, and mandirs all over 
the UK, and it is estimated that less than half of the population in the 
UK identify as Christians. Pew Research Center predicts this trajectory 
will continue: In 2050, Christians will make up 45.4% of the population, 
Muslims 11.3%, Hindus 2.0%, Buddhists 0.9%, Jews and folk religions 
each 0.3%, and no religious affiliation will reach 38.9%. 

Keeping these statistics in mind, Steven Vertovec, interestingly, coined 
the term superdiversity to describe the UK. Superdiversity recognizes 
both the high level of diversity found between minority groups and 
within them (2007). Citizens as well as refugees, asylum seekers, and 
undocumented immigrants can belong to the same ethnic group. But 
while they share some common identity, they still have diverse experi-
ences and needs. In this vein, the complex interplay of various diversity 
factors has combined to make the UK one of the most diverse countries 
in the world ethnically, racially, and religiously—and London is a bustling 
metropolitan filled with people with diverse religious affiliations, making 
it a challenging climate for work. 

The Met’s Long and Challenging 
History with Diversity 

In 1829, the Metropolitan Police Service was founded as the first modern 
police force in England. The force began with about 1,000 white, male 
officers policing a population of less than two million. White women were
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prohibited from joining the force until the First World War when a volun-
tary organization called Women’s Police Service began to assist the police 
in unofficial capacities. 

As the policing needs of the city evolved and the population grew, 
more officers were hired, leading to the hiring of white women in 1919. 
Though working full-time and placed in the same ranks with their male 
colleagues, female officers had limited responsibilities, and could not 
remain in the force if they married. These policies continued until the 
end of the Second World War when crime rates rose drastically, and in 
order to accommodate more officers, the rules had to change. 

By 1974, the service had fully integrated Black and ethnic minority 
women and men, offering financial parity; officers at the same level were 
given equal pay regardless of their ethnicity. Not surprisingly, very low 
numbers of ethnic minorities showed an interest in joining the service 
due to the prevalent systemic racism they experienced. 

By the late 1990s, Black minority groups had made a series of calls 
for more racial diversity; there were also accusations of racism against 
minority officers within the Met (Haves, 2020). White officers reported 
increasing resistance from ethnic minority communities; furthermore, 
there weren’t enough officers from such communities within the force 
despite the reality that the population of London had become increasingly 
diverse. 

In 2000, the Home Office, the department that regulates police forces 
in the UK, introduced a new strategy of setting recruitment targets for 
ethnic minorities in order to create a balance in officer numbers within 
communities. The Met had been given a target to reach 26% of ethnic 
minority police officers by 2009, but by 2003, only 9.8% of the officers 
in the Met were from minority backgrounds (BBC, 2014). The target 
could not be achieved for several reasons including the reputation of the 
force as a racist, sexist, and xenophobic organization, making attracting 
the targeted groups difficult and the low retention rate for minority offi-
cers. Many left during probation or after two years, so there were very 
few role models in high ranks to attract younger officers (Bhugowandeen, 
2013). 

Following 9/11, Muslim and Sikh officers all over Britain experi-
enced increased hostilities from the public as well as from some of their 
colleagues who suddenly treated them differently even though they had 
been in the force for years. Among the semi-senior ranks, officers from 
ethnic minority groups claimed that they experienced discrimination in
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promotion due to their ethnicity and even their faith. In 2008, a female 
Muslim senior civilian manager named Yasmin Rehman raised a claim of 
racial and sexual discrimination at the Employment Tribunal. Ironically, 
she was at the time in charge of promoting racial and religious diversity 
within the Met. She later withdrew the case after settlement but had to 
step down from her role (Greenwood, 2009). It is during this time that 
Chief Superintendent Dal Babu resigned from his position at the Met. 

These events and more did nothing to attract a diverse workforce, 
so although London’s population diversity kept increasing, the Met’s 
frontline remained significantly less diverse than the communities it 
served. 

Introducing Diversity and Inclusion Initiatives 

In a bid to restore its tainted reputation, the Met instituted a new plan 
in 2001 titled “Protect and Respect: Everybody Benefits.” The program 
was designed to send a clear message that the Met was truly committed to 
inclusivity within the service. As you can see from the instances of discrim-
ination we’ve explored in this chapter dating to as recently as 2013, the 
program didn’t immediately translate to the Met becoming more inclu-
sive. However, for the first time, religious diversity took a central role in 
this strategy and over time, there have been incredible results. 

The Home Office engaged in several initiatives including recognizing 
festival and holy days in different religions to enable officers from varying 
faith groups to participate in religious observance. Furthermore, prayer 
rooms and creches were created at big stations, and Scotland Yard’s 
canteen began to serve Halal food. 

Religious turbans and headscarves in the Met’s colors were also 
incorporated into police uniforms. Finally, Muslim female officers were 
officially allowed to wear four different types of hijabs when on duty, a 
significant move toward including more women from ethnic minorities in 
the Met’s workforce. This move was a follow-up to the approved policy 
for Sikh officers who were permitted to wear turbans with their uniforms 
while on duty (Hopkins, 2001). During the same period, leadership at 
the Met considered adjustments that could be made to allow Rastafarians 
who wanted to join the police to keep their locks (Sal, 2000). While there 
were safety concerns around the Rastafarian hairstyle given its length, it 
was agreed that there could be safe ways to incorporate locks into the 
uniform to include this important group of people in the Met.
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The new focus on religious diversity and making practical changes to 
become more accommodating of religiously diverse people had a signifi-
cant impact on other police units around the region. The Thames Valley 
police, then in charge of an area outside London, recognized the Met’s 
successes and set up Operation Comfort that sent officers from minority 
ethnicities with high cultural awareness and language skills to connect 
with locals for positive impact building. Officers were sent into mosques 
and other community and religious gatherings to relate one on one with 
people and, for the first time, ethnic minority officers were welcomed to 
be themselves and utilize their diverse hidden talents without the over-
powering need to conform once in their uniforms. Shortly after, the 
strategy became popular among other police units in Britain, and the 
opportunities presented by diversity and diverse talents became more 
visible. 

Clearly things were changing, and it was almost certain that diversity 
and inclusion could provide the potential for improvements in service 
delivery to communities and wider development across the service. 

Religious Inclusion Through 
Targeted Recruitment 

The Home Office has legitimized religious inclusion through supporting 
organizations like Inter Faith Group to advance public understanding of 
different religious groups and through setting targeted goals for police 
units around the UK (Weller et al., 2001). Legislation preventing such 
targeted recruitment was overridden in some cases, especially in the case 
of police units that struggled to reach targets due to low percentages of 
minorities in their communities of operation. One very popular example 
was the Police Service Northern Ireland who implemented a 50:50 
recruitment policy to make the service representative of the predominant 
religions in their communities: Catholicism and Protestant Christianity 
(The Irish Times, 2010). 

At the Met, other measures were introduced including a fast-track 
program to recruit twenty experienced officers from the public and private 
sectors directly to the rank of superintendents, as well as a plan to attract 
university graduates. Both programs, introduced in 2014, attempted to 
increase the diversity of the Met by attracting people with diverse back-
grounds and perspectives. While Boris Johnson was Mayor of London 
in 2014 he announced the introduction of a residence-based approach
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for recruitment to the Met. This approach required potential applicants 
to have resided in London for at least three of the previous six years in 
order to be eligible to join the force at entry level. Following the policy, 
the number of ethnic minority recruits to the force doubled in just one 
year (Mayor of London, 2015). This residency requirement was reintro-
duced in 2020 to help the Met successfully achieve a target of 40% ethnic 
minority representation. 

In April 2021, the UK Commission on Race and Ethnic Disparities 
informed the Home Office that officers needed to be equipped with local 
know-how, especially an understanding of different languages, religions, 
and cultural sensitivities in their communities of operation. It was clear 
that increasing representation through legislation had not been sufficient 
to drive the required changes. The focus needed to shift to implementing 
programs rooted in fairness, equity, and respect for all groups of people 
(Brown, 2021). 

There are two main ways this focus manifested: in the Met’s diversity 
and inclusion strategy and with employee support networks. 

The Met’s Diversity and Inclusion Strategy 

The Met’s strategy for inclusion, diversity, and engagement, called 
STRIDE, acknowledges the existence of racism, discrimination, and bias 
within the force, especially the lack of diverse candidates in the pipeline for 
senior positions. The number of new Black and ethnic minority recruits 
jumped from 16% in 2014–2015 to 28% in 2015–2016, holding steady 
through 2017. The Met even won Personnel Today’s Award for Diversity 
and Inclusion in 2017 (McCulloch, 2017). 

In April 2021, STRIDE was re-engineered to drive the Met’s opera-
tions up through 2025, outlining how the organization would purpose-
fully institute strategic change in its approach to policing, community 
engagement, internal management, and representation within the force. 
STRIDE is broken down into four programs: Protection, Engagement, 
Equality, and Learning. 

Most relevant for our purposes is the program on Equality, which 
focuses on building and growing a diverse and inclusive organization 
that is representative of the city of London, where employees from 
diverse groups can belong wholly without bias, discrimination, bullying, 
and other negative treatment. According to the leadership at the Met, 
STRIDE maps out an action plan aimed at attracting new recruits from
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ethnic minority backgrounds through recruitment outreach programs, 
apprenticeship programs, and buddy programs for part-time recruits from 
ethnic minority groups (Metropolitan Police, 2021). It also maps out a 
career development service that will focus on prioritizing the advance-
ment of women and employees from other underrepresented groups 
by providing workshops and other learning resources to support these 
officers through their development within the force. 

The results of this program will be monitored and measured internally 
and periodically by the STRIDE board, and externally every three months 
by an oversight board as part of the Met’s performance framework 
(Metropolitan Police, 2021). 

Employee Support Networks 

The Met encourages the formation of and provides developmental 
support to religion-based ERGs, which it calls Religious Employee Asso-
ciations. These associations support the recruitment, advancement, and 
retention of affiliated officers and provide opportunities for networking 
between members (Metropolitan Police, 2021). Some of the popular 
networks include the Jewish Police Association, the Metropolitan Police 
Hindu Association, the Muslim Police Association, the Metropolitan 
Police Humanists, and the Metropolitan Police Sikh Association. 

These groups face outward, sometimes sending members to recruit 
new hires at major religious and community events, and inward. Inter-
nally, for example, the Muslim Police Association advocated for the 
introduction of hijabs for female officers, halal food and facilities for 
Salaah (prayers), and permission for traditional dress to be allowed when 
not on duty. The British Sikh Police Association advocated for the 
introduction of ballistic turbans to enable Sikh service men to serve as 
firearms officers; according to the Association of Chief Police Officers, 
although implementation may be light years ahead, future exploration 
isn’t altogether ruled out (The Telegraph, 2010). 

While these associations have made critical strides toward promoting 
the interests of their members, there is still much the Met could do to be 
inclusive of and create belonging for religious people, especially in cases 
where their activities or dress are sacred and do not disrupt their work.
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The Met’s Role in the  Future  
of Religious Diversity at Work 

In some ways, examining how the police have become more inclusive 
may feel counterintuitive to our wider discussion of religious inclusion 
and freedom. But the truth is that the Met is an incredible example of 
a public institution grappling with religious inclusion in the workforce 
and in the wider community. Why aren’t there similar examples from 
social service or health care? There very well may be, but the recent 
focus on police accountability over the last few decades means these issues 
and initiatives are high-profile and well-documented. Regardless of our 
personal opinions of the police and policing, the relevance of the case is 
undeniable. 

London provides a picture of what a society looks like when it becomes 
religiously and ethnically diverse—it’s a hint of what lies ahead in large 
cities. Public service work is inherently complex, and the Met demon-
strates clearly that public service organizations can and should adapt to 
and make room for the complexities of inclusion and belonging for reli-
giously diverse employees. When we do so, we also allow employees to 
use their unique identities to effectively provide valued service within the 
communities that they serve. 

Today, the Met is the largest police force in the UK with about 43,000 
officers and staff policing most of London and serving at the heart 
of national culture (Brown, 2021). Even though the country is largely 
secular, leadership at the Met recognizes, accommodates, and even cele-
brates religious differences among employees. The culture is changing 
from merely paying lip service to taking practical measures to ensure every 
employee’s voice is heard, regardless of their creed. 

However, to ensure continuity of effective policing in such a large and 
culturally diverse city as London, the Met will need to keep evolving in its 
strategies toward maintaining religious inclusion. A long road lies ahead, 
and the Met must create real inclusivity for religiously diverse employees. 

Lessons Organizations Can Draw from the Met 

While many remain critical of the Met’s IDE efforts, there is much we can 
learn from the Met’s long journey around religious diversity and inclusion 
as we create more inclusive workplaces, particularly given how the Met 
provides a peek into the diverse societies and workplaces of the future.
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You may be tempted to think you have plenty of time before you’ll face 
the breadth and depth of the diversity of the Met, but it’s likely to occur 
sooner than you think. And, just with everything else in running an orga-
nization, you want to see the trends coming and develop a plan so you can 
be responsive to changing times. (In Chapter 10, we’ll talk more about 
what the future holds for workplace religious diversity and inclusion). 

To develop a robust, responsive, and effective IDE strategy, you can 
take the following five steps: 

1. Assess the current state of your organization through data collection.— 
The first step is to figure out where you are as an organization right 
now. This means listening to your employees, clients, customers, 
and colleagues about their religious identities and needs. It may 
sound obvious, but many established organizations propel forward 
giving little thought to how their employees, clients, customers, and 
colleagues are changing or how their needs aren’t being met. The 
Met, of course, is a huge organization with many different means of 
accountability from governmental regulations to social movements 
dedicated to reform. Your organization may not face those same 
pressures, but that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t be asking your-
self how you can be more inclusive of religiously diverse people. 
And, if you don’t have the same spotlight on you that means you 
can be proactive in your data collection from constituents to make 
sure your organization is as responsive and inclusive as it can be. 
Gathering feedback can look like many things from conducting an 
anonymous survey to informal conversations with employees about 
how their religious identity is or isn’t included in the organization 
to a formal focus groups conducted by a third party. 

2. Decide where you want to be.—Now that you have a sense of where 
you are, think about where you want to be in terms of religious 
inclusion. In other words, this is when you begin to develop a robust 
religious IDE strategy. You need to be able to measure your success 
and to ensure you’re headed in the direction you want, you’re going 
to have to dig into the numbers. You don’t want to be where the 
Met was when Chief Superintendent Babu retired: having made 
some cultural changes, but not making any significant increase in 
the actual number of new diverse employees hired. Creating a reli-
gious IDE strategy will require time and effort because you will need 
to research demographics of your society and community and the
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current makeup of your organization and pair that with the feed-
back you gathered as part of Step 1, as well as current research on 
managing religious diversity and inclusion. Then, you’ll need to see 
how your religious IDE strategy feeds into your greater IDE strategy 
and how you’ll help leaders at all levels of your organization increase 
their focus on religious inclusion. Finally, you’ll want to make sure 
you give all of your constituents an opportunity to review, react to, 
and help develop a new version of your IDE strategy so it reaches 
the people it’s designed to and leads to the outcomes you desire. 

3. Analyze the gap between your current and desired state.—You know 
where you are and you know where you need to be. Now’s the 
time to identify what steps you can take to close the gaps you see 
in your religious inclusion. For instance, this might be when you 
engage in targeted recruitment to diversify your organization. Many 
are tempted to jump right to recruitment efforts when it comes to 
matters of diversity and inclusion. As we discussed in Chapter 2, 
that impulse emphasizes diversity but doesn’t follow through with 
inclusion. That’s why I recommend making this a later step in 
your efforts. So often organizations start with recruitment, success-
fully recruit amazing new people to their team, and then cannot 
retain them as employees because the organizational culture wasn’t 
ready to be truly inclusive of diverse religious people. Oftentimes 
in these cases, new hires are made so thoroughly to feel as if they 
don’t belong that they move on quickly. So while addressing gaps is 
important, it shouldn’t be your first step. 

4. Implement a few evidence-based religious IDE initiatives directly in 
response to the concerns and feedback of your constituents.—Once 
you’ve completed information gathering and planning, it’s impor-
tant to show that you’re taking action. Identify an initiative or two 
that are attainable and small in scale to test out more inclusive 
policies. For instance, the Met had many initiatives it implemented 
in response to employee concerns, including developing prayer 
rooms for employee-use, evaluating their uniforms and dress code 
to include religious dress for Sikhs, Muslims, and Rastafarians, and 
creating flexibility for employees to identify and observe their own 
holy days, rather than those designated by the government. 

5. Evaluate the success of your initiatives through data collection.—The 
quick version of this step is: Once you’ve done steps 1 through 4 
once, do them again. And then do them again. Then do that forever.
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The truth is that the only way we can have truly responsive IDE 
strategies that include religious identity at the top of the agenda 
is to revisit them frequently. This results in an iterative process that 
leads to the best possible strategy to respond to that moment in time 
and the people actually present at your organization. Specifically, this 
entails having a means of data collection so you can assess the success 
of each initiative. Not only is this important to help you make the 
argument for more inclusion to your leaders or board, but it also 
helps make sure some objectivity is brought to the process. The last 
thing you would want is for the success of an initiative to come down 
to whether or not a single person felt it was worth it. So if your 
organization implemented holy day flexibility—allowing employees 
to self-select when they would be out and for which observances— 
you might use a survey to measure how many people took advantage 
of this policy, to what degree it made them feel more included, how 
they feel it impacted their productivity (positively, negatively, or not 
at all), and the like. 

I use a version of this gap analysis model in my consulting work as a 
part of our organizational development and change model. It’s a fairly 
straightforward process that requires a significant commitment of time 
and energy from leadership and the organization as a whole. That said, 
you have the opportunity to take proactive steps today to develop the 
kind of IDE strategy that can transform your organization and create real 
inclusion and belonging for religiously diverse employees. As we saw with 
the Met, this process can take many decades and missteps—and many 
people were discouraged, injured, and dehumanized along the way. Don’t 
wait until something goes wrong to have a religious IDE strategy. 

Assessing the Level of Religious Inclusion at the Met 

At the time of writing, the Met hovers between being a Level 2: Compli-
ance organization and a Level 3: Emerging organization. Historically, 
however, some could argue that the Met has been at each level of the 
Kaizen HC Model of Religious Inclusion at one time or another. In many 
ways, the Met been a model for how public service organizations and all 
employers can make space for religious diversity at the workplace. From 
their ERGs to allowing religious attire and even incorporating it into their 
uniforms to setting aggressive, public IDE ethnic and religious diversity
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goals, they’ve made a substantive commitment to diversity and inclusion 
around gender, race, ethnicity, and religion. At the same time, reports of 
rampant abusive and discriminatory language and behaviors among Met 
officers continue to emerge (Kotecha, 2022). 

As they become an Emerging organization, the Met can continue 
to focus on the recruitment and, particularly, the retention of Black 
and ethnic minorities. More proactive engagement with their faith-based 
ERGs could also help the Met be more responsive to concerns that might 
be buried just below the surface. They can also develop a more focused 
strategy for religious inclusion, not solely relying on ethnic diversity to 
help with religious diversity. Finally, the Met can take an external stance 
advocating for ethnic and religious inclusion in the UK and beyond, 
particularly in addressing Islamophobia. 

The Met’s trajectory as a religiously inclusive organization provides 
promising evidence that concerted effort can yield compelling results— 
even a long-standing, large organization with a history of discrimination 
can do better by instituting policies and initiatives that honor and value 
religious diversity. By implementing a carefully thought out and measured 
IDE strategy that spans the continuum of employment from recruitment 
through retention, the Met has defined a path for success for itself as 
an organization in a diverse cultural environment. In the next chapter, 
we’ll explore how the intersection of culture and religion can influence a 
workplace and the treatment of employees. 
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CHAPTER 8  

Understanding Religion, Culture, 
and the Role of Workplace Leadership 

in Nigeria 

Abstract A complex relationship exists between religion and corporate 
cultures in societies with a high level of religious diversity. This chapter’s 
case study of a Nigerian public sector organization explores the challenges 
of building a religiously inclusive workplace, highlighting the role of orga-
nizational leaders in shaping culture and embracing religious inclusion, 
and how the interplay of legal frameworks and national and corporate 
cultural contexts influences individual and group behaviors and outcomes 
in religiously diverse settings. There is evidence that progress can only be 
made when leaders are held accountable for assuring religious diversity in 
the workplace. 

Keywords Religion and corporate culture · Diversity accountability · 
Cultural models · Religious accommodation · Nigeria 

A little over ten years ago, a colleague of mine was in southern Nigeria 
for a retreat with a federal governmental agency. The retreat was slated to 
start early on Friday and end in the afternoon on Sunday, and employees 
from around Nigeria had been brought together to collaborate. 

The retreat kicked off without a hitch at 8 a.m., but around noon, over 
a third of the delegates at the conference, including the Chief Financial
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Officer (CFO) left the retreat to pray. On Fridays, Muslims gather for 
a congregational prayer, and the participants at the retreat felt strongly 
that they must pray at a mosque with other Muslims. Though more than 
a third of the people at the retreat were Muslim, they only made up a 
quarter of the agency’s employees. In all the planning that had gone 
into the retreat, no one had considered the needs of Muslim partic-
ipants, possibly because they were a minority group at the company, 
and seemingly they hadn’t been consulted. Not only were Friday prayers 
ignored—when at their home offices, it was typical for Muslim employees 
to take off three hours on Fridays for prayer—but also the fact that in 
southern Nigeria there are very few mosques, this wasn’t even considered. 
Thus, the participants who took off on Friday couldn’t just step out for 
their prayers. They had to travel a significant distance to find a mosque. 
As a solution, the federal agency abruptly decided that they would not 
continue the retreat on that day due to the number of attendees who had 
left for prayer. 

Organizers had presumed that Muslim employees would ascribe to 
the cultural norms around retreats. In their minds, by having the retreat 
run from Friday through Sunday, Muslim employees would miss Friday 
prayer, and Christian employees would miss Sunday service. Because they 
were only asking for them to skip one religious observance for the year, 
and in support of a special retreat, the leadership team and organizers had 
thought it was a reasonable request. There was a feeling of exasperation 
as organizers wondered, Why can’t people sacrifice this one time? They can 
pray fifty-one other weekends of the year! In reality, the fact that Muslim 
employees typically left for prayer on Fridays in a regular work week 
should have been acknowledged and factored into the decision-making 
surrounding the retreat. 

Clearly, there was a disconnect between what the leadership team and 
organizers expected and what employees expected. And, because this 
was a federal governmental agency—unlike a private organization where 
everyone could have likely been fired on the spot—there was a greater 
impetus to accommodate the religious expression of employees. 

It’s a small moment of tension—one fairly easily resolved by shifting 
the schedule for the retreat—but this example of a workplace retreat 
coming into conflict with religious expression reveals the importance of 
examining and understanding our assumptions and biases about religion 
in the workplace.
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Cultural Models, Legal 
Frameworks, and Religion at Work 

Any discussion of religion in public life is also a discussion of not just the 
legal frameworks, but the cultural context nationally, regionally, and in the 
workplace. While the existence of legal frameworks is more objective— 
though still ambiguous in interpretation in many cases as we’ve explored 
throughout this book—it is important to explore culture because it is not 
just the legislation of religious freedom that impacts the experiences of 
employees and employers. In fact, customs, traditions, and cultural norms 
greatly influence how religion and religious diversity and inclusion are 
treated by leaders, employees, and clients in the workplace. 

We have explicitly explored at length the impact of legal frameworks on 
religious expression, religious freedom, and the public sphere, including 
the workplace thus far. By extension, but not always explicitly, we have 
also been discussing cultural norms and how they intersect with and 
influence religious expression and freedom. For instance:

• In Chapter 2, we explored the South African laws protecting the 
religious expression of Chef Mmoledi, making note of the way her 
supervisor’s preference for the culturally acceptable Western doctor 
over the religious healer led to the courts ruling in her favor.

• In Chapter 5, we discussed both the legal frameworks protecting 
women who wear the hijab and the cultural norms around the hijab 
in the U.S., including exploring hijabophobia, Christian influence on 
cultural norms in American workplaces, and the culture identity of 
hijab-wearing women as a group.

• In Chapter 7, we looked at how the London Metropolitan Police 
Force was pushed to become more inclusive of ethnically and racially 
diverse officers and recruits by political and legal efforts and by the 
cultural expectations of the communities it serves. 

As each of these examples demonstrate, culture has a significant influence 
on workplace religious inclusion. 

Culture can be defined in a number of ways, as we discussed in 
Chapter 5, but for our purposes we can best understand culture as a 
powerful abstraction that consists of three levels: artifacts (i.e., language, 
clothing, and environment), espoused beliefs and values (i.e., philo-
sophical views or ideologies), and basic underlying assumptions (i.e.,
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unconscious beliefs or values) (Schein, 2004). As Gallimore and Golden-
berg (2001) state, culture can be divided into two aspects: cultural models 
and cultural settings. A cultural model is the way we internalize our soci-
ety’s, community’s, and family’s assumptions about the world; a cultural 
setting is where we bring our cultural models. In other words, if a cultural 
model is the way people carry culture inside themselves, then a cultural 
setting is where cultural models are developed and lived. Looking at the 
example at the beginning of this chapter, we can identify two cultural 
models and one cultural setting: the Muslim cultural model, the Nigerian 
work cultural model, and the work retreat cultural setting. 

The organizers, relying on the Nigerian work cultural model, assumed 
that because this event happened once a year and was an important 
retreat, it would take precedence over everything else, including religious 
expression. In a regular work week and with a governmental agency that 
has employees all over Nigeria, this cultural model was probably not regu-
larly challenged. But when it came to a unique cultural setting, such as a 
retreat taking place over a weekend and outside typical work hours, the 
Muslim cultural model and the Nigerian work cultural model clashed, 
creating challenges for the Muslim employees who had to go against the 
grain to have their religious needs met and for the organizers who felt 
caught off guard by their needs. In this one moment, a national cultural 
model, a religious cultural model, and a workplace cultural setting all 
came together—what a compelling example of the nuance and complexity 
that comes into play when we discuss culture, religion, and the workplace. 

To further understand these and other potential issues that come up 
in the workplace around culture and religion in Nigeria, it’s important 
to have a sense of Nigeria’s historical and contemporary relationship to 
religion. 

Religion in Nigeria 

Nigeria is a West African country with a remarkable amount of diver-
sity. In fact, Nigeria is ranked as one of the five most diverse countries 
in the world (Adeleye et al., 2019; SHRM,  2009). It is also one of 
the most populous countries in the world with over 219 million people 
from more than 250 ethnolinguistic groups (Adeleye et al., 2019; CIA  
World Factbook, 2021). The Hausa-Fulani, Yoruba, and Igbo constitute
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the country’s three largest ethnic groups, together comprising 66.7% of 
the population. Several other smaller ethnic groups are scattered across 
different parts of the country (CIA World Factbook, 2021). 

Islam and Christianity are the main religions in the country, and both 
have an almost equal number of adherents; a small percentage of the 
population practice other religions including African indigenous religions 
(Adeleye et al., 2019; CIA World Factbook, 2021). Furthermore, it is 
not uncommon for a person to engage in the practice of more than one 
religious tradition to varying degrees (Harvard Divinity School, 2022). 
In comparison to its high ethnolinguistic diversity—the various forms of 
African indigenous religions practiced are vastly different—Nigeria’s reli-
gious diversity at a cursory glance appears relatively low. Even though the 
population is almost evenly split between Christianity and Islam overall, 
the two religions are divided along geographical and ethnolinguistic lines. 
Muslims are concentrated in the Northern part of the country, which is 
made up of the Hausa-Fulani, while the South is predominantly Christian, 
and consists of the two other major tribes: the Yoruba and Igbo. 

Nigeria’s constitution, enacted in 1999, does not recognize any state 
religion, and explicitly prohibits any form of religious discrimination. That 
said, like many Africans, Nigerians are profoundly religious, and have 
many socio-cultural beliefs. Views on traditional gender roles in families 
and societies are deeply rooted in religion (Agbiji & Swart, 2015; Akin-
loye, 2018). In a 2006 PEW global study on religions, 76% of Christians 
and 91% of Muslims in Nigeria said their religion, rather than their nation-
ality, ethnic group, or the African continent, was most important to them 
(Adeleye et al., 2019). Clearly, most Nigerians see religion as one of the 
most, if not the most, important aspects of their lives. 

In Nigeria, religion is at the core of culture and can be infused into 
the very fabric of public life and the corporate culture of some organi-
zations. Although many workers are well aware of this fusion of religion 
and corporate culture, the country’s disparate economic profile and high 
unemployment levels—33.3% of the whole population and 42.5% of the 
large youth population (NBS, 2021)—leave few choices to those seeking 
employment. 

Religion, Culture, and Conflict in Nigeria 

There has been ongoing conflict in Nigeria for decades. Internally, Nigeria 
has displaced millions and produced over 300,000 refugees over the last
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decade (Operational Data Portal, 2022). Terrorist groups have targeted 
Muslims, Christians, oil workers, and corporations since 2011. Muslim-
Christian conflict in the Middle Belt, the region that stretches across the 
center of Nigeria, has resulted in thousands of deaths since 2015 (USAID, 
2019). Early 2019 was marked by election-related violence (European 
Asylum Support Office, 2021). State violence against terrorist groups has 
led to the deaths of many innocent civilians and that has created numerous 
refugees (Harvard Divinity School, 2022). 

Despite the framing of this conflict in religious terms, more often than 
not it is a result of the unequal distribution of resources (Harvard Divinity 
School, 2022). That disparity has been related to religious and ethnic 
identity only to the degree that those identities have been leveraged by 
a powerful few to consolidate power and political influence in such a 
way that a small group has benefited while the majority are forced to 
compete for limited resources. At the same time, corruption is widespread 
(Harvard Divinity School, 2022). Furthermore, national economic poli-
cies have failed to stimulate growth and opportunity for most Nigerians, 
and conflict with religious overtones has continued as resources dwindle 
(Harvard Divinity School, 2022). 

Increasing stratification across religious lines—and thus ethnic and 
regional lines as well—has become a serious threat to the stability of 
Nigeria. This ongoing conflict provides important context for how reli-
gious discrimination shows up in the workplace in a country with such 
high cultural and religious tensions. 

Religious Discrimination and Culture 

In countries with strong legal and institutional frameworks, citizens with 
religious discrimination cases can be somewhat confident the courts could 
deliver justice with minimal prejudice. In countries like Nigeria, where 
the legal frameworks are generally weak, that confidence is elusive. Work-
place religious discrimination occurs more often than is formally reported; 
it is uncommon, in fact, for cases to be referred to courts or even for 
institutional agencies to receive such reports. 

If an employee were to experience workplace religious discrimination 
in an environment with such a weak legal framework, they would have the 
option of reporting to the responsible authorities and ultimately seeking 
redress in court, if necessary. In countries where employment is difficult to 
secure and litigation is both timely and expensive, many would prefer to
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remain silent. One workplace discrimination case in which an employee 
was terminated because of her HIV status, for example, took over ten 
years to be adjudicated by the courts in Nigeria (Adeleye et al., 2019). 

It’s easy to see why many cases of workplace religious discrimination do 
not get the chance to be adjudicated by the courts. Given the economic 
situation and the high unemployment rates, many would rather choose to 
handle cases of workplace religious discrimination in alternative ways than 
risk losing their jobs or limit their chances of getting another. Therefore, 
there is little precedence of rulings regarding the few existing laws on 
religious discrimination in Nigeria. 

The Role of the Leader in Managing 
Culture and Religion at Work 

When a colleague traveled to Nigeria, he visited a federal transportation 
agency to gather data for a research project. While doing so, he observed 
a revealing phenomenon. 

Two units on different floors inside the same building were observed, 
and stark differences jumped out immediately. One unit was filled with 
people who were Christian; they wore typical Western business attire 
like suits and ties, and they had degrees from Western universities and 
colleges. In many ways, that office looked like any office you might walk 
into in the West, though, of course, the whole staff was Nigerian. The 
second unit couldn’t be more different from the first. In that unit, people 
were Muslim; they wore cultural attire including turbans and had prayer 
mats laid out in the office so they could easily engage in daily prayer. 

When asked about the stark difference between the two units, a leader 
at the agency said that was just the way things work. Unit leaders have 
a good deal of autonomy, and if the head of a unit was Christian, they 
were more likely to hire employees who shared their Christian identity 
and values. If, instead, the head of a unit was Muslim, they would likely 
hire Muslim candidates to work with them. 

This kind of bifurcation can start harmlessly enough. We all like to 
work with people who we think will understand us, value what we value, 
and respect our personal needs. So, in some ways, it makes sense to create 
teams with similar values. The issue arises when those groups continue to 
self-reinforce the inclusion of only people similar to the existing group. 
Over time that means that a federal research unit could be completely 
filled with Christian researchers who will make assumptions based on the
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Christian cultural model about the way the world works. Even uninten-
tionally, such intensive in-grouping leads to outcomes that aren’t inclusive 
of everyone an organization serves. 

This kind of issue comes up again and again in Nigeria. Despite being 
such a diverse country, very little attention is paid to IDE either nationally 
or in the workplace. Part of this can be attributed to the regional differ-
ences in Nigeria; as you’ll remember from above, there are very few places 
that people of different religious identities come together other than a few 
cosmopolitan cities like Lagos. Due to this geographical concentration, 
religious IDE just hasn’t gained prominence. 

At the same time, as we’ve seen with two different examples from 
federal agencies, ignoring religious diversity and inclusion can lead to 
conflict, oversight, and religious exclusion, all of which can undermine 
the business efforts of an organization. These factors make it clear that 
the onus for creating equal and inclusive experiences for all religiously 
diverse workers is on employers and leaders. 

Leaders, from the C suite to HR to IDE professionals to managers, can 
have a significant impact on workplace religious diversity and inclusion, as 
we have discussed throughout this book. At the same time, these leaders 
can also be a part of the problem. When leaders avoid the topic of reli-
gion by refusing to have explicit policies about religious expression, attire, 
holidays, and prayer options, they leave too much room for interpretation, 
disagreement, and unfortunately, discrimination. In national contexts like 
in Nigeria where there is a weak legal framework and no equivalent of 
the EEOC in the U.S., leaders can bridge the gap between the nation 
and workplace by articulating what the organization stands for, what their 
policies are, and what religious diversity and inclusion look like. Further-
more, leaders and organizations can articulate the organization’s religious 
IDE agenda explicitly and in writing so that there is more clarity and less 
confusion about the role of religion and culture in the workplace. 

It is apparent that religious beliefs and cultural norms have influence 
on both strategic and operational decisions in corporate organizations. 
An organization could have clear, formal values and policies but still 
be managed by the individual values and beliefs of its top manage-
ment, leading some corporate cultures to be overtly infused with religion 
because of the support of top management for a particular religion. So, 
in managing religious diversity, merely having formally stated core values 
and policies—while necessary—may not be enough to create religious
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inclusion. Securing leadership commitment is vital for organizations to 
create and sustain a culture of inclusion. 

Research has already stressed the role of organizational leadership in 
managing diversity. When an organization’s top leadership supports diver-
sity, employees will usually follow suit (Rahman, 2019). Indeed, the 
stance of top leadership generally influences the climate and corporate 
culture of organizations. Furthermore, management, not just the work-
force, needs to be religiously diverse enough to serve the interest of a 
religiously diverse workforce and create an inclusive workplace free of 
discrimination (Ashikali et al., 2021). 

As a leader of an organization, you have an opportunity to help your 
workplace become more inclusive and less biased. The truth is that we 
all have unconscious biases—stereotypes of certain groups of people that 
we form outside of our awareness—and we all make assumptions. In 
fact, this is a key function of the human brain: to sort large amounts 
of input rapidly into digestible information, paying special attention to 
anything that seems dangerous. As we gather that information, we begin 
to form mental shortcuts. Quinetta Roberson, Professor of Management 
and Psychology at Michigan State University, defines these shortcuts as 
quick, routine, and reactive responses driven by our instincts that help us 
fill in the blanks in familiar scenarios (2020). 

When it comes to people, Roberson argues, we categorize individuals 
into social groups such as gender, race, ethnicity, or even alma mater. This 
process helps us identify where we fit in our environment and how we 
relate to those around us. It even makes us feel good about who we are. 
However, when we encounter someone we don’t know or have enough 
information for, our shortcuts activate and our brains fill in the details 
of who someone is. If that image we’ve constructed is broken—if say, 
a woman who wears a hijab says that she loves her hijab in an American 
cultural context and that counters what a Christian believes about women 
who wear the hijab—we may reject that information, or we can internalize 
that information and recalibrate. In fact, this is how we overcome bias. 

As a leader, it’s your job not only to overcome your own bias, uncon-
scious or not, but to also help your staff overcome their own as well. Here 
are some ways Robinson has identified that you can work to overcome 
bias in the workplace (2019):

• Create opportunities for employees to find common ground. When 
people connect across religious identities about shared interests like
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hobbies, they begin to see each other as individuals, rather than 
categories. Yukio sees Miriam as a fellow marathoner and a Jewish 
person, rather than an unknown Jewish person, and this creates a 
two-dimensional identity. We also see how much in common we 
have, even though we may have much that makes us different as 
well.

• Invite your employees to share who they are. Adopt a curious 
mindset about your employees and their religious identities, asking 
them questions about their lives. Not only will this help you get 
to know who your employees are on a real level, but it will also 
help you model healthy curiosity for your other employees. If you’re 
interested in learning more about mindset, make sure to read the 
next chapter where we’ll explore that concept further.

• Embrace not-knowing. It’s ok to be surprised about the religious 
identity or expression of a colleague. Help your employees realize 
they don’t have to pretend they know everything, and that they can 
instead learn something new without feeling threatened.

• When you make mistakes, internalize the lesson. When we live and 
work in diverse environments, we’re bound to make mistakes with 
one another. It’s important to apologize when we hurt someone, of 
course, but it’s all the more important to internalize the lesson and 
let your mental shortcuts shift and change.

• Sit with discomfort. When we receive information we don’t know 
how to sort, it makes us feel uncomfortable, which is actually a sign 
that you’re on the right path. The next time someone challenges 
your way of thinking about the world, take a moment to realize the 
unique experience you get in meeting this person, and try to be 
grateful for their perspective even if you don’t agree. 

There are two additional ways to overcome bias that I would like to add 
to Roberson’s insights:

• Embrace the moral case for religious inclusion. As we discussed in 
Chapter 2, proactively managing religious diversity and inclusion 
shows a respect for the freedoms of thought and expression, impor-
tant features of the modern workplace, and allows organizations to 
tap into the motivations of religiously diverse employees to inspire 
their best work.
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• Identify and acknowledge your own cultural models. We each come 
to the workplace with cultural models, and those models change the 
way the workplace functions, particularly, when leaders have strong, 
unacknowledged cultural models. When those models are based on 
something so integral to one’s identity as religion, then they can 
become cemented and unaccommodating of other people’s religious 
cultural models. That’s why it’s so important to be curious about 
others, as we’ll discuss in Chapter 10. 

While all of these strategies work across identities, these kinds of connec-
tions and forging new mental pathways can be particularly helpful when 
it comes to the religious cultural models leaders and employees bring to 
the workplace. 

In the final analysis, leaders are faced with the task of preventing their 
personal religious cultural model from influencing their decision-making 
and ensuring that formal policies are always followed. Compliance with 
this form of professionalism is an undertaking that is difficult to enforce 
especially in institutionally and legally weak contexts. Knowledgeable and 
courageous HR professionals may be needed to act as change agents to 
drive religious diversity and inclusion (Adeleye et al., 2019). 

Assessing the Level of Religious Inclusion in Nigeria 

The discussion of religious inclusion in Nigeria looks a little different 
than it has in other chapters. In this chapter we’ve explored how cultural 
models and cultural norms influence the workplace, particularly around 
religious diversity and inclusion. We’ve talked about cultural norms 
around IDE, the geographical concentration of religious identities, and 
the realities of Nigerian workplace cultural settings. Despite the irregu-
larity of this chapter, the Kaizen HC Model of Religious Inclusion can be 
utilized. 

The organizations we’ve discussed in Nigeria are decidedly at Level 1: 
Avoidance. Discussions of IDE, and religious diversity and inclusion in 
particular are rare in the workplace. As we saw with the federal trans-
portation agency, the religious identity of leaders may hold great sway 
over who is hired at their unit or organization, which might make you 
think it’s approaching Level 3: Emerging. I would argue that while reli-
gion is influencing who is hired, it isn’t acknowledged, understood, or
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explicitly supported. It’s an example of a cultural model based loosely on 
a religious identity holding sway over a cultural setting. 

For organizations like the governmental agencies discussed in this 
chapter to move into Level 2: Compliance, there would have to be some 
sort of national legislation regarding religious freedoms, and the forma-
tion of an organization like the EEOC to administer and enforce those 
laws in the workplace. Additionally, organizations would need to become 
familiar with and invested in the legal, business, and moral cases for 
religious inclusion and belonging. 

All organizations exist not just inside cultural contexts, but also inside 
legal frameworks that prohibit and require certain activities of employers. 
As we explored in Chapter 2, how the right to religious freedom is 
protected in legislation and how those laws are interpreted varies greatly. 
In the following chapter, we’ll explore Australia’s new religious freedom 
bill, as well as the role of leaders and the qualities you can harness 
to become a more inclusive leader, using a different national and legal 
context to explore these qualities. 
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CHAPTER 9  

Yearning for Religious Freedom in Australia 

Abstract There has been a fierce debate in recent years about the role of 
religion in society and the workplace. In the Western world, this debate 
is evident in national politics and the so-called culture wars. Australia 
provides an interesting context to explore this issue. Following the firing 
of a Christian rugby star for homophobic comments made on social 
media in 2018, the Australian government proposed legislative changes to 
protect religious freedom. This chapter provides an analysis of the poten-
tial impact of such laws, and highlights the challenges and limitations of 
a compliance-focused approach to religious inclusion. 

Keywords Religious freedom · Religious anti-discrimination laws · 
Australian politics · LGBTQ+ · Inclusion 

In April 2019, an Australian rugby union player named Israel Folau made 
a homophobic post on social media, which led to his employer firing him. 
Folau cited being a devout Christian as the basis for his statement and 
sued his employer Rugby Australian and the New South Wales Waratahs 
Club for unfair dismissal (Packham, 2019). In late 2019, Rugby Australia 
issued an apology, and the parties settled out of court.
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While these events triggered a heated, nationwide debate about the 
freedom of speech and religion, there was already a great deal of concern 
about religious inclusion in Australia. In recent years, mosques and syna-
gogues have been vandalized (Kohn, 2020; Powell, 2019); in some cases, 
swastikas were painted over religious symbols and in others, the name of 
the Christchurch shooter from neighboring New Zealand was scrawled 
on buildings. Women who wear the hijab in Australia have also reported 
experiencing a good deal of abuse and violence, according to a study from 
Charles Sturt University (Iner, 2019). 

These alarming incidents and the high-profile firing of Folau have 
ultimately resulted in new proposed legislation to protect religious expres-
sion with a focus on people who express their religion outside of work. 
Australia’s Attorney-General, Christian Porter, contends the proposed 
legislation—referred to as the Religious Discrimination Bill of 2019— 
would allow Australians to express their religious views in the workplace. 
Opponents, including Australia’s Human Rights Law Centre, have raised 
concerns that the bill is unbalanced and does not adequately consider 
the right to equality. LGBTQ+ and human rights groups believe the bill 
enables people to express bigoted views and derogatory—even harmful— 
comments in the public sphere (BBC, 2021). The proposed legislation 
also addresses the role of religion in the workplace and issues of workplace 
religious discrimination. 

Public reactions to the first draft of the proposed legislation have 
unearthed long-standing tensions, revealing Australia’s deep historical 
divide along religious lines. Some Australians agree that more specific 
legislation on religious freedom and discrimination is needed, while others 
contend that the law is sufficient, citing the outcome of Folau’s case—he 
did, after all, receive an apology and a settlement from Rugby Australia 
(Equality Australia, 2019). 

Legislation directly addressing religion and religious freedom appears 
in the commonwealth constitution and international treaties and conven-
tions signed by Australia. These include the International Covenant on 
Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), Convention on the Elimination of all 
forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD), and Convention of the Rights 
of the Child (CRC). Section 116 of Australia’s constitution prohibits the 
making of any law “establishing any religion, or for imposing any reli-
gious observance, or for prohibiting the free exercise of any religion,” 
and prohibits the use of religious tests as a requirement into public office 
or trust. States within Australia also have different legislation prohibiting
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religious and other forms of discrimination. Despite these provisions, the 
history of Australia shows that religion seems to have played a prominent 
role in public life in the country. 

As we discussed in Chapter 2, it is the interpretation of existing 
laws that matter rather than the laws themselves. Australian courts have 
generally interpreted the provision of section 116 of the commonwealth 
constitution as a limitation of the powers of the government to estab-
lish a state religion rather than a freestanding right for all Australians 
(Cruickshank, 2021). 

Therefore, the government’s current attempt to promote specific legis-
lation on religion and religious freedom may be set to change, or at least 
make clearer, the role of religion in public life. The government’s decision 
itself is an acknowledgment of increasing diversity and growing religious 
pluralism in Australian society. 

Australia’s current exploration of new legislation and public discourse 
regarding religion in public life demonstrates that legislating for religious 
freedom is not a simple task. It requires acknowledging the many types 
of freedom in question and ensuring religious freedom does not mean 
exclusion of other groups. 

Religion in Australia 

Historically, Australia has always been very diverse, a fact that may not 
be readily apparent to those unfamiliar with the nation. The indigenous 
peoples of Australia have 50,000 years of historical diversity; during that 
time and contemporarily, over 250 languages and 600 dialects have been 
spoken. Today, the indigenous peoples of Australia comprise less than 2% 
of the country’s population (Bouma & Halafoff, 2017). 

Before the immigration restriction Act of 1901, popularly referred to 
as the “white Australia policy,” people of diverse religions arrived in the 
country to work in the plantations and goldmines (Ganter, 2008). But 
post 1901, religious pluralism became pluralism in Christian denomina-
tions, and religious freedom implicitly referred to the freedom to choose 
between the different denominations. In 1911, Christians constituted 
about 96.9% of the population, the majority of them having affiliations 
with either the Roman Catholic Church or the Anglican Church of 
Australia. Different migration patterns have since changed the religious 
landscape.
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Increasingly, Australians are ascribing to non-Christian religions, and 
about one third of the population now identify with no religion. In fact, 
2016 census figures from the Australian Bureau of Statistics reveal:

• Most (22.6%) Australians who affiliate with a religion are Roman 
Catholics. There are over five million people who are Roman 
Catholic in Australia.

• Anglicans make up the next largest group with over three million 
adherents who make up 13.3% of the population.

• Seven groups make up between around two and four percent of 
the population: Uniting Church Christians (3.7%), Muslims (2.6%), 
Buddhists (2.4%), Presbyterian and Reformed Church Christians 
(2.3%), and Hindus (1.9%).

• Four more groups each make up 1.5% of the population or less: 
Baptist Church Christians (1.5%), Pentecostal Church Christians 
(1.1%), Sikhs (0.5%), and Jews (0.4%).

• People who are unaffiliated—those who did not report a religion 
or who may be agnostics, atheists, and so on—make up 47.7% of 
the population. There are over eleven million people who belong to 
this group, more than doubling the next largest group, the Roman 
Catholics. 

This census data reveals Australia to be much more diverse than generally 
acknowledged. 

In fact, we could use the term superdiversity, which we explored in 
Chapter 7, to describe Australia. Australia may not be as super diverse 
as the UK, for which the term was coined, but its high level of diver-
sity, particularly religious diversity, is indisputable. This high diversity, 
coupled with Australia having no officially recognized state religion, gives 
the impression that there is significant religious freedom in the country, 
but there are other influential factors that have formed the landscape. 
Historically, Australia as a country was governed by British colonists who 
were largely influenced by Western Christianity, culture, political struc-
tures, and institutions, particularly from the Church of England. Political 
power rested with the Christian majority, and they influenced policies to 
the extent that welfare policies were administered by churches on behalf of 
the state, and aid was sometimes provided to some church denominations 
(Cruickshank, 2021). Governmental financial aid was also provided to
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many private schools that were mostly owned by Christian denominations 
such as the Roman Catholic Church. 

Although the government has taken a stance of religious neutrality 
in recent times, this historical precedence of the beneficial relationship 
between the church and the state still has some influence on the percep-
tion of the government’s official position regarding religion. Indeed, it is 
still serving as a barrier to the formation of religious freedom laws. Recent 
grants and financial aid provided by state governments to some faith 
communities in response to the COVID-19 pandemic further supports 
those who believe the government is biased in favor of religious people 
and institutions, predominantly Christians (McGrath et al., 2021). 

This perception is reflected in the divergent views in the public’s 
responses on the first draft of the new legislation on religious freedom. 
Some still perceive the government as showing favoritism to Christians 
above adherents of other religions despite the increased religious diver-
sity. Others perceive the government as trying to stifle the freedom of 
the Christian majority. Some worry the right to equality will be trumped 
by the right to freedom of religion. These divergent views reveal hidden 
historical religious tensions. 

Public Review of the Religious 
Discrimination Bill 

In early 2020, the second draft of the Religious Discrimination Bill of 
2019 was released for public review and feedback-gathering. The new 
draft makes provisions for certain religious bodies to make decisions 
in alignment with their religious beliefs. The bill’s definition of reli-
gious bodies, though, extends beyond traditional boundary definitions 
to include all bodies with religious beliefs, except hospitals and accom-
modation providers who do not engage in solely or primarily commercial 
activities. From this definition, educational institutions such as schools 
and universities owned by religious organizations are considered to be 
religious bodies and can give preference to persons of the same religion 
in conducting their activities. The bill aims to protect religious bodies 
against the threat of discrimination claims in instances where a religious 
body is acting in accordance with its religious beliefs (McLuckie & Ford, 
2020). The draft bill also provides protection for individuals of faith 
against discrimination on the basis of their religious beliefs and practices 
in certain areas of public life.
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Under the proposed laws, large businesses with turnover above AU$50 
million (approximately $38.6 million USD) will be banned from having 
policies that prohibit or restrict employees from making statements of 
beliefs outside working hours, unless employers can prove that such 
statements would cause unjustifiable financial hardship on their business. 
Effectively, this specific provision provides freedom for workers to express 
their religious beliefs and to effectively practice their religion outside the 
workplace as long as it does not infringe on the rights of others. 

These and other provisions in the bill have provoked a myriad of public 
reactions from Australians. Over 7,000 submissions on the second draft 
of the bill were received by the government (U.S. Department of State, 
2021). Some argue that the religious discrimination bill provides too 
much liberty to religious Australians, especially implicitly to the Christian 
majority, and does not provide enough protection for the human rights 
of minority groups. Others argue that the provisions of the bill do not 
provide enough religious freedom and it impedes the religious practices 
of certain religious groups. 

Regarding protecting the human rights of minority groups, there are 
several concerns about the proposed legislation; chief among them is that 
the protection seems to be coming at the expense of other rights, which 
can be regarded as providing excessive protection to religious persons and 
bodies. Other concerns include:

• Current provisions could prevent members of minority groups such 
as LGBTQ+ from participating in some economic sectors in Australia 
as the bill gives protection to religious bodies and organizations that 
refuse to offer goods and services to certain minority groups. This 
potential for excluding minority groups from participating in the 
economy is considered discriminatory.

• Some provisions of the bill also provide room for discriminatory 
comments against minority groups.

• Some provisions relating to expression of religious beliefs and prac-
tices in the workplace create difficulty for nonreligious and private 
sector employers who want to create a balanced and inclusive 
workplace for all employees.
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Addressing the issues raised will serve to improve the bill. While the rights 
to the expression of religious beliefs and practices should be protected, 
they should not impede on the rights of others. 

Despite sharing similar concerns on either side of the divide, there is 
no seamless unity among the two camps. Neither side can be exclusively 
linked to one religious group or the other, or even to the religiously affil-
iated and those who are not. Neither side is completely against or in total 
support of the bill. Both sides have acknowledged that creating the perfect 
religious freedom legislation—one that completely satisfies the desires and 
aspirations of all Australians while simultaneously protecting the rights 
of all—is out of reach. The challenge then is to write legislation that is 
mutually beneficial to both sides while leaving a small enough room for 
the courts to provide arbitration on any excluded areas when and where 
necessary. Harmonizing the varied public opinions shared in response to 
the legislation drafts remains the major task of the government if the bill 
is to make progress toward becoming the legal framework for religious 
discrimination in Australia. 

In November 2021, a third draft of the religious discrimination bill was 
released with Prime Minister Scott Morrison hoping to see the bill intro-
duced before the end of the year (The Conversation, 2021). While the 
fate of the bill is unclear, and further debate is ongoing, some pertinent 
questions are raised. How can the government harmonize the views of 
all religious groups and minority groups that may not have any religious 
affiliation? Although the bill is meant to go beyond religious discrimi-
nation in the workplace to the wider society, its effects on organizations 
and employers remain unclear: How does the bill affect the definition 
of workplace religious discrimination in Australia? Perhaps, the most 
crucial question of all is, Does the government’s aim to protect religious 
freedom and fight against religious discrimination come at the expense of 
minorities and those without religious affiliation? 

Potential Impacts on Workplace 
Religious Diversity and Inclusion 

Only time will tell how these questions are answered in Australia, though 
they are illuminating questions both for policymakers in other coun-
tries and regions considering religious discrimination legislation, as well 
as for people working in contexts with strong, specific legal frameworks 
regarding religious diversity and discrimination.
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As we have seen in Australia, the interconnected nature of culture, 
history, law, and politics have far-reaching effects on legislation and how 
legal provisions are understood and interpreted. The effects of these 
factors, however, are often neither obvious nor clear-cut. Consequently, 
the provisions in legal frameworks for religious freedom, and against reli-
gious discrimination, may be prejudiced depending on the interplay of 
these factors. Even how various terms are defined can lead to surprising 
outcomes. For instance, if the religious freedom bill becomes legislation 
as it is now, religious bodies in Australia would include schools, chari-
ties, and other commercial organizations involved in the production of 
goods and rendering of services that would otherwise be regarded as 
private organizations in other countries. It is clear that when it comes 
to understanding and managing workplace religious diversity, the impor-
tance of legislation and legal frameworks cannot be over emphasized, as 
we discussed in Chapter 2. 

Despite the unique situational factors, the yearning for religious 
freedom in Australia is not particularly unusual. Freedom of religion and 
freedom of speech are fundamental rights of every person. The challenge 
of legislation lies in knowing where to place the boundaries around the 
granting of religious freedom and expression to a person or group to 
avoid infringing on the fundamental rights of others. The expression of 
the religious beliefs of some major religious groups, for example, could 
infringe on the rights of some minority groups such as LGBTQ+ people 
who are also entitled to their fundamental human rights. 

How Religious Freedom Laws Impact 
Workplaces, Employers, and Employees 

When considering the workplace, the management of religious diver-
sity and inclusion, necessarily, requires acknowledging and managing the 
tensions between groups of people that may reflect fissures in wider 
society. It is understandable that this task may seem overwhelming. Here 
are some of the considerations, both within and outside an organization’s 
control, that will influence this process:

• Legal frameworks. As this chapter has explored at length, it is not 
just what the legislation states, but how it is interpreted that will 
influence its impact on the workplace. Ideally, legislation needs to
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be stated in a balanced way, free from any specific controversy or 
perceived bias toward any group; as Australia has shown, that is rarely 
the case.

• Public vs. private. The way the current draft of Australia’s reli-
gious discrimination bill is stated, it makes it clear that there are 
private, religious bodies that have different rules than public insti-
tutions. While that provision may revolutionize how some of these 
organizations, including schools, are viewed, it also reveals poten-
tially impactful differences between public and private institutions in 
regard to religious freedom.

• Majority vs. minority. Protecting the rights of religious minorities 
and historically excluded religious groups should be the priority of 
any organization. As it stands, religious freedom laws can some-
times protect the declining influence or concerns of the religious 
majority. Even if the government doesn’t prioritize minority groups, 
organizations that focus on belonging and inclusion will. 

These factors should be at the front of the mind for any organization as it 
decides how to bring religion into the workplace. Furthermore, legislators 
should be aware not just of these factors, but of the current developments 
in Australia and other nations considering religious discrimination laws. 

The government of Australia is grappling with harmonizing the 
yearning for more religious freedom with the human rights of many 
minorities, trying to accommodate everyone. Dropping the religious 
freedom bill entirely no longer seems to be an option, particularly given 
Prime Minister Scott Morrison’s support of it. It is understood, however, 
that the bill must include provisions that are satisfactory to both sides. 
The courts are there to provide interpretation and jurisdiction in partic-
ular situations that will inevitably occur if and when the bill passes to 
become law. 

As with the last chapter, the truth is that religious freedom laws, like 
cultural norms, are well outside of the control of any organization or 
leader. That said, there’s still a lot of room to explore how leaders can 
help drive more inclusive workplace cultures. While it’s tempting to focus 
on small changes you can make, organizations and leaders must explore 
the root causes of workplace religious discrimination, and not just look 
at the symptoms. Symptoms can range from failed recruitment efforts 
to low retention of religiously diverse employees to conflict between
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employees. These are all matters that might seem to have simple solu-
tions, but if the underlying causes aren’t addressed, any solution will 
be temporary. When we explore the root causes, such as societal and 
cultural norms, industry demands, and the values and beliefs of leadership, 
it becomes clear that the work that lies before us starts with individual 
people (Bauer & Erdogan, 2010). 

It can be hard to hear, but in many cases, leaders, from CEOs to HR 
professionals to managers, can often become a part of the problem by 
ignoring religion wholesale or only supporting the expression of one’s 
own religious traditions. When religion is avoided in official policies and 
communication, it sends a very clear message that there are no protec-
tions for religious people, and this encourages employees to engage in 
hiding their diverse religious identities. Rather than ignoring religion— 
and national conversations about religious freedom like those taking place 
in Australia—savvy leaders can use those conversations to help their orga-
nization become more responsive to their religiously diverse employees 
and customers. 

Assessing the Level of Religious Inclusion in Australia 

Religious inclusion in Australia deviates from other case studies—here we 
explore how policymakers are pushing for new legislation regarding reli-
gious freedom, rather than exploring a unique workplace scenario. That 
said, the Kaizen HC Model of Religious Inclusion can still be utilized to 
evaluate legal frameworks. 

Australia is at Level 2: Compliance. They are no longer avoiding reli-
gious diversity and inclusion and in fact, they’re focused on making 
religious freedom more explicit in legislation. Policymakers are attempting 
to protect their stakeholders from lawsuits and adverse legal decisions. 
That said, the legislation itself and the policymakers advocating for it 
could be seen to have too narrow a focus on one dominant religion rather 
than on protecting the freedom of all religious expression and none. Poli-
cymakers seem to have various motivations for supporting the bill, though 
there has been little discussion of religious inclusion and belonging for all. 

Moving forward, the legislation will have to account not only for 
protecting the declining influence of the religious majority but also for 
the rights of the historically excluded—including the indigenous peoples 
and other minorities (e.g., Muslims and Sikhs).
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The legislation and debate regarding religious freedom could have 
major ramifications for employees and workplaces in Australia. As the 
global trends we discussed in Chapter 3 continue to bring religiously 
diverse people into contact with one another, similar conversations and 
legislation may arise. 

Each of the scenarios from around the world that we’ve examined illus-
trates the complexity of workplaces today and provides a foundation as we 
look to the future of workplace religious diversity and inclusion. In the 
next chapter, we’ll explore what the future holds and how we can each 
become better advocates for religious IDE. 
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CHAPTER 10  

The Future of Workplace Religious Diversity 
and Inclusion: Opportunities, Challenges, 

and Recommendations 

Abstract This concluding chapter reiterates the importance of embracing 
workplace religious inclusion. This is a rational decision in a world where 
the continued growth of religious populations and religious diversity is 
predicted for the next three decades or so. Embracing religious inclu-
sion poses many challenges, but these are not insurmountable. Getting 
workplace religious diversity and inclusion right requires a culture of 
joint accountability for outcomes. The chapter discusses the role of 
policy makers, business leaders, organizational researchers—everyone—in 
building safe and religiously inclusive workplaces and societies. 

Keywords Kaizen HC model of religious inclusion · Religious 
discrimination lawsuit · Religious Equity Diversity and Inclusion (REDI) 
Index · Inclusive leadership · Workplace culture 

In 2010, over 83% of the global population affiliated with a religion (PEW 
Research, 2015). This rate is projected to increase to 86.8% in 2050, 
leaving a mere 13.2% of the total world population not affiliating with any 
religion. These statistics and numerous examples throughout this book 
make it clear that religious diversity isn’t going anywhere—in fact, the 
world is getting more religious, and more religiously diverse. The number
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of people projected to be Muslim, for example, will be almost at par with 
the number of Christians by 2050 (PEW Research, 2015). 

At a time when religion is on the rise and continues to rise, restric-
tions have also risen. These restrictions on religion globally—discussed 
at length in Chapter 3—such as governments’ limits on religious activi-
ties and harassment of religious groups, hostilities toward some religious 
norms and practices, and organized violence against religious groups have 
increased the world over, with an alarming rise in restrictions rippling 
through Europe (Diamont, 2019). 

In recognition of these dual realities, religious inclusion and belonging 
must be a focus of organizational leaders, policymakers, and everyone 
who works and lives in diversifying societies. Not only do inclusion and 
belonging lead to safer, better workplaces for all workers, but they also 
enhance organizational performance. Just as importantly, organizations 
will need to be more inclusive to avoid engaging in discrimination. 

There has already been a rapid rise in the number of cases of alleged 
religious discrimination in the U.S., Europe, and Western countries in 
general. In less developed countries, where there seem to be fewer formal 
reports of religious discrimination allegations, the data and the reality may 
diverge greatly, as we saw in Chapter 9. 

In the U.S., EEOC data shows that in 1997, 1,709 cases of alleged 
religious discrimination were received by the commission. By 2008, this 
number had increased to 3,273 and to 4,151 in 2011. Overall, increase 
in the number of charges of religious discrimination received by the 
commission between 1997 and 2020 was 41% (EEOC, 2021). Mone-
tary benefits received by complainants totaled over $187.4 million over 
the years between 1997 and 2020 (EEOC, 2021); this figure excludes 
the amount of money paid out in respect of litigation cases. The simple 
truth is that organizations can no longer afford to neglect their religious 
diversity. 

Costs are also not limited to monetary terms. Failure to manage or 
ineffective management of religious diversity could lead to costly losses 
due to workplace conflict, lost productivity, and erosion of the brand 
image. Cases and allegations of religious discrimination are likely to 
continue to increase, not only in the U.S., but in other Western countries 
also. Countries in Africa, Latin America, and in parts of Asia that have 
not seen court cases regarding religious discrimination up to this point 
are likely to begin seeing some as their religious diversity and level of 
development increase. The only exceptions are in countries with extreme
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levels of restrictions on religions, and those where state religions are likely 
to still hold sway. Therefore, organizations and countries need to take 
religious diversity more seriously. Recent legal and cultural discourse in 
countries such as Australia, France, and some European countries show 
the complexities that can arise in trying to manage religious diversity; 
neglecting the issue is no longer an option. 

What Can Policymakers Do? 

As religious diversity increases in the U.S., we expect to see more cases 
of religious discrimination filed at the EEOC. While the number of 
successful cases is expected to remain relatively low, per historical trends, 
policymakers and employers alike need to take a proactive stand to 
managing religious diversity (EEOC, 2021). We expect to see two key 
patterns in the U.S. First, the religious right, also known as the political 
far right, will likely engage more deeply in the fight for more religious 
freedom to protect the rights and dominance of the Christian majority 
in the workplace; this would likely lead to polarizing legal challenges and 
court battles. Second, Muslims, Jews, Sikhs, other religious minorities, 
and their allies will likely increase their activism and advocacy, partic-
ularly as these groups become more mainstream in American society. 
What remains elusive is the idea of both religious majority and minori-
ties combining forces to push for more religious accommodations and 
religious inclusion in the workplace. 

Outside the U.S., for example in France and the EU, the seculariza-
tion of society is likely to advance. Religious minorities and majorities are 
likely to face secular laws that emphasize neutrality and object to blatantly 
religious external/physical appearances. If religious inclusion advocates 
are able to make a strong business and moral case for their cause, a 
two-way track may emerge with laws remaining secular while forward-
thinking organizations embrace religious inclusion within their workplace 
and beyond. As we’ve seen with progress on race and gender diversity, 
when organizations take the lead in tackling discrimination and inequity 
in response to stakeholder pressure or for business reasons, that’s when 
change happens. So, change is possible even without a supportive legal 
environment. 

As globalization and migration across national boundaries continue— 
as we explored in Chapter 3—more countries are going to become more 
religiously diverse in the future. We have seen from the case of Australia
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in Chapter 7 that legislating religion and matters of religious discrimina-
tion are not so simple. So, the solution is not simply enacting legislation. 
Neither is placing more restrictions on religion in various forms necessarily 
the solution. 

A good starting point could be having strong legislative and legal 
frameworks that recognize and accommodate the fundamental rights of 
all. In this regard, either including specific provisions in existing general 
legislation or having specific legislation dedicated to religion and religious 
discrimination matters are viable options. In either option, a clear absence 
of bias and the political will to ensure that all people, regardless of their 
religious beliefs, feel included are paramount. 

Perception is a crucial component of this work. People of different 
religious beliefs, and those with no religious belief, need to believe the 
government aims to protect the fundamental and religious rights of all; 
not that of only part of the population. In this light, becoming aware of 
historical contexts is important to move toward an inclusive society where 
everyone feels they belong and are wanted. 

What Can Organizational Leaders Do? 

By this point, you know that there is no running from the issue of religion 
in the workplace. Whether or not organizations have the deliberate goal 
of having a religiously diverse workplace, the reality is here. Religious 
and other forms of diversity will continue to increase and create more 
complex workplaces. We know now that creating an inclusive organization 
in the midst of religious diversity is possible—and that it requires the 
commitment of organizational leaders. 

To that end, Deloitte, a leading consulting firm in the U.S., has gener-
ally identified six traits of inclusive leaders that we can apply specifically to 
religious inclusion (Bourke & Dillon, 2016): 

1. Commitment. A leader must have a personal commitment to inclu-
sion that draws both on their personal values and their belief in the 
business case for inclusion. When it comes to religious inclusion, 
that can mean finding common values between your beliefs and 
another’s (for example, some version of The Golden Rule appears in 
many religious doctrines). It also means taking seriously the business 
case for religious inclusion, which we explored in Chapter 1.
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2. Courage. Leaders must be courageous in speaking up for the inclu-
sion of religion and religious people at work, bravely stepping up to 
advocate for others as they would themselves. Remember the case 
of Hamdi Ulukaya, the founder and owner of Chobani, who used 
his platform to both hire refugees, Muslim and not, and speak up 
for their inclusion. 

3. Cognizance. At the same time, leaders must acknowledge their own 
biases and limitations. It’s not a single leader’s job to understand 
everything there is to know about religion, but rather to be curious 
and open about religion at work. Furthermore, cognizance entails 
harnessing a desire for fairness, so everyone is playing on the same 
field. 

4. Curiosity. Being open to other ways of seeing the world is imperative 
to the inclusive leader. They also must be able to cope with ambi-
guity, embracing the reality that they can’t know everything and 
thus will be faced with situations that require changing their mind. 
You’ll remember that in Chapter 5 we discussed cultural models 
when exploring the clash between women who wear the hijab and 
American culture. Cultural models, or if you’d prefer mental models, 
are developed through our life experiences, drawing all the way back 
to how someone is raised. These deeply held and rarely examined 
beliefs about the way the world does and should work have a major 
impact on cultural settings such as the workplace. If we want to 
transform workplaces to become more inclusive of religious people, 
individual people have to be willing to change their own mental 
models. 

5. Cultural intelligence. Curiosity naturally leads to cultural intelli-
gence, as leaders who want to know more about others’ religious 
identities will make sure to infuse this new knowledge into their 
everyday efforts and allow it to drive them forward as advocates for 
inclusion. 

6. Collaboration. Collaborative leaders understand that we can do 
more together than we can apart. In other words, they know 
that diverse teams harness the power, voice, and insights of their 
members to become something more than any one individual could 
be on their own. 

Of course, none of these leadership qualities exists in a vacuum. They 
are mutually reinforcing aspects of a leader that lead to inclusion-forward
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organizations. And, in fact, it’s rare for an employee to attribute positive 
experiences at work to any one of these attributes, but rather to express 
gratitude for the employer. For instance, in my dissertation research 
explored at length in Chapter 5, one Muslim woman who wears the hijab 
reported having a very positive experience at work. “My employer is very 
understanding and flexible. My job even makes an exception for me to 
alter the uniform to best fit my modesty standards.” Was this inclusive 
effort made because her employer was curious? Was it because manage-
ment was courageous or culturally intelligent? Who knows? It doesn’t 
matter. What matters is that this leader found a way to be responsive to 
and inclusive of the real human being standing before them. 

If you don’t see yourself as having all these qualities, don’t worry! 
These aren’t traits you’re born with or without and it’s likely rare for any 
leader to be perfectly proficient in all six categories. Rather than thinking 
of these as fixed items on a checklist, think of them as muscles that can be 
developed and strengthened—even for those who may feel they’re already 
strong in any of the areas. For instance, to become more curious, you 
could keep a journal and write about how your own religious identity (or 
nonreligious identity) shows up at work. As you gather your thoughts on 
this, you could use the following prompts to ask yourself:

• Is this how you want to be included as a whole person?
• If you are included, are people from other religious identities treated 
likewise or is it only the dominant religious group?

• If they aren’t included, who could you get to know to better 
understand the challenges they face? 

This is one example of how you can change your mindset. If you’d 
like to learn more, I highly recommend reading Stanford researcher and 
psychologist Carol S. Dweck’s book Mindset: The New Psychology of Success 
(2007). In it, she explores how we develop open mindsets so that we can 
embrace and be a part of an ever-changing world. 

To further shift your organization to becoming more religiously inclu-
sive, revisit the lessons we’ve drawn out in Chapters 5 through 9, 
from acknowledging cultural models to exploring the impact of religious 
freedom laws on the workplace. One of the best places to start is with the 
gap analysis framework I highlighted in Chapter 7. This process can be
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broken down into a handful of steps that will require time and effort— 
and can yield transformational results, so make sure to revisit that chapter 
where I discuss some of the forms these various steps can take and why 
they matter. 

I want to take a moment to reiterate how important it is to have clearly 
and carefully written policies that reasonably accommodate all religious 
beliefs. Globally, most companies seem not to have formal, written poli-
cies on how to handle religion in the workplace. It is still an area that 
is largely left to discretion. However, real-life cases explored in this book 
and elsewhere have shown that having formal policies that articulate how 
to handle issues of religion and religious beliefs and practices may not 
be enough to create a religiously inclusive organization. A total commit-
ment of the organization’s leadership is also a necessity for success in this 
area. So is effective communication of the organization’s policies aimed 
at fostering religious inclusion. 

The next step is getting the whole leadership team on board—you 
might hand them this book or share any of the numerous resources 
we’ve cited to get them started. Regardless of what your leadership is 
engaged with, religious diversity and inclusion issues should be a C-Suite 
priority especially after the COVID-19 pandemic that began in 2019 and 
continues through the writing of this book. 

This pandemic, and the inequalities it has unearthed, has given orga-
nizations another chance to take issues of diversity and stigma more 
seriously. Initiatives include offering training programs to employees to 
promote understanding and accommodation of diverse religious beliefs 
and views, and asking employees to sign anti-discrimination policies and 
agreements. While having initiatives that promote religious diversity and 
make everyone feel inclusive is not enough, the mere existence of such 
initiatives creates the impression that the organization has the intention of 
taking religious diversity and inclusion seriously. Moving from intention 
to action, however, involves embracing a proactive and strategic stance. 

To help your organization become proactive, you’ll need to assess 
where your organization is, as we’ve discussed with the Kaizen HC Model 
for Religious Inclusion. I’d like to offer you another tool all organizations 
should strongly consider leveraging to gauge your organization’s religious 
inclusion: the Religious Freedom and Business Foundation’s Corporate 
Religious Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion (REDI) Index. 

The REDI Index measures religious inclusion at Fortune 500 compa-
nies, including how religious inclusion is publicly acknowledged by the
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company on their websites and with ERGs, as well as their explicit efforts 
to share best practices around religious inclusion with other companies 
and the public. It was originally designed by gathering input from leaders 
of Fortune 500 companies who are committed to religious inclusion and 
focuses on the areas these leaders see as most important to their religious 
inclusion efforts. At the same time, the REDI Index is a benchmarking 
tool that can help companies objectively chart their progress from year to 
year. 

The index is already being used to evaluate the religious inclusion of 
major companies in the Fortune 500 and has utility for organizations 
of all sizes. In 2021, the two top-scoring companies among the 200 
largest companies in America were Intel and Texas Instruments. Both 
Intel and Texas Instruments are recognized in part because of their signif-
icant investment into incorporating religious diversity into their overall 
diversity and inclusion work. At Intel, in fact, six of the 33 ERGs (nearly 
20%) are specifically faith or belief based. 

For the first time in 2022, the REDI Index will gather self-reported 
data via a survey. Areas of inquiry include:

• Religion is featured on company’s main diversity page.
• Company shares best practices with other organizations.
• Religion is clearly addressed in diversity training.
• Attentive to how religion impacts stakeholders.
• Clear procedures for reporting discrimination. 

As we’ve shown at length in this manuscript, these are all critical matters 
for creating real religious inclusion and belonging at the workplace. Even 
if you choose not to participate in the REDI Index, you can use the 
questions the Religious Freedom and Business Foundation has identified 
to help you develop and follow a strategic plan for religious inclusion. 

Together the REDI Index, the Kaizen HC Model, and the SOAR 
framework can help any organization assess, evaluate, and chart a new 
path for religious inclusion and belonging.
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What Can Researchers, 
Students, and Academicians Do? 

Researchers, students, and academicians can use our unique skills to help 
organizations and policymakers understand the nuances of religious diver-
sity and inclusion. Not only are there tensions between major groups of 
religions, there are also tensions inside these groups. Studies of intra-
community disagreements and conflict at work could add much to the 
body of research, as could in-depth studies of major religious groups. 
As my research on women who wear the hijab demonstrates, intersec-
tional explorations of religious inclusion can bring further nuance to the 
conversation as well. 

What Can We All Do? 

The reality is that diversity is already a fact. We live in diverse societies and 
work in increasingly diverse workplaces. It’s our job to make inclusion and 
belonging just as real. 

The number one thing we can all do right now to make our workplaces 
and our worlds more inclusive is to become an ally. An ally is someone 
who is not from a marginalized group who fights for that group’s rights 
and equality and advocates for their well-being. In her 2018 Ted Talk, 
writer Melinda Epler defined allyship as “understanding the imbalance in 
opportunity and working to change it.” In other words, allyship is about 
seeing the ways society has limited the experiences and opportunities of 
some and the role we each have to play in changing society. Allyship is 
absolutely key for inclusion to be successful. 

In her talk, Epler identifies three ways we can be better allies in 
the workplace. Here’s how I see those playing out when it comes to 
workplace religious diversity and inclusion: 

1. Do no harm. It’s the job of allies to know how others are shut 
down and dismissed in the workplace and to not engage in those 
behaviors. For instance, if your organization only has social events 
with alcohol at them and provides no alcohol-free alternatives, speak 
up and request alcohol-free options for your Muslim, Jain, Buddhist, 
and Sikh colleagues—even if you won’t drink them yourself. 

2. Advocate for underrepresented people in small ways. When bias is 
confronted, whether intentional or not, behaviors change. So, if
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your Muslim colleague who wears the hijab is constantly interrupted 
when she speaks, you can use your privilege to help her voice be 
heard. You can say something like “Sara was speaking and I’d like 
to hear what she has to say.” It’s a small effort, and it shows Sara 
she’s not alone in the workplace and calls to attention the negative 
behavior. 

3. Change someone’s life significantly. Think of a time in your life that 
someone believed in you, took a risk on you, or encouraged you to 
go for a big promotion. You have the opportunity to be that person 
for someone else. Invest in your religiously diverse employees and 
colleagues like you would want someone to invest in you. 

Governments and societies change because people change. If you want 
to see the world become a better place for all people inclusive of their 
religious identities, we have to start now. The work starts with you. 

We hope this book and the stories contained within it have helped you 
both gain awareness of the need for religious inclusion and belonging 
and formed the foundation for you to become radically compassionate. 
Imagine for a second what it would be like to be at work and have 
your manager verbally and physically harass you because of your faith. 
How humiliating and terrifying would it be to have your manager rip the 
covering from your head? Imagine the feeling of helplessness you would 
feel if you were seriously ill but your employer did not let you take time 
off for a traditional healing ritual? 

Some of you may have experienced just such realities in the workplace. 
Some of you may have witnessed such exchanges. Others may have at 
one time been the people who weren’t accepting and receptive to reli-
gious needs. My sincere hope is that no matter who you have been, you 
will become a fierce advocate for your colleagues’ and your own right to 
express any or no religion, so that we can all be not just safer, but better, 
together. 
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